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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 About TDCC
1.1.1 History
Taiwan Depository & Clearing Corporation (TDCC) was recognized as Taiwan
Securities Central Depository (TSCD) which replaced the company name upon
the merger with Debt Instruments Depository and Clearing (DIDC) on March
27th, 2006.
In term of the establishment of TSCD, the Securities and Futures Bureau under
the Financial Supervisory Commission (previously the Securities and Futures
Commission under the Ministry of Finance) drafted the “Rules Governing
Centralized Securities Depository Enterprises ”and the basic framework of
book-entry transaction system in response to the revision of the Security
Exchange Act in January 1985, to boost the efficiency of the security market, to
solve the excessive workload of paper-based security operation, and to provide
a secure and reliable way of central depository. Consequently, TSCD was
formed in October 1989 through joint venture of Taiwan Stock Exchange
Corporation (TWSE), Fuhwa Securities Finance Co., Ltd. and a number of
security brokers. The company started business in January 1990, providing
services including central depository and book-entry operation for securities,
settlement of securities traded on TWSE and TPEx, clearing and settlement for
both cash and securities among Emerging Stocks, and registration of securities
issuing in dematerialized form. Entrusted by Securities and Futures Bureau,
Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC), Executive Yuan, TSCD also takes
responsibility for auditing the registrars of issuing companies.
In order to promote dematerialization and a central clearing-settlement system
for short-term bills, the Ministry of Finance promulgated the regulations
governing short-term bills clearing and depository organizations in June 2002.
DIDC was established in August 2003 through joint venture of local bills
dealers, Financial Information Services Co., Ltd. (FISC) and other financial
institutions and officially started business operation in April 2004. In addition
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to controlling the central depository of short-term bills, the company has
introduced not only a central depository service but also a Delivery Versus
Payment (DVP) mechanism by the linkage with the Inter-bank Fund Transfer
System of the Central Bank of China (Taiwan).
With the growth of cross-industry operations in Taiwan’s financial sector, there
has been a steady increase in the volume of securities, bonds and bills
transactions handled by both securities firms and bill dealers. In July 2005, in
order to ensure a higher level of convenience for market participants, avoid
duplication of investment and keep up with the trend towards back-office
integration among the world’s leading stock markets, the Financial Supervisory
Commission (FSC) decided to promote the merger between DIDC and TSCD.
It was anticipated that the integration of settlement, clearing and central
depository platforms would help to reduce investment costs, improve
operational performance, expand service scope and stimulate market
development through the creation of synergy.
In the aspect of shareholder meeting operation, the trends in major securities
markets around the world in recent years are to develop electronic voting
mechanism and move towards platform consolidation and international
connection to facilitate voting by cross-border investors and improve the
efficiency of shareholder voting. Thus with approvals from the board of
directors of both companies, TDCC and Taiwan Integrated Shareholder Service
Company (TISSC) decided to undergo merger in November 2013 and
completed the process on March 24, 2014 with TDCC as the surviving
company. After the merger, TDCC’s electronic voting platform (StockVote)
takes over the e-voting platform business of TISSC to become the only e-voting
service in the market. The consolidation of two platforms saves operating costs.
With the cooperation to the international voting service institutions (e.g.
Broadridge), the platform can facilitate the straight-through processing (STP)
mechanism for cross-border voting in 2015. It will achieve the objectives of
protecting shareholders’ rights and improving market efficiency, while keeping
in line with the vision of the competent authorities to promote Taiwan’s
corporate governance roadmap.

1.1.2 Organization
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Shareholders’ meeting is the highest decision making body of TDCC whereas
the highest executive unit is the board of directors. Under the board, there are
president and general managers of business group, senior executive vice
presidents and secretary general. Additionally, based on the operational needs,
the company has nine departments including Equity Services, Fixed Income
Services, Fund & Global Services, Issuer Services, IT Infrastructure, Fixed
Income System Development, Equity System Development, Corporate Strategy
& Public Affairs, General Administration, and five offices including
Intermediaries Compliance & Inspection, Legal Affairs, Finance, Internal
Auditing and Labor Safety. The organization structure is presented in figure 1:
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Figure 1. TDCC Organization Chart

1.1.3

Business and Services
According to the Rules Governing Centralized Securities Depository
Enterprises, TDCC may engage in the following businesses:
(1) Custody of securities and short-term bills.
(2) Book-entry for uncertificated securities and registration of short-term bills.
(3) Settlement, pledge and book-entry operations for securities and short-term
bills.
(4) Computerizing book-entry operation for securities.
(5) Distribution of securities by book-entry.
(6) Clearing and settlement of emerging stocks.
(7) Payment processing of offshore fund transactions.
(8) Payment processing for underwriting and redemption of short-term bills.
(9) Clearing, settlement, and confirmation of short-term bills transactions.
(10) Maintaining a short-term bills interest index.
(11) Business Information Exchange among participants.
(12) Consulting and planning services for participants on information backup
and automating transaction operations.
(13) All services approved by competent authorities.

1.1.4 Book-entry Services
To improve security market efficiency and to reduce the burden for physical
securities manual operation with security industry, TDCC has been vigorously
expending eligible securities under custody since established in 1989. TDCC
provides book-entry transfer service to the following securities under custody:
1.

Listed stocks, new share certificates, subscription payment certificates,
preferred stocks with warrant and stock warrants traded on the centralized
market.

2.

Beneficiary certificates traded on the centralized market.

3.

Depositary receipts traded on the centralized market.

4.

Convertible corporate bonds, exchangeable corporate bonds, corporate
bonds with warrant, corporate bonds and bond conversion certificate
4

traded on the centralized market.
5.

Bonds traded on the centralized market.

6.

Call (put) warrants traded on the centralized market.

7.

Beneficiary certificates and asset-backed securities traded on the
centralized market.

8.

Stocks, new share certificates, subscription payment certificates, preferred
stocks with warrant, and stock warrants traded over-the-counter.

9.

Beneficiary certificate traded over-the-counter at securities firms.

10. Depository receipts traded over-the-counter at securities firms.
11. Convertible corporate bonds, exchangeable corporate bonds, corporate
bonds with warrant, corporate bonds, bank debentures, and bond
conversion certificate traded over-the-counter.
12. Bonds traded over-the-counter.
13. Call (put) warrants traded over-the-counter.
14. Beneficiary
certificates
over-the-counter.

and

asset-backed

securities

traded

15. Employee stock option certificates.
16. Stocks issued by public companies that are printed in consolidated form
representing the total number of the new shares in one issue or issued in
dematerialized form.
17. Privately placed stocks, subscription payment certificates, bond conversion
certificates, corporate bonds, and bank debentures issued by public
company that are printed in consolidated form representing the total
number in one issue or issued in dematerialized form.
18. Privately placed preferred stocks with warrant, corporate bonds with
war-rant, convertible corporate bonds, and exchangeable corporate bonds
issued in dematerialized form by public company.
19. Open-end beneficiary certificates and bank debentures issued in
dematerialized form.
20. Privately placed beneficiary certificates or asset-backed securities issued in
dematerialized form by trust institution or special-purpose company.
21. RMB-denominated corporate bonds issued overseas in dematerialized
form by public companies where investors are offshore banking units of
5

banks.
22. Commercial Paper I, CPI
23. Commercial Paper II, CPII
24. Banker's and Trade Acceptances, BA&TA
25. Asset-backed Securities.
26. Other securities or short-term bills approved by competent authorities.
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1.2 Features of the Centralized Depository and Book-entry
System (CD-BES)
1.2.1 Account Structure
1.

Two-tier Account Structure
The centralized depository and book-entry system of TDCC employs a
two-tier structure for handling the clearing, settlement, transfer, deposit,
withdrawal, title transfer, pledging, and distribution of securities on behalf of
participants for investors:

The first tier
Investors open depository accounts with the securities firms, signing the
agreement to have settlement, clearing, remittance, transfer, pledging and
other operations carried out on their behalf. The securities firms set up
customer account books for recording and transfer of investor’s securities.

The second tier
TWSE, Taipei Exchange, securities finance companies and securities firms
open an account with TDCC and become participants of TDCC to conduct the
deposit, withdrawal and book-entry clearing and settlement operations.
The structure of the central depository book-entry system is shown in the
diagram below:

Issuers

Figure 2. Flow Chart of the Centralized Depository and Book-entry System
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2.

One-tier Computer Processing
The CD-BES system has a two-tier structure legally. But in practice, TDCC
handles the computer processing of customer data associated with all central
depository and book-entry operations of the participants pursuant to the
Regulations Governing Book-Entry Operations for Centrally Deposited
Securities and the account agreement signed by participants with TDCC.

3.

Data Entry of Securities Passbook
The securities firms should issue a securities passbook to their customers
when they open accounts and post entry in the passbook the types, quantities
and transaction activities of securities in the customer’s account. Unless it is
otherwise provided, investors should present their passbook and affix the same
seal or sign the same as the one on file on applications when they are going to
settle a transaction, deposit or withdraw of securities, make account transfer or
carry out other related businesses.

4.

TDCC Hotline and Internet Inquiry Services
TDCC provides investors with extensive services through its voice service
system and online query system that allow investors to check information such
as balance of securities or notes in custody, balance of margin trading, draw
results, balance of pledged securities. book-entry payment account numbers,
bond passbook data, and offshore fund information. Investors may also apply
or replace voice service passwords via either system.

5.

Namelist Provision and Title Transfer
All listed stocks are issued in dematerialized form since July 29, 2011. During
the period of suspension of title transfer announced by the issuer for
convening a shareholders' meeting (or beneficiaries’ meeting or creditors’
meeting) or distribution of dividends, bonuses or other interests, TDCC will
prepare shareholders list according to the information provided by participants
and make the list available to the issuers for title transfer. The issuers will
handle right notification according to the shareholders list provided by TDCC,
simplify transfer operation and reduce operation cost.

1.2.2 Structure of short-term bill accounts
Features of short-term bill account structure (for depository, clearing and
settlement) include:
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1.

Features
Investors must open the payment settlement accounts and depository accounts
with clearing banks. Bill dealers may input transactions regarding trade and
pledge into the Bills Clearing and Settlement System (BCSS). The clearing
bank then confirms with clients the results of settlement or pledge and may
also update clients’ account passbooks. In addition to the accounts of
participants, TDCC records investors’ account information and position details
simultaneously with the clearing banks.

Central Bank of China's
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Foreign Currency Settlement System
Payment settlement

Book-entry
operation

Clearing &
settlement
Book-entry
operation

Delivery of
physical bills

Issuers

Redemption

Clearing &
settlement

Account
opening

Bill dealers

Book-entry operation

Account
opening

TDCC

Investors

Payment/bill
settlement

Clearing & Settlement Banks

Account opening

Redemption
Redemption
Verification for
custody; redemption

Deliver physical
bills to custody

Custodian bank of physical bills:

Figure 3. Structure of short-term bill accounts
2.

Single window for the back-office operation of bills
TDCC’s Bills Clearing and Settlement System (BCSS) functions as a single
window for back-office operation of bills market. It handles computerized
operation of short-term bill traded in primary and secondary markets,
redemption and other related clearing and settlement. Dealers transmit
instructions of settlement to the Bills Clearing and Settlement System (BCSS)
through interfaces provided by TDCC (including host to host and work
stations for file transmission and browsers), in order to deal with operations
9

such as (1) underwriting and initial purchase of bills between issuers and
holders in the primary market; (2) settlement, pledge or withdrawal of bills
among investors, clearing banks and bill dealers in the secondary market.
3.

Linkage with the Central Bank of China (Taiwan) Interbank Funds Transfer
System and Financial Information Service Co., Ltd.’s Foreign Currency
Settlement System (FISC’s Foreign Currency Settlement System) for effective
payment clearing.
TDCC’s system is linked to the Central Bank Interbank Funds Transfer
System and FISC’s Foreign Currency Settlement System to handle the
payment settlement for a short-term bill. That is, when TDCC receives an
instruction from a dealer regarding the settlement of underwriting (on a firm
commitment or best efforts basis), initial purchase, or a notice of settlement
from the dealers of both parties in a trade, TDCC will contact the Department
of Banking of the Central Bank or Financial Information Service Co., Ltd.,
except in the case of internal trade within the same bank or no payment for the
trade.

4.

Real-time cash and bill DVP settlement
Connected to the Interbank Funds Transfer System and FISC’s Foreign
Currency Settlement System, TDCC’s Bills Clearing and Settlement System
(BCSS) is the first in Taiwan to adopt both Delivery Versus Payment (DVP)
and Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) mechanisms. The system not only
prevents serial settlement default, but also reduces system risk, complying
with the large value clearing and settlement operation standards enacted by the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and the development of risk
management in the industry.
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Chapter 2
Participant Account Management and Computer
Linkage
2.1 Types of Participants
2.1.1 Securities
The following entities may open accounts with TDCC for services of deposit,
withdrawal and book-entry transfer of securities:
1. Ministry of Finance
2. Central Bank of Republic of China (Taiwan)
3. Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation
4. Taipei Exchange
5. Taiwan Futures Exchange
6. Securities firms
7. Securities finance companies
8. Custodians providing custody service for mutual funds, securities
investments of overseas Chinese, foreigners, or discretionary accounts, or
insurance companies (referred to as “custodian” below)
9. Government bond traders
10. Financial institutions
11. Insurance companies
12. Asset management companies
13. Domestic agent for converting overseas corporate bonds into stocks of
domestic companies
14. Foreign custodian, transfer or clearing institutions
15. Exchangeable corporate bond issuers
16. Issuers of dematerialized securities that are delivered by book-entry
11

transfer
17. Issuers of securities that are put under central custody as required by
Securities and Futures Bureau, Taiwan Stock Exchange or Taipei
Exchange.
18. Institutions entrusted to carry out public subscription.
19. Trust enterprises
20. Institutions that manage the public functionary pension fund, labor
retirement fund, labor insurance fund, postal saving fund and other
government funds.
21. Futures commission merchants.
22. Other entities approved by competent authorities

2.1.2 Short-term Bills
The following parties are allowed to open book-entry accounts or issuing
registration accounts with TDCC:
1. Bills dealers
2. Clearing and Settlement Banks
3. Issuers
4. Other entities approved by competent authority

2.2 Account Opening and Cancellation by Participants
2.2.1 Securities
Securities Firms
1. Account Opening
To open an account with TDCC, an applicant shall fill out or submit the
following documents:
(1) Application for Account Opening / Cancellation / Modification
(2) Account agreement
(3) Account chop specimen card
(4) Copy of corporation registration certificate or business registration
12

certificate (for foreign custodian, transfer or clearing institutions, copy of
business certificate issued by home country); for Securities firm, the
applicant shall submit in addition copy of business license and the list of
personnel for settlement operation registered with Taiwan Stock
Ex-change Corporation (TWSE) or Taipei Exchange (TPEx).
Bond dealer participants engaged in securities and funds settlement of fixed
income instruments shall conduct in accordance with the following
procedures:
(1) Bond dealers who have a bonds/bills accounts but do not have any
securities accounts shall submit a participant agreement, book-entry
account chop specimen card, list of personnel for settlement operations
and applications for online receipts and queries for money laundering
controls.
(2) Bond dealers who have a securities account but do not have any
bonds/bills account shall submit a participant agreement, account chop
specimen card, contact person list, application form for computer linkage
operation and resource establishment (replacement) and clearing bank
agreement.
(3) Bond dealers who have both a securities account and a bonds/bills
ac-count shall submit a participant agreement.
2. Account Cancellation
(1) A participant will be disqualified if its account has not been used in six
months from the day it completed the account opening formalities and
remains inactive after a six-month extension, TDCC may terminate its
account agreement and make public announcement. After the participant
clear out all of its balance of securities and payments in its account,
TDCC may cancel its account and report to the competent authorities
every month.
(2) If a participant has its account agreement terminated, it shall, within one
month from the date of termination, clear out all of its payments and
balance of securities in its account, and notify its customers as soon as
possible to transfer their accounts to other participants.
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(3) If a participant with account agreement terminated by TDCC has
designated other participants on its own or by the order of the competent
authorities, or has signed a Settlement (Payment) Agency Agreement as
required by TWSE or TPEx which appoints an agent for handling
withdrawal of securities or account transfer, it should hand over the data
or chop (signature) specimen cards of its customers to the designated
participant.
(4) When the aforesaid participant settles its account with TDCC, the
securities recorded under its account that belong to its customers can
only be withdrawn from designated participant or transferred to said
customer’s account with another participants.
(5) Participants involved in the following affairs should terminate the
agreement pursuant to the above procedures: (a) applying for temporary
business suspension; (b) proceeding a merger or business transfer; (c)
whose business is suspended by competent authorities as a punishment;
and (d) whose trade is suspended temporarily by TWSE or TPEx as a
punishment. Upon the expiration of suspension, TDCC will resume the
aforesaid participant accounts.

Issuers and Other Participants
1. Account Opening
To open an account with TDCC, an applicant shall fill out or submit the
following documents:
(1) Application for Account Opening
(2) Account agreement
(3) Account chop specimen card
(4) Copy of corporation registration certificate or business registration
certificate or legal entity registration certificate (for foreign issuers,
certificate issued by home country and notarized by a representative
office of Taiwan abroad)
(5) Business license or certificate (where the business items require the
special permission or approval of the competent authority)
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In addition, participants (except the issuers) should prepare a List of
Clearing and Settlement Operators.
Once a participant opens an account, TDCC will issue an account book and
inform the participant of the account activation date. The records will be
submitted to the competent authorities for review.
2. Account Cancellation
When an issuer switches from securities in dematerialized form to physical
securities because TDCC has terminated the registration of its securities
issued in dematerialized form, TDCC will carry out account cancellation
according to the following procedure:
(1) After the issuer has printed and delivered the physical securities to TDCC,
TDCC will terminate its participant account agreement and make public
announcement.
(2) An issuer whose account agreement has been terminated shall, within one
month from the date the termination effected, settles all of its accrued
expenses owed to TDCC. TDCC will cancel the issuer’s account after all
payments are settled and report account cancellation cases to the
competent authorities every month.

2.2.2 Short-term Bills
Bills Dealers and Clearing Banks
1. Account Opening
To open an account with TDCC, an applicant shall fill out or submit the
following documents:
(1) Participant agreement
(2) Account agreement
(3) Application for Account Opening / Cancellation / Modification
(4) Account chop specimen cards
(5) Copy of corporation registration certificate or copy of legal entity
registration

15

(6) List of contact persons(7) Copy of clearing agent service agreement,
provided the bills dealer is a securities firm also engaging in bills finance
business
(8) Application form for computer linkage operation and resource
establishment (replacement)
(9) Application form for registration (replacement) of participant certificate,
provided computer linkage is affected via the file transfer workstation or
a browser
(10) Copy of Central Bank of China (Taiwan)’s business approval letter and
copy of IFSC’s notice for engaging in the related services of the Foreign
Currency Settlement System, provided the bill dealer also engages in
USD bills business or foreign currency negotiable certificates of deposit
(11) Other documents required by TDCC
In addition, a clearing bank should also fill out or submit the following
documents:
a. Account transfer agreement
b. Approval by the competent authorities for conducting clearing
bank-business
2. Account Cancellation
Application for canceling a book-entry account shall go through the
following procedures:
(1) Bills dealers
Those who are no longer eligible participants or are involved with
liquidation or dissolution shall apply to TDCC for account cancellation
and

fill

out

an

Application

for

Account

Opening/Cancellation/Modification. Once TDCC accepts the application,
the account is allowed only for redemption, and will be cancelled after
the redemption of all the short-term bills wherein is complete.
(2) Clearing Banks
a. Clearing Banks shall apply to TDCC for account cancellation and fill
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out an Application for Account Opening/Cancellation/Modification.
b. The applicant shall contact its investors to close their existing accounts
one month before the cancellation date. The applicant shall clear all the
short-term bills in its self-own book-entry account prior to the
cancellation date.
c. On the cancellation date, TDCC will transfer the investors’ accounts
that have not been closed to another clearing bank appointed by the
applicant in its account transfer agreement. The applicant shall have its
investors’ account books and relevant documents approved by TDCC
transfer to the appointed clearing bank on the previous business day of
the cancellation date.
d. The applicant shall contact those investors to open a depository
account and a payment settlement account or to complete other related
documentation at the appointed clearing bank.

Issuers
1. Account Opening
Issuers shall entrust bills dealers to apply to TDCC for the issuance of
short-term

book-entry only beneficiary securities

or

asset-backed

commercial paper (ABCP), and shall submit the following documents:
(1) Participant (Issuer) Agreement.
(2) Short-term bill issuer’s chop specimen card.
(3) Copy of corporation registration certificate or copy of legal entity
registration certificate.
(4) List of participant’s contact persons.
(5) Application for opening / cancellation / change of issuer account for
book-entry beneficial securities or asset-backed securities.
(6) Application form for computer linkage operation and resource
establishment (replacement).
(7) Application form for registration (replacement) of participant certificate.
(8) Other documents required by TDCC.
17

If the aforesaid issuer is a bank; it may apply directly to TDCC for
ac-count opening.
Issuers shall apply to TDCC for the issuance of book-entry negotiable
certificates of deposit (NCD) by submitting the following documents:
(1) Participant (Issuer) Agreement.
(2) Short-term bill issuer’s chop specimen card.
(3) Copy of corporation registration certificate or copy of legal entity
registration certificate.
(4) List of participant’s contact persons.
(5) Application for opening / cancellation / change of issuer account for
book-entry negotiable certificates of deposit (NCD).
(6) Application form for computer linkage operation and resource
establishment (replacement), provided computer linkage is effected via
server-to-server connection.
(7) Other documents required by TDCC.
Issuers of book-entry municipal bonds shall entrust bills dealers to apply for
a participant to TDCC and open an issuer registration account by submitting
the following documents:
(1) Participant (Issuer) Agreement.
(2) Short-term bill issuer’s chop specimen card.
(3) List of participant’s contact persons.
(4) Application for opening / cancellation / change of issuer account for
book-entry municipal bond.
(5) Other documents required by TDCC.
Guarantors of book-entry municipal bonds shall submit the following
documents to apply to TDCC for the use of issuance operation platform to
undertake confirmation of guarantee information and notification through
computer linkage with TDCC:
(1) Issuance Operation Platform Application – Guarantor.
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(2) Short-term bill guarantor’s chop specimen card.
(3) Copy of corporation registration certificate or copy of the front page of
other legal entity registration certificate affixed with the corporation
registration seal.
(4) Other documents required by TDCC.
2. Account Cancellation
Those who are no longer eligible participants or are involved with
liquidation or dissolution shall apply to TDCC for account cancellation.
Once TDCC accepts the application, it will terminate registration operation
for the account and will cancel the account when there is no issuance
balance.

2.3 Computer Linkage
2.3.1 Securities
TDCC provides book-entry transfer services through computer linkage with
approximately 1,000 plus participants across the country. The computer
connection methods and operations are described below:

1.Connection Method
(1) SMART system for participants
To improve particitants’ efficiency in operations and to reduce costs,
TDCC developed the SMART system that provides centralized services,
such as securities deposits and clearing, for TDCC’s dealers and
securities firms through the integrated securities and futures network or
ADSL.
(2) Internet
In addition to the above computer linkage method, which provides
depository and clearing services for securities and futures, participants
may also access securities issuance information, send and inquire
e-report, and read TDCC bulletin board by visiting TDCC website
(www.tdcc.com.tw ) via the Internet.
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Figure 4. TDCC Communication Network
2.Methods of Remote Backup
(1) TDCC is equipped with a hot-spare CPU for local backup. When one
main-frame is damaged, the system will automatically switch to the other to
pro-vide continuous operation.
(2) TDCC’s depository system is located in its Nankang premise. If the
main-frames of the depository system in Nankang are damaged, the backup
procedure will be executed and the system will be switched to the
mainframe located in TDCC remote backup center, while the participants
will switch their connection to the TDCC remote backup center via the
switch mechanism provided by Chunghwa Telecom.
(3) TDCC has scheduled simulation to perform backup procedures of the
computer system in both its primary and backup centers. This is to ensure
smooth operation of these procedures and to maintain system operation in
case of actual system outages.

2.3.2 Short-term Bills
TDCC provides short-term bill custody, clearing, and settlement services
through the integrated network of securities and futures organization or ADSL.
The computer connection methods and remote backup operations are described
below:
20

1. Connection Method
Participants who use the Bills Clearing and Settlement System (BCSS)
connect to the TDCC system via lines of telecom service provider. The
communication between the participants and TDCC is encrypted through the
use of virtual private network (VPN), forming a closed VPN network
environment. TDCC’s system is linked to the clearing system of Central
Bank of China (Taiwan) via CHT’s network, which is encrypted using a
proprietary security module. In case of network outage, the system will
automatically switch to the backup network via the ISDN.
2. Methods of remote backup
To prevent the operation of computer center from being disrupted by
regional disaster, TDCC has built a remote backup center. All online
operation data are synchronized in realtime through the DWDM networks
via the use of a technology called SHARK PPRC. If the main computer
center is unable to operate, according to the standard procedure, the
operations will be switched to the remote backup center where the facilities
will be activated to continue the operations. In addition, participants’
networks are switched to the remote backup center via CHT/TDCC network;
TDCC’s linkage with the clearing system of Central Bank of China (Taiwan)
is switched to remote backup leased line.
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Figure 5. Communication Network of TDCC

2.4 Online e-Report Receiving and Query
In the efforts to expedite the review of statements and reports delivered by
TDCC to participants and issuers (including transfer agents), to simplify the
application resubmission procedure and to reduce the costs of storing hardcopy
printouts, TDCC has established an “e-Report System” in September 2000 that
enables participants and issuers to receive, inquire and print TDCC statements
and reports via the Internet or e-mail. In addition, to render the transmission of
e-reports by participants more secure and convenient, starting September 16,
2013, TDCC has terminated the use of GPG encryption feature in the e-Report
System and participants are required to use e-certificate for report query
authentication and encryption. The e-report operation is carried out according to
the procedure described below:

2.4.1 Application for e-Report Service
1. Participants and Issuers
(1)Log in TDCC’s official website and enter the e-Report System by
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linking to “e-Report Inquiry and Query” through “Participant Service”
site (only for Chinese website).
(2) Click “Upload the certificate for participant’s administrator” to upload
e-certificate and complete the “e-Report Receipt and Money
Laundering Control Query Application” online. Print out a hardcopy of
the application, affix it with the same seal as that on file with TDCC
and then deliver it to TDCC’s business unit.
2. TDCC will set up an e-mail address for the participant’s administrator as
well as the administrator account and password for logging onto the TDCC
e-Report System based on the participant’s (issuer’s) application and
certificate uploaded.
3. After completing the aforesaid operation, the participant may activate its
administrator account and use the account to receive and inquire statements
and reports or create other user accounts under this account, and manage
access authority to those accounts based on its own needs.
4. Participants and issuers shall properly manage access to their e-mail
addresses and user password and e-certificate for logging onto TDCC
website. They shall change their login password immediately when a user
leaves employment or is transferred to other jobs.
5. The e-Report System accepts the following e-certificates:
(1).Certificate issued by TWCA for securities and futures related
organizations.
(2) Certificate issued by TWCA for Market Observation Post System.
(3) Certificate issued by Ministry of Economic Affairs.
(4) Certificate issued by TWCA for financial information exchange
(FINE).

2.4.2 Receiving Operation
1. After the end of daily online operation, TDCC will send report files to the
e-mail addresses designated by participants and issuers and make those
reports available on TDCC website for query.
2 Participants and issuers will receive the e-reports from TDCC the next
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business day in their e-mail.
3. Participants and issuers should check the reports, reply to TDCC if the
reports are found correct, and store the files in appropriate media.
4. If a participant or issuer is unable to receive e-report file from TDCC or if
the file received contains errors, it can log onto TDCC’s e-Report System to
request a new copy, and notify TDCC to check the reason if it still did not
receive the reports.

2.4.3 Mailing and Query of Archive Reports
Participants and issuers may log onto TDCC’s e-Report System to make query
or to request a printout of archive reports.

2.4.4 Change of Participant Administrator’s Log-on Password or
E-mail Address
1. To strengthen the security of information operation, participants and issuers
should change their log-on passwords periodically (not longer than 90 days
each time).
2. To change the log-on password, the participant or issuer can log onto TDCC
website and set the new password. When a regular user forgets his/her
password, the password will be reset through participant’s administrator
account; when a participant forgets its administrator account password, it
needs to fill out an application and affix it with the same seal as the one on
file to apply for reset with TDCC.
3. To change the e-mail address or e-certificate for opening an encrypted e-mail
attachment by a regular user or to change the contact person information, a
participant or issuer may log onto TDCC’s e-Report system through its
administrator account to carry out “User Data Change Operation”; when it is
necessary to change the aforesaid information of the participant’s
administrator, the participant should carry out “Administrator Data Change
Operation” on TDCC website to fill out an application, print it out and then
send it to TDCC after affixing it with the same seal as the one on file
(e-certificate should be uploaded simultaneously when the participant wishes
to change its e-certificate).
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Chapter 3
Equities Related Services
In terms of equities-related products such as common/preferred shares, warrants and
convertible/exchangeable bonds, TDCC provides operations for custody of physical
securities, registration of securities issued in dematerialized form, settlement,
book-entry delivery and exercise of shareholders’ rights.

3.1 Registration and Book-entry Delivery Securities Issued in
Dematerialized Form
3.1.1 Operation Principles
1. When an issuer decides to issue its securities in dematerialized form, it shall
sign an account agreement with TDCC and open a depository account to
become a participant. The issuer should also establish a “Registration
account” (A/C No. 3XXX5555555, A/C type 80) with TDCC through the
“Maintenance of Basic Information for A/C Opening” function of the online
system. The registration account shall be used to record the balance of
securities held by investors which have not been transferred to the
depository account.
2. Criteria for issuers’ applications for issuance of dematerialized securities
(1) Unless otherwise indicated by other applicable laws, the personnel,
facilities and internal auditing system of issuers or registrars shall
comply with TDCC’s Guidelines for Issuers’ Application for
Registration and Book-entry Operations for Dematerialized Securities.
(2) Issuers applying for registration of stocks not listed in TWSE, TPEx or
emerging market shall meet the following requirements:
a. The issuers shall have signed a TWSE or TPEx listing induction
agreement with an underwriter.
b. The issuers shall obtain recommendation letters from at least two
securities firms and one of which shall be the master-recommending
firm.
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c. Transfer agents of the issuers shall obtain a certificate from TDCC that
complies with the Regulations Governing Handling of Stock Affairs by
Public Companies.
d. The issuer and its lead underwriter (recommending securities firm)
shall make a joint statement declaring that the issuer will, within one
year after the registration of securities, apply to the TWSE or TPEx for
stock listing or over-the-counter trading.
(3) In accordance with the “Requirements for Issuers to Handle the
Registration and Book-entry Transfer of Dematerialized Securities”,
issuers and registrars are required to accept audits from TDCC on the
application forms for registration and book-entry delivery, operating
procedures, shareholders’ affairs and other related matters.
3. Principles of Book-entry Delivery
(1) For securities holders who have already opened a depository account
with TDCC, the stock dividends should be transferred to the securities
holder’s depository account. For securities holders who do not have a
depository account or whose securities are tax-deferred or tax
payment-deferred stocks, the securities shall be registered under “details
of securities holders” under the registration account of the issuer’s
depository account.
(2) For physical securities that have not been returned to TDCC, securities
that have been withdrawn from TDCC without title transfer, dividends of
lost securities, securities that the holders have not paid the income tax,
stocks that have been subscribed but not yet collected, interests/proceeds
of pledged securities which should be collected by the pledgee or which
is pending agreement by the pledgee for collection by the pledger, stocks
pending inheritance procedures, stocks held by the co-owners under the
“Land-to-the-tiller” policy, and securities recorded under the designated
court auction account, etc., the dividends/proceeds created therefrom
shall be registered under the “details of securities held for shareholders”,
except for those created from the physical securities that have not been
returned to TDCC.
(3) For securities that have been pledged and the pledge has been registered
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with the issuer before the securities are delivered by book-entry transfer,
the issuer should transfer the total shares pledged into the “details of
pledged securities” under the “registration” sub-account, and make a
distinction of “returned” and “not returned.”
(4) For the book-entry transfer of publicly issued but unlisted (on TWSE or
TPEx) stocks or emerging stocks, TDCC will transfer the securities into
the “depository account” opened by the customer under the issuer’s
depository account or the “registration sub-account” under the issuer’s
depository account.
(5) If the securities relating to the book-entry transfer are for private offering,
TDCC shall make the book-entry transfer into the “depository account”
opened by the customer under the issuer’s depository account or the
“registration sub-account” under the issuer’s depository account, unless
the customer is a securities dealer, custodian bank or a client who has
entrusted a custodian bank for securities custody.
(6) For the book-entry transfer of restricted stocks for employees, TDCC
will transfer the securities into the “depository account” opened by the
customer under the issuer’s depository account, unless the stocks should
be put under the custody of a custodian bank as required by the competent
authorities.
4. Issuers that submit application documentation to TDCC electronically shall
have a certificate recognized by TDCC.
5. If an investor wishes to apply for book-entry transfer, pledge, trust or tax
credit for their securities held in the registration account, they must open a
TDCC depository account with a participant and transfer the balance into
their own depository account before effecting any transaction.
6. Issuers should submit required documents to apply for registration and
distribution of dematerialized securities with TDCC. On the book-entry
transfer date designated by the issuers, TDCC will, then credit the shares to
the investors’ depository accounts with the participant or the registration
account under the issuer’s depository account in accordance with the
“Application for Book-entry Transfer of Dematerialized Securities
(Substitute for Voucher)” submitted by the issuer and data media of
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distribution lists, thereby completing the book-entry transfers.
7. Termination of registration
TDCC may terminate the registration of dematerialized securities under the
following circumstances:
(1) Issuers qualified for issuing physical securities may apply to TDCC for
terminating the registration of dematerialized securities and switching to
physical issuance.
(2) Except where an issuance of dematerialized securities is not required to
be conducted by a public company, TDCC may terminate registration of
such dematerialized securities if the issuer has been approved by the
competent authorities to terminate public issuance.
(3) TDCC may terminate registration of dematerialized securities issued by
companies that fail to fulfill the “Qualifications for Issuers to Apply for
Dematerialized Issuance of Securities”, that refuse or intentionally delay
TDCC’s investigation, that do not submit necessary materials for
investigation, or that violate any relevant laws, regulations or provisions
of depository account agreement.

3.1.2 Operating Procedure
1.Registration
(1) Issuers shall apply to TDCC for registration of securities issued in the
dematerialized form via the issuance operation platform and submitting the
required documents. In case of privately placed securities, the issuer shall
apply to TDCC three business days before the book-entry delivery date
designated by the issuer. If the issuer is late in making the application,
TDCC may inform Taiwan Stock Exchange (TWSE) or Taipei Exchange
(TPEx) by letter with a copy sent to the competent authorities.
(2) If the issuer has not completed the registration of capital change associated
with the registered securities, it shall submit the original of the new
registration certificate, photocopy of change of registration card (affixed
with the company chop and responsible person’s chop registered with the
competent authorities) or other relevant proof documents after completing
the registration of capital change.
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(3) In case the application documents are submitted in photocopies, all such
documents should bear the issuer’s specimen chop/signature retained with
TDCC, apart from that the photocopy of change of registration card should
be affixed with the company chop and responsible person’s chop registered
with the competent authorities.
(4) The issuer shall notify TDCC when reporting to the competent authorities
for a private placement.
(5) After reviewing and verifying the application, TDCC will input the total
issuance quantity into its computer system and will stamp on the original of
the issuer’s application documents by a statement of “this is to certify that
the dematerialized securities have been registered with TDCC.” Once the
registration is complete, TDCC will issue a Certificate of Registration of
Dematerialized Issuance.

2.Book-entry Delivery Operation
(1) For book-entry delivery service, an issuer shall apply to TDCC via the
issuance operation platform by transmitting, before 5:30 pm two days prior
to the delivery date, a digital media containing a list of securities for
book-entry delivery and number of subscribable shares by shareholders for
the purpose of cash capital increase.
(2) After the aforesaid information is confirmed, TDCC then transfers the
securities to the book-entry accounts opened by the clients with the
participants on the delivery date designated by the issuer. TDCC will also
inform participants of recording to their clients’ account books. Securities
not transferred into the account books shall be transferred into “details of
securities holders” under the issuer’s registration account to complete the
registration procedures.
(3) For tax-deferred or tax payment-deferred stocks, TDCC will make
book-entry delivery into the “registration sub-account” under the issuer’s
depository account and will only note the numbers of tax-deferred or tax
payment-deferred shares of shareholders based on the digital medium
provided by the issuer. The issuers shall control and manage the specifics
for tax referral or tax payment deferrals on their own.
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(4) On the day of the book-entry delivery, TDCC will create a “Securities
Distributed by Book-Entry Transfer Result Notice” and a “Central
Securities Depository Account Transfer Confirmation” and send them
electronically to the issuer for review and confirmation. If there is any
discrepancy, the issuer should promptly notify TDCC and work with TDCC
to find out the reasons.
(5) Correction of book-entry distribution/delivery
a. When a securities distributor applies to TDCC for the correction of
book-entry delivery, it shall submit a letter (affixed with the company
chop and responsible person’s chop registered with the competent
authorities) stating specifically the reason for the request and
indemnifying TDCC against any relevant responsibilities, and enclose
the following documents:
(a) An “Application for Correction of Securities Distributed by
Book-Entry” (affixed with the chop of the distributor on file with
TDCC).
(b) The original document for capital increase.
(c) Copy of payment certificate or other relevant supporting documents
(and a copy of the issuer’s notice letter to the securities distributor,
provided the correction requested is instructed by the issuer).
b. If the correction concerns a material irregularity or error, the securities
distributor should send TDCC an “Exception Report on Major
Irregularities

in

Issuer’s

Registration

and

Distribution/Delivery

Operations”:
(a) Causes for exception reporting:
I. The details for the whole batch of securities distributed are
incorrect.
II. The error would adversely affect the market order.
III. The error pertains to other irregularities.
(b) The securities distributor shall, prior to the close of market on the
same day, submit a letter (affixed with the company chop and
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responsible person’s chop registered with the competent authorities)
stating specifically the reason for the request and indemnifying
TDCC against any relevant responsibilities, and enclose the
following documents:
I. Detailed list of corrections requested.
II. The original document for capital increase.
III. Copy of payment certificate or other relevant supporting
documents.
IV. Media for correction (signed by its business manager and head
of internal audit) in a format required by TDCC.
(c) After the close of the securities market, TDCC will verify the
customer’s transaction details against the relevant account balance
and, based on the media for correction, transfer the incorrectly
distributed securities from the customer’s depository account to the
designated account of the issuer. In case the balance in the customer
account is insufficient for the transfer, TDCC will not accept the
correction. TDCC will then advise the securities distributor of the
results.
(d) Before 8:00PM on the same day, the securities distributor should
submit the digital medium containing the distribution application
form and securities distribution/delivery list (which should be
verified and signed by the business manager and head of internal
audit) to TDCC.
c. After verifying the chops affixed on the application and examining the
attached documentation, TDCC will proceed with the correction
operation on the next business day before the securities market opens.

3.Automated Operations
(1) Conversion of convertible bonds
a. TDCC will generate data on conversion period, conversion price and
issuing of underlying stock in its computer system based on the
information on convertible bonds reported by the issuer.
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b. The issuer, after receiving information on an investor’s request for
conversion of bonds sent electronically by TDCC, inquires and verifies
through computer linkage the accuracy of the number of shares obtained
by the investor on conversion calculated based on the conversion price
on the next business day following the investor’s request.
c. The issuer notifies TDCC via online transaction within a prescribed time
period to transfer the shares of stock obtained on conversion as verified
by the issuer to the investor. TDCC’s computer will automatically
register the shares according to issuer’s notice and transfer the shares
into the investor’s depository account originally set up for the conversion
of convertible bonds.
(2) Exercise of employee stock options and Conversion of overseas convertible
bonds
a. TDCC will generate data on exercise of options/conversion of bonds and
issuing of underlying stock in its computer system based on the basic
information on employee stock option certificates and overseas
convertible bonds delivered by the issuer.
b. When an employee exercises his/her stock options or an overseas
convertible bondholder requests conversion, the issuer should deliver via
computer linkage the media data on stocks to be delivered by book-entry
transfer and delivery date to TDCC, and inquire and verify through
computer linkage the accuracy of the book-entry delivery information.
c. TDCC’s computer will automatically register the shares obtained on
exercise/conversion according to issuer’s notice and transfer the shares
into the depository accounts of the employee or overseas convertible
bond holder on the designated delivery date.
(3) Reissuance of redeemed Taiwan Depositary Receipts (TDR)
a. TDCC will generate data on TDR and foreign stocks represented by
TDR in its computer system based on the basic information on TDR
reported by the depository institution.
b. When a depository institution receives a customer’s request for
reissuance of TDR within the limit of reissuance of redeemed TDR
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based on the shares of foreign stock he/she holds, the depository
institution should log on TDCC website to notify TDCC of information
on reissuance of redeemed TDR in a manner required by TDCC. Its
transfer agent should in addition deliver media data on the TDR to be
delivered by book-entry transfer and delivery date to TDCC, and inquire
and verify through computer linkage the accuracy of the book-entry
delivery information.
c. After TDCC has checked the data registered in the computer system as
reported by the depository institution against the data uploaded by the
transfer agent, TDCC’s computer will automatically register the number
of reissuance of redeemed TDR on the designated delivery date, and
transfer the TDR into the customer’s depository account.

4.Termination of registration
(1) When an issuer applies to switch from dematerialized issuance to physical
issuance on a designated date of stock reissuance, TDCC shall set the
reissuance date designated by the issuer as the registration termination date,
and inform the issuer of the following information on the previous business
day of the termination date: shareholders’ names, ID numbers/registration
numbers, addresses, quantities of securities held, information regarding trust
registration, pledge and injunction. In addition, TDCC will, after the issuer
has notified TDCC of information regarding the physical issuance, send the
issuer documents certifying termination of registration for the issuer to
apply for the institution handling securities licensing services to license
securities.
(2) Based on the shareholders’ data and documents certifying termination of
registration provided by TDCC, the issuer shall, within 30 days after the
termination date, replace the registered shares with physical securities in the
name of each shareholder (one certificate for each depository account) and
deliver the physical securities to TDCC for withdrawal by participants.
(3) The issuer shall print physical securities of those deposited in the
self-owned/client/pledge/registration sub-accounts under its depository
account, and then deliver the securities to shareholders or pledgees.
(4) After the registration is terminated, clients may apply to participants for a
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document certifying the quantities of shares held up to date. If the issuer
does not print physical securities and provide information regarding the
quantity of shares, the holders of securities in the issuer’s book-entry
account and registration account may apply to TDCC for a record of
registered shares reported by the issuer as of the termination date.
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3.2 Custody of the Securities
The securities under TDCC custody are kept by either fungible or separate
method. The custody procedures for physical securities are as follows:

3.2.1 Custody
Fungible Custody
1. Operation Principles
TDCC signs an agreement with each participant and the participant sign an
agreement with each investor that the securities deposited with TDCC under
fungible basis will be returned with the same type and the same quantity of
securities upon withdrawal.
2. Operating Procedure
(1) Examination of incoming securities
Securities received by TDCC are checked against the securities types and
quantity by participants and then compiled and rechecked according to
each securities. After their veracity is verified, a barcode is attached, and
certificate numbers are entered into TDCC database.
(2) Barcode inspection and data filing
To prevent the circulation of forged, altered or reported lost securities,
and to ensure the safety of securities under TDCC custody, TDCC will
attach a barcode to all securities that are deposited with TDCC for the
first time and register their certificate numbers for security management.
All the securities are filed in TDCC’s electronic database. Securities that
are returned to TDCC at a later date can be screened for authenticity with
the input of the barcode, thus helping to reduce the circulation of
defective securities in the market.
(3) Cancellation of previous shareholders’ rights
As a measure to prevent the incidence of securities forgery and alteration,
TDCC completes the data filing of deposited securities on the same day
of receipt and delivers them to the issuers on the next business day for
cancellation of previous shareholders’ rights and for immediate
discovery of forged or altered securities.
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(4) Reorganization and depository
After the issuer or its registrar has inspected the securities sent for
cancellation of previous shareholders’ rights, all the securities will be
reorganized into batches, counted and reconfirmed, and deposited into
TDCC’s vault facility after the storage positions are recorded into
TDCC’s computer system.
(5) Management of outgoing securities
Securities are checked out of the vault according to ex-vault memo, and
then assorted by type and quantity according to the withdrawal
application of the participants. Outgoing securities are cancelled from the
computer files, and a withdrawal control file is created for future
reference.
(6) Testing of the certificate format
Starting from 1998, the certificate format and barcode of the outstanding
stocks of a company applying for initial public offering or new issues of
a listed company must be sent to TDCC for testing before issuance. After
receiving TDCC’s approval, the stocks can then be traded on the
exchanges or distributed to shareholders.
(7) Management of securities numbers and code conversion formula
Since June 22, 1996, TDCC implemented the operation of recording the
securities numbers for all securities deposited by participants. When the
participants wish to make a deposit, they can check the validity of the
securities through computer linkage to TDCC database. TDCC creates
files for securities numbers according to the starting and ending number
of the securities and the code conversion formula provided by the issuers.
The securities are checked when they are received by TDCC for filing
and custody.
(8) Replacement of jumbo certificates
In an effort to expedite the share registrar operation for the issuer and to
reduce costs, TDCC, in conjunction with the policy of the competent
authorities, regularly works with issuers to replace their outstanding
stocks with jumbo certificates.
3. Fully Dematerialized Securities
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The Securities and Exchange Act amended by the competent authorities in
July 2000 and the Company Act amended by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs in November 2001 stipulating that issuance of stocks without printed
certificates shall be registered with a centralized securities depository
enterprise. It is the legal basis for dematerialized issue of securities. As the
central depository system became increasingly mature and won the trust of
the public investors, the competent authorities decided to implement
dematerialized issue of IPO/SPO stocks listed on TWSE/TPEx and Emerging
Stock Market starting from July 2006, and promoted full securities
dematerialization in 2009. After 10 years of promotional efforts, all stocks
listed on TWSE/TPEx and Emerging Stock Market are issued in
dematerialized form since July 29, 2011.

Separate Custody
Registered shares of the directors, supervisors, and specific shareholders of
public companies are safekept by separate custody when they are deposited
with TDCC. There are two types of separate custody – special and general.
Special separate custody is for the securities deposited in accordance with
Financial Supervisory Commission Regulations Governing the Offering and
Issuance of Securities by Securities Issuers, Taiwan Stock Exchange
Corporation Regulations Governing Review of Securities Listings, and Taipei
Exchange

Regulations

Governing

Re-view

of

Securities

Traded

on

Over-the-Counter Markets. General separate custody, on the other hand, is for
the securities other than those eligible for special separate custody.
1. Operation Principles
(1) When registered stocks are deposited under separate custody, TDCC sets
up separate deposit accounts for each customer and issue a deposit
certificate.
(2) If an investor applies to withdraw securities, TDCC will return the
originally deposited registered securities.
2. Operating Procedure
In light that securities under separate custody will be returned their original
securities upon withdrawal, TDCC will not carry out cancellation of
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previous shareholders’ rights or title transfer, but will create the storage
control file for those securities under separate custody. After receiving
investor’s deposit of securities for separate custody, TDCC will put the
securities in separate envelopes directly and key in information into the
computer. The envelopes will be sealed and stocked after storage space is
assigned. If any customer applies to withdraw their securities, TDCC will
return the original envelope to the customer according to the record.

3.2.2 Deposit and Withdrawal of Securities
Deposit of not been picked-up Securities
1. Operation Principles
Participants are required to deposit physical securities not picked up by their
customers on the designated pickup date with TDCC.
2. Operating Procedure
(1) Deposit of not been picked-up securities
a. The participant fills out a “Restricted Online Transaction Application”
and attach or fax the following documents to TDCC:
(a) The front and back sides of delisted securities not picked up by
customers and the front and back sides of title transfer application
(photocopies).
(b)“Depository Withdrawal Application – Substitute for Debit Voucher”
originally filled out by the customer or other documents
(photocopies).
(c) List of securities numbers or “list of withdrawn stocks numbers”
(photocopies).
b. The participant also fills out a “Physical Securities Deposit
Application – Substitute for Credit Voucher and List of Securities
Numbers”, and sends it to TDCC via online transaction.
(2) TDCC
TDCC examines and takes count of the securities deposited by
participants.
3. Verification of Certificate Numbers
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To reduce the risks of participants inadvertently receive the securities that
are forged or reported lost, starting from June 22, 1996, participants may,
upon receiving investors’ securities for deposit, input the certificate
numbers through computer linkage to TDCC system to screen the
certificates before accepting the certificates.

Withdrawal of Securities
1. Operation Principles
(1) Participants or investors who wish to withdraw securities from TDCC
may apply for withdrawal in the name of the participant during specified
hours; in addition, certificates may be picked-up on the second business
day of the week.
(2) Participants shall separate the withdrawal operation of their own
securities from that of their customer’s.
(3) TDCC does not accept the application for withdrawal of the deposited
securities during the three business days subsequent to the record date as
announced by the issuer to suspend title transfer registration for
convening a shareholders' meeting or distribution of dividends, bonuses
or other interests.
(4) Where the securities applied for withdrawal by participants are odd-lot
stocks, TDCC will notify the participant to pick up the stocks after stock
split is completed.
2. Operating Procedure
(1) Investors
a. Present the securities passbook and the original chop.
b. Fill out the withdrawal application.
(2) Participants
a. Examine the withdrawal application and then input the information in
TDCC system via computer linkage.
b. Produce withdrawal list and pick up the securities from TDCC during
specified time.
c. Before handing over the withdrawn securities to customer, participant
shall affix the withdrawal date stamp on the back of title transfer
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application or the bond certificate, and issue a certificate number
statement.
d. Participants shall separate the withdrawal operation of their own
securities from that of their customer’s, and follow the withdrawal
procedure a., b. described above.
(3) TDCC
TDCC examines the withdrawal list submitted by the participant, and
hand over the securities to participant and its client after affixing
withdrawal date stamp on the back of the title transfer application.

Postal Deposit and Withdrawal of Securities
To reduce the operating costs of participants, members of the Chinese
Securities Association (CSA) may make deposit and withdrawal by post since
1995. However as dematerialization of securities and adoption of computerized
operations become more prevalent, much fewer securities are now deposited
and withdrawn by post. To help reduce the mailing expense of securities firms
since March 9, 1999, the head offices of securities firms may receive and
deliver securities and central depository related documents from and to TDCC
by post according to the following procedure:
1. Securities firms that are eligible for receiving and delivery of documents by
post are firms with head office located in southern Taoyuan area.
2. The head offices of the securities firms are the contact window for postal
receiving and delivery operations.
3. Participating securities firms must first sign a postal receiving and delivery
agreement with TDCC that stipulates the rights and obligations of the
parties before receiving and delivering securities and central depository
related documents by post.
4. The postal operation covers the following items:
(1) Deposit and withdrawal of securities for and under central depository.
(2) Documents relating to central depository (e.g. documents relating to
inheritance, gifts, assignments, withdrawals, cancelations of shares, and
exercise of pledges).
(3) Summons relating to central depository and computer consumables.
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5. The quantity and content of securities and documents received or delivered
by a securities firm by post shall be based on those actually delivered or
received by TDCC. If there is any shortage, the securities firm should debit
the corresponding account and take subsequent actions accordingly; in case
settlement cannot be carried out as a result, the securities firm should
promptly make securities lending.
6. In consideration of operational risk, the value of securities received or
delivered by post each time should not exceed NT$5 million.
7. When securities firms make delivery by post, they should enclose a Postal
Receiving and Delivery Form (for Securities Firms), which is affixed with
the company chop and filled in the date of delivery, and deliver the package
to the TDCC mailbox at Chunghwa Post before 10:00AM every day.
8. Two staff members of the TDCC Postal Operation Team will pick up the
post from Chunghwa Post every day and bring the packages back to the
office, and open the packages and take count of the documents and
securities in the packages under video taping in reference to the enclosed
Postal Receiving and Delivery Form.
9. When TDCC makes delivery by post, two staff members of the Postal
Operation Team will take count of the packages to be mailed under video
taping to make sure the quantities of documents and securities to be mailed
are consistent with those requested on the Postal Receiving and Delivery
Form, and then seal the packages together and take them to Chunghwa Post
for delivery.

3.3 Book-entry Operation for Securities Clearing and
Settlement
3.3.1 Procedures for the Clearing of Emerging Stocks, Listed
Open-ended Beneficiary Certificates and Gold
To provide unlisted stocks with a legal, secure and transparent transaction
plat-form, TPEx established an emerging stocks transaction system on January
2, 2002, while TDCC handles the clearing and settlement of the stocks.
To provide diverse channels for domestic fund sales for investors, the Listed
Open-Ended Fund Platform was established on October 27, 2014 based on the
listing and trading patterns of emerging stocks. According to the procedures for
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the clearing of emerging stocks, listed open-ended beneficiary certificates are
combined with emerging stocks for clearing.
TPEx established a Gold Trading Platform on January 5, 2015 to diversify
investment for investors through existing trading accounts. TDCC has signed
the contracts with banks that have engaged in gold custody to authorize these
banks to take charge of the gold custody and has combined gold, emerging
stocks and listed open-ended beneficiary certificates for clearing.
Once securities firms complete a transaction in TPEx’s Electronic Negotiated
Trading System, TPEx will notify TDCC of trading de-tails and settlement
methods. TDCC will then compile a payment and settlement report based on
the net balance (including emerging stocks, listed open-ended beneficiary
certificates, gold, and payments) provided by the recommending brokers
(market makers) for its own trades or those with other firms. The securities
dealers (including the recommending brokers and market makers) and
securities firms shall deal with payment and settlement by the following
procedures:
Operation Principles
1. Securities firms sign an agreement with TDCC for the clearing and
settlement of emerging stocks, listed open-ended beneficiary certificates,
and gold traded over-the-counter, and open a clearing account with a bank
for payment collection.
2. Securities and payments are settled via book-entry system.
3. Clearing and settlement operations are carried out trade for trade or on a
netting basis.
Operating Procedure
1. After a trade is transacted between buying and selling securities firms, TPEx
will immediately advise TDCC of the transaction data and payment method.
2. The buying or selling securities firm should notify TDCC on the trade date if
either of them finds error in the transaction data.
3. The trade for trade settlement is carried out according to either of the
following procedure:
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(1) The parties involved will handle the settlement of payment themselves
and then notify TDCC to make book-entry transfer of emerging stocks.

2. Buy Notification

2. Sell Notification

TDCC
(Real time securities settlement)

3.1 Debit

3.2 Transfer

Recommending Brokers/
Securities Brokers and
Dealers

1. Delivery of Payment

Recommending Brokers/
Securities Brokers and
Dealers

Figure 6: Clearing and Settlement of Emerging Stocks, Listed Open-ended
Beneficiary Certificates, and Gold on Trade for Trade Basis and the Parties
Involved will Handle the Payment Settlement
(2) TDCC collects the payment on behalf of the seller. Upon receiving
buyer’s payment and remittance details, TDCC matches the data with the
trade details. Once everything is confirmed, TDCC will transfer the
emerging stocks, listed open-ended beneficiary certificates, gold, and the
amounts payable into the account designated by the seller.
Buyer securities
brokers/dealers

Buyer’s
Settlement
bank

5.2 Transfer
securities

3.2 Notification of
remitting fund

3.1 Remitting
fund
4. Notification of
receiving fund

TPEx

1. Submitting
trade data

Clearing bank

TDCC
6.1 Notification of
remitting fund

2. Block
securities

5.1 Deducting
securities

Seller
securities
brokers/dealer
s

6.2 Remitting fund

Seller’s
Settlement
bank

Figure 7: Clearing and Settlement of Emerging Stocks, Listed Open-ended
Beneficiary Certificates, and Gold on Trade for Trade Basis and TDCC
Collects the Payment
4. The net settlement is carried out according to the following procedure:
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(1) Securities firms with payment due remit the funds into TDCC settlement
account by 10:00AM on the second business day after trade date.
(2) For securities firms with payment receivable, TDCC remits the funds
into their designated settlement account starting from 10:00AM on the
second business day after trade date.
(3) For securities firms with stocks payable, listed open-ended beneficiary
certificates, and gold, TDCC debits their account on the second business
day after trade date.
(4) For securities with stocks receivable, listed open-ended beneficiary
certificates, and gold, TDCC transfers the amount into their account on
the second business day after trade date after confirming that payment
has been made according to (1) above.
5. If the securities firm fails to complete the settlement and payment on the
second business day after the trade date, TDCC will not proceed with
delivery and will adjust its account balance accordingly.
6. If the investor defaults, the securities firm shall either complete the
settlement or cancel the trade and notify TDCC of the same.

T+2
Securities Transfer

T+2 transfers of funds

Buying Broker

Notification

Settling Bank

Buyer

T+2
Securities Transfer

TDCC

T+2 Transfers of Funds

Fund transfer

Selling Broker

Seller

Figure 8: Clearing and Settlement of Emerging Stocks, Listed Open-ended
Beneficiary Certificates, and Gold on Netting Basis
3.3.2 Settlement Operation
TDCC is entrusted by TWSE and TPEx to handle the trade, clearing and
settlement of securities. The operation is as follows:
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Centralized Trading Market
Based on the Operating Rules of the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation,
except for the settlement of proceeds, which is the responsibility of TWSE,
TDCC will handle the transfer and settlement of securities traded in the
centralized market. The process of the settlement is as follows:
1. Trade date (T date):
TDCC produces a settlement report after market closing on T date
based on the day’s transaction records sent by Taiwan Stock Exchange
(TWSE) for securities receipt and delivery.
2. Second business day after T date (T+2):
(1) TDCC will execute book-entry process and transfer the securities
payable by each participant based on the settlement report (netting basis)
during the time prescribed by TWSE; securities sold by an investor are
transferred from the customer’s accounts under participant’s central
depository account into participant’s settlement account (but for day
trades, only the net selling securities of the day will be transferred); the
net of total selling minus total buying by participant’s customers will be
transferred from the participant’s settlement account into TWSE
settlement account.
(2) TDCC will conduct book-entry transfer of the securities receivable by
participants into the participants’ accounts after receiving notice from
the TWSE on the second business day after trade date and notify
participants to record the purchases of their customers in customer’s
depository account; the net buying securities of participant’s customers
will be transferred from TWSE’s settlement account into participant’s
settlement account, from where, the participants will transfer the
purchase of individual customers into their own depository account. But
for day trades, only the net buying securities of the day will be
transferred.
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6. T+2, notify the transfer
5. T+2, transfer the securities to
participant’s settlement account
from investor’s account

TDCC

5. T+2, transfer the securities to
participant’s settlement
account upon the notice of the
TWSE

4.T+2, notify the
transfer
4. T+2, buying
securities firm
notifies TDCC
of transfer
after payment
is cleared

6. T+2, transfer the
securities from
participant’s settlement
account into the TWSE
account

Securities
Firms selling

3. T day, selling is
executed and
confirmed
2. T day, place the
order of selling

1. T day, sell

Taiwan Stock
Exchange
(TWSE)

T+2, net of sell>buy
Selling >net buying

Investor A
Selling

7. T+2, transfer the
securities to
investor’s account
based on the
notice of the
securities firm

3. T day, buying is
executed and
confirmed

Securities
Firms

2. T day, place the
order of buying

T+2, net of buy>sell
Buying>net selling

1. T day, buy

Securities
Finance
Company

Investor B
Buying

Figure 9. Securities Settlement in the Centralized Trading Market
Over-the-Counter Market
Settlement of trades executed via the automated trade matching system
Based on the Taipei Exchange Rules Governing Securities Trading on
Over-the-Counter Markets, TPEx is responsible for settlement of proceeds for
securities traded over-the-counter, while TDCC handles the transfer and
settlement of securities according to the following procedure:
1. Trade date (T date):
TDCC produces a payment settlement report after market closing on T
date based on the day’s transaction records sent by TPEx for securities
receipt and delivery.
2. Second business day after T date (T+2):
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(1) TDCC will execute book-entry process and transfer the securities
payable by each participant based on the payment settlement report
during the time prescribed by TPEx; securities sold by an investor are
transferred from the customer’s accounts under participant’s central
depository account into participant’s settlement account (but for day
trades, only the net of total selling minus total buying of the day will be
transferred); the net selling securities of participant’s customers will be
transferred from the participant’s settlement account into TPEx
settlement account.
(2) TDCC will conduct book-entry transfer of the securities receivable by
participants into the participants’ accounts after receiving a notice from
the TPEx on the second business day after trade date and notify
participants to record the purchases of their customers in customer’s
depository account; the net buying securities of participant’s customers
will be transferred from TPEx’s settlement account into participant’s
settlement account, from where, the participants will transfer the
purchase of individual customers into their own depository account. But
for day trades, only the net buying securities of the day will be
transferred.
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5. T+2, Transfer the securities from
investor’s account to participant’s
settlement account
4. T+2, notify the transfer

6. T+2, notify the transfer

TDCC

7. T+2 day, transfer the securities to
investor’s account based on the
notice of the buying securities
company

6. T+2 day transfer
securities in the
settlement account
of the securities
company to TPEx
settlement account

Securities
Firms Selling

3. T day, the selling is
executed and
confirmed

4. T+2, buying securities firm
notifies TDCC of transfer after
payment is cleared

Taipei Exchange
(TPEx)

Investor A Selling

3. T day, the buying is
executed and confirmed

Securities
Firms Buying

2. T day, place the order of
buying

2. T day, place the
order of selling
1. T day, sell
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company based on TPEx notice
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Securities
Finance
Company

1. T day, buy

Investor B
Buying

Figure 10. Automatic Trade Matching System in Over-the-Counter Market
Negotiated Trades
For negotiated trades effected over-the-counter between investors and
participants and between participants, TDCC carries out book-entry transfer
according to the following procedure:
(1) For the negotiated trades of stocks, convertible (exchangeable) bonds,
corporate bonds with warrant or bond conversion certificate, TDCC carries
out book-entry for both parties to the trade before the second business day
after trade date based on the TPEx transaction record and the notices of the
participants.
(2) In case the aforementioned trade involves conditional trade of convertible
(exchangeable) bonds or corporate bonds with warrant, the book-entry
transfer will be completed on trade date.

Book-entry Operation for Securities Bought and Sold by Participants Who
Are Customers of Custodian Banks, or Domestic Conversion Agents or
Trust Enterprises
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For participants who are customers of custodian banks, domestic conversion
agents or trust enterprises, TDCC carries out book-entry transfer by the following
procedure:
(1) For securities sold, TDCC transfers the securities from participant’s
depository account into the settlement account of buyer’s securities firm
according to the notice of the custodian, domestic conversion agent or trust
enterprise.
(2) For securities bought, TDCC transfers the securities from the settlement
account of the securities firm into the depository account of the custodian
or trust enterprise according to the notice of the securities firm.

TDCC

6.Transaction
data

4.Confirm
transaction

2.Balance query
5.Confirm
transaction

TWSE/GTS
M

Securities
Firm

3.Place
order

8.Settlement data

1.Place order

7.Settlement
instruction

Customer of
Custodian/Holder of
Overseas Corporate
Bonds/Trust
Enterprise

9A.Statement
verification

Custodian/
Domestic
Conversion Agent
/ Trust Enterprise

9B.Correction

Match and
confirm

10.Securities settlement

Figure 11：Transaction and Settlement Process for Participants Who Are
Customers of Custodian Banks, Domestic Conversion Agents or Trust
Enterprises
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Erroneous and Default Trade Reporting by Participants
To report erroneous transaction, account correction, default trade and
disposition of default trade; securities firms shall follow the rules of
TWSE/TPEx and notify TDCC the information via TWSE/TPEx. After
receiving the notification, TDCC will conduct related account adjustments.

3.3.3 Book-entry Operation
Pledged Securities
The book-entry operation for pledged securities is regulated by Paragraph 3,
Article 43 of the Securities and Exchange Act, which stipulates: “The delivery
of a pledge where the subject of pledge is securities under the custody of a
central depository enterprise may be affected by means of book-entry transfer.”
The book-entry operation for pledged securities include creation of pledge,
closing of pledge, exercise of pledge, transfer of pledge and transfer of pledge
balance as described below:
1. Creation of pledge
When a participant applies to create a pledge, TDCC will make book-entry
transfer of pledged securities from the pledger's account to the pledgee
participant’s depository account.
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9. Deliver the notice of
changes to book-entry for
pledged securities

9. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge.

9. Deliver:
book-entry
details of
pledge.

TDCC
3. Transfer the securities to
the pledgingg account of
the pledgee’s participant

Pledger’s
Participant
4. Record on the
passbook and
return the
second and
third copies of
the application

2. Review the balance and the
application then enter the
pledge data

1. Fill in the application (in
triplicate) and present the
securities passbook

Pledgee’s
Participant

Issuer
10. The pledger who
is the director,
manager,
super-visor, and
share-holder
holding more than
10% should report
the creation of
pledge to the SFC

6. Issue a singleform passbook
(not required is
the pledge is the
participant)

7. Submit the
single-form
passbook

5. Deliver the third copy of
application

Pledger

Pledgee

8. Pledgee inquires pledge
information
through
voice or online service

Figure 12. Book-entry Operation for Creation of Pledge
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2. Closing of Pledge
When a participant applies to close a pledge via computer linkage, TDCC
will transfer the pledged securities from the pledgee participant’s depository
account into the pledger’s account.
7. Deliver the notice of
changes to book-entry for
pledged securities

7. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge.

TDCC

Issuer

7. Deliver
8. The pledger who is
book-entry
director, supervisor,
details of
manager and
pledge
share-holder holding
over 10% should
report the closing of
the pledge to the SFC

3. Transfer the securities to
the pledger’s account

Pledgee’s
Participant

5. Return the 2nd copy of
the application form.
Issue a new
single-form pass-book
in case of partial close

2. Review the application and
enter the data on closing of
pledge; cancel the original
single-form passbook.
4. Issue a new single-form
passbook in case of partial
close of the pledge. (Not
required if the pledgee is a
participant)

Pledger’s
Participant

1. Fill in the application in duplicate and present
passbook (if applicable) and single-form
passbook (not required if the pledgee is a
participant and the passbook is not issued) For
the certification number on the application
form, please refer to the “TDCC Account and
Offshore Funds Query System” on TDCC’s
Website.

6. Record on securities
passbook

Pledgee

Pledger

Figure 13. Book-entry Operation for Closing of Pledge
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3. Exercise of Pledge
When exercising pledge, the pledgee may request disposal of pledged
securities under TDCC custody by means of private auction, court
enforcement, acquisition of ownership or withdrawal of the bonds.
(1) Private Auction
6. Deliver
(1) Summary of changes (transfer completed).
(2) Application (in duplicate).
(3) Other relevant documents

9. Deliver the notice of
changes to book-entry for
pledged securities

4.Present the following
documents
(1)Summary of changes
5. Transfer the
(application pending).
securities to TDCC
(2)Application (in duplicate).
account of the
(3)Sale report.
pledgee and cancel
(4) Prior to auction, apply to
the single-form
the participant with any of
passbook
the following documents,
served or undeliverable:
A. Post-office certified
mail.
B. Court-certified letter.
C. Statement of affidavit
and document
evidencing ser-vice or
undeliverable of notice
to pledger.

Pledger’s
Participant

d

8. Return the 2n
copy of
application and
relevant
documents;
update
passbook. Issue
a new
single-form
passbook for
partial auction.

Issuer

TDCC

3. Review the relevant documents and input
the auction information when verified.
7. Void and retain the original passbook. Issue a
new single-form passbook for partial exercise
of pledge. (Not required if the pledgee is a
participant)

1. Fill in the application (in du-plicate),
present passbook (if applicable)
and single-form passbook (not
required if the pledge is a
participant and the passbook is not
issued) and relevant documents
and place sale order. For the
certification number on the
application form, please refer to the
“TDCC Account and Offshore Funds
Query System” on TDCC’s Website.

10. Pledger who is the
director, supervisor,
manager and
shareholder holding
over 10% should report
the change of equity
and closing of pledge
to the SFC

9. Deliver
book-entry
details of
pledge

Pledger’s
Participant

2. Place sale order after
reviewing relevant
documents

TWSE/GTSM

Pledgee

Figure 14. Book-entry Operation for Exercise of Pledge-Private Auction
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(2) Court Enforcement
10. Return
(1) Summary of changes (transfer
completed).
(2) Application form (2 copies).
(3) Relevant documents
(4) Securities (when submitted to the
court).
12. Deliver: Book-entry details of pledge

12. Deliver the notice of
change to book-entry
for pledged securities

8. Present
(1)Summary of changes
(application pending)
(2)Application (in
duplicate)
(3)Court order

TDCC

5. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge
12. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

Issuer

5. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge
4. Record the court
detention data
9. Transfer the securities to
the account designated
by the court, or release
3. Execute the detention
the amount deducted to
transaction based on
the court, or to the
the court order and
depository account of
input the relevant data the bidder and cancel
the record in the
single-form passbook.

7. Fill in the
application (in
duplicate) and
enter the data
of auction,
transfer or
de-livery to
court

Pledgee’s
Participant

nd

11. Return the 2
copy of application,
record the
passbook if the
bidder is the
pledgee

2. Issue the
detaining
order

13. Pledger who is the
director, supervisor,
manager and
share-holder holding
over 10% should
report the changes of
equity and closing of
pledge to the SFC

Pledger’s
Participant

Pledgee
1. Apply for the court
enforcement
6. Issue the
execution
order of
auction,
transfer or
delivery to
court

Court

Figure 15. Book-entry Operation for Exercise of Pledge-Court Enforcement
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(3) Ownership Acquisition

5. Return
(1) summary of changes
(transfer completed).
(2) application (in duplicate).
(3) Relevant Documents
8. Deliver book-entry details
of pledge.

3. Present
(1)Summary of changes
(application pending).
(2)Application (in
duplicate).
(3)Original pledge
application
(4)Agreement of
acquisition signed by
pledger.
(5)Proof of payment of
transaction tax.

Pledgee’s
Participant

8. Deliver the notice of changes to
book-entry for pledged securities

TDCC

Issuer

4. Transfer the
securities to the
TDCC account of
pledgee and void the
single-form passbook

9. Pledger who is the
director, supervisor,
man-ager and
share-holder holding
over 10% should
report the change of
equity and closing of
ldh2.

8. Deliver
book-entry
details of
pledge

2. Review the relevant
application and documents,
and enter the ownership
data acquired.
6. Void and retain the original
passbook. Issue a new
single-form passbook for
partial acquisition. (Not
required if the pledgee is a
participant)

Pledger’s
Participant

d

7. Return the 2n copy
of application and
relevant
documents; up-date
passbook. Issue a
new single form
pass-book for
partial acquisition.

1. Fill in the application (in duplicate), present
passbook (if applicable) and single-form passbook
(not required if the pledgee is a participant and the
pass-book is not issued), original application for
book-entry of the pledge and relevant documents.
For the certification number on the application
form, please refer to the “TDCC Account and
Offshore Funds Query System” on TDCC’s Website

Pledgee

Figure 16. Book-entry Operation for Closing of Pledge- Ownership Acquisition
of the Pledged Securities
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4. Transfer of Pledge
When TDCC receives the application of participant to transfer pledged
securities, TDCC will transfer the securities from the pledge account of the
pledgee’s participant depository account to the pledge account of
transferee’s participant depository account via book-entry system.

10. Deliver the notice of
changes to book-entry for
pledged securities
10. Deliver book-entry details
of pledge

10. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

Issuer

TDCC

11. If the pledgee is the
director, supervisor,
management or
share-holders with
more than 10% of
company shares,
should report to SFC

3. Transfer securities into
the pledge account of
transferee’s participant

10. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

Participant of
Pledgee

5. Return the 2nd and
3rd copy of
application and
relevant documents;
update pass-book.
Issue a new single
form passbook for
partial

2. Review the application and
relevant documents and input the
transfer information; void the
original single-form passbook.
4. Issue a new single-form
pass-book for partial transfer.
(Not required if the pledgee is a
participant)

1. Fill in the application (in triplicate),
pre-sent passbook (if applicable) and
single-form passbook (not required if the
pledge is a participant and the passbook is
not issued), and relevant documents. For
the certification number on the
application form, please refer to the
“TDCC Ac-count and Offshore Fund Query
System” on TDCC’s Website

Participant of
Pledge Transferee

8. Provide single –form
passbook

Pledge Transferee

Original Pledgee
6. Deliver the third copy of the
application

7.Issue single-form
passbook (not
required if the pledgee
is a participant)

9.The pledgee may
ac-cess to the real-time
pledge in-formation
through voice mail or
internet

Figure 17. Book-entry Operation for Transfer of Pledge
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5. Transfer of Pledge Balance
Transfer of pledge balance is conducted when TDCC receives the
application of participant to transfer pledged securities, TDCC will transfer
the balance of securities after the pledge into the pledge account of the
pledger’s participant or pledgee’s participant via book-entry system.
(1) The pledger requests the transfer of pledge balance
i. The pledger applies for change of account number
6. Deliver the notice of changes to
book-entry for pledged securities
6. Deliver book-entry details of pledge

Issuer

TDCC

3. Record on the
depository account
designated by pledger.
6. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

Participant of
Original Pledger

4.Return the 2nd
& 3rd copies
of the
application

Participant
Appointed by
pledger

Participant of
Pledgee

2. Review application
and enter pledge
balance data

6. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

1.Fill out application (in triplicate)
and present the passbook (not
required for non-passbook
accounts)

Pledger

5. Deliver the 3rd copy of the application

Pledgee

Figure 18. Book-entry Operation for Transfer of Pledge Balance Applied by
Pledger – Change of Account Number
ii. The pledger applies for transfer of pledge balance to the surviving, newly
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established or assignee company due to merger, split-up or business assignment
3. After reviewing the relevant
data, notify participant to
enter pledge balance data.

8. Deliver the notice of changes
to book-entry for pledged
securities

8. Deliver book-entry details of
pledge

2. After reviewing the
application
and
supporting
documents
evidencing
the
transfer details, fill
out a “Restricted
Online Transaction
Application Form”
and submit the
aforementioned
documents
to
TDCC for review.

TDCC

5.

Record
depository
designated
pledger.

Issuer

on the
account
by

8. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

8. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

4.Enter pledge balance
data

Participant of
Original Pledger

Participant of
Pledgee

Participant
Appointed by
Pledger

1.Fill out application form in triplicate
and present: (1) the passbook (if
applicable) (2) original application
form for book-entry transfer of
pledged securities (3) supporting
documents evidencing company
merger, split-up or business
assignment and transfer details

6.Return the 2nd
3rd copies of
the application
form

Pledger
7.

Deliver the 3rd copy of the
application form

Pledgee

Figure 19. Book-entry Operation for Transfer of Pledge Balance Applied by
Pledger –Transfer of Pledge Balance to the Surviving, Newly Established
or Assignee Company due to Merger, Split-up or Business Assignment
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(2)

The pledgee requests the transfer of pledge balance

10. Deliver book-entry details
of pledge

10. Deliver the notice of changes to
book-entry for pledged securities

TDCC

Issuer

3. Transfer the securities to
the pledge account in
TDCC appointed by the
pledgee

10. Deliver
book-entry details
of pledge

10. Deliver
book-entry
details of
pledge

Participant
(for Pledger)

Participant
of the original
pledgee

5.Return the 2nd
and 3rd copies of
the triplicate
application form
and relevant
documents;
de-liver the
single-form
pass-book for
partial transfer
of balance

2. Review application and input
information for transferring
pledge balance and void the
single-form pass-book
4. Issue new single-form
pass-book for partial transfer
of pledge balance (not
required if the pledgee is a
participant)

1. Fill out application form in
triplicate; and present: (1)
securities passbook (if applicable)
(2) single-form passbook (Not
applicable if the pledgee is a
participant and the passbook is not
issued) For the certification
number on the application form,
please refer to the “TDCC Account
and Off-shore Fund Query System”
on TDCC’s Website

Participant
Appointed by the
pledgee

7. Issue a single- form
passbook (not required
if the pledge is the
participant)

8. Deliver the single-form
passbook

Pledgee

Pledgee

9. The pledgee may
access to real-time
pledge information
through voice-mail or
web services.

Pledger
6. deliver the 2nd copy of the application form

Figure 20. Book-entry Operation for Transfer of Pledge Balance Applied by
Pledgee
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6. Transfer Pledge Balance to a Trust
TDCC allows participants to transfer their pledged securities from their
depository accounts into a trust account. The company also accepts
applications from a trustee for pledge balance transfer after the trust is
terminated or for transfer after the release of pledge.
(1) Pledgee’s application for transferring pledge balance to a trust

10. Deliver notification on
book-entry delivery of pledge
10. Deliver book-entry details of
pledge

TDCC

3. Transfer the securities
to the trust depository
account of the trustee

Participant (for
Pledgee)

5. Return the 2nd
and 3rd copies of
the triplicate
application form
and relevant
documents;
de-liver the
single-form
pass-book for
partial transfer

2. Review application and
relevant documents, input
information for transferring
pledge balance for trust and
void the single-form
pass-book
4. Issue new single-form
pass-book for partial
transfer of pledge balance
for trust

1. Fill out application form in triplicate;
and present: (1) securities passbook
(if applicable) (2) single-form
passbook (Not applicable if the
pledgee is a participant and the
passbook is not issued) (3)Original
application for book-entry transfer of
the pledge (4) trust agreement and
relevant documents. For the
certification number on the
application form, please refer to the
“TDCC Account and Offshore Funds
Query System” on TDCC’s Website

Pledgee

6. Deliver the third copy of
the application form

Issuer

10. Deliver
book-entry
details of
pledge

10. Deliver
book-entry details
of pledge

Participant
(Pledger)

Participant
(Trustee)

7. Issue a single- form
passbook for the
pledge balance

8. Deliver the single-form
passbook for the pledge
balance transferred for
trust

Trustee

9. The trustee may access to
real-time pledge
in-formation through
voice-mail or web ser-

Figure 21. Pledgee’s application for transferring pledge balance to a trust
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(2) Trustee’s application for pledge balance transfer after the trust is
terminated

9. Deliver notification on
book-entry delivery of pledge
9. Deliver book-entry
details of pledge

TDCC

3. Transfer the securities
to the pledge account
of the pledgee’s
participant

Issuer

9. Deliver
book-entry
details of
pledge

9. Deliver
book-entry
details of
pledge

Participant
(for Pledger)

Participant
(Trustee)

2. Submit application and relevant
documents, input information to
terminate the trust relationship
and void the single-form
passbook

Participant
(Pledgee)
4.Return the 2nd and
3rd copies of the
triplicate application
form and relevant
documents; deliver
the single-form
pass-book for partial
termination.

1. Fill out application form in
triplicate; and present: (1)
securities passbook (if
applicable) (2) single-form
passbook and (3) relevant
documents for termination of
the trust. For the certification
number on the application form,
please refer to the “TDCC
Account and Off-shore Fund
Query System” on TDCC’s
Website

Trustee

7. Deliver the
single-form
passbook

Pledgee
5. Deliver the 2nd copy of
the application form

6. Issue a single- form
passbook (not required
is the pledge is the
participant)

8. The pledgee may
ac-cess to real-time
pledge information
through voice-mail or
web services.

Figure 22. Trustee’s application for pledge balance transfer after the trust is
terminated
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(3) Trustee’s application for transfer after the release of pledge

7. Deliver notification on
book-entry delivery of pledge
7. Deliver book-entry details
of pledge

TDCC

3.Cancel the book-entry
pledge registration for
the securities under
trust.

Participant
(Trustee)

5.Return the 2nd
and 3rd copies of
the triplicate
application and
update
passbook, deliver
the single-form
pass-book for
partial release.

Trustee

2.Review the application and
input the transfer
information for the re-lease;
void the original single-form
pass-book.
4. Issue a new single-form
passbook for partial
re-lease.

Issuer

7. Deliver
book-entry
de-tails of pledge

Participant
(Pledgee)

7. Deliver
book-entry
de-tails of pledge

Participant
(Pledger)

1. Fill out application form in triplicate;
and present: (1) securities passbook (if
applicable) (2) single-form pass-book
under trust and (3) original application
for book-entry transfer of the pledged
securities under trust. For the
certification number on the application
form, please refer to the “TDCC
Account and Off-shore Funds Query
System” on TDCC’s Web-site

Pledgee
6. Deliver the 2nd copy of the
application form

Figure 23. Trustee’s application for transfer after the release of pledge
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Book-entry Operation for Securities Trust
To meet the needs of investors who put their securities under central custody
into securities trust, TDCC provides central custody and book-entry transfer
services for securities trust, including the opening of trust account by trustee,
deposit of trust securities, trustor putting securities in central custody under a
trust, distribution of trust interest, transfer of trust securities when the trust
ceases to exist, and distribution of stock dividends for trust securities.
1. Operation Principles
(1) Trustees in the trust business may open a dedicated trust account for a
trust agreement, testamentary trust, public interest trust or business
purpose, or a general trust account with a securities firm or become a
TDCC participant and open a trust account with TDCC.
(2) Trustees not in the trust business may open a trust account for a trust
agreement, testamentary trust or public interest trust with a securities
firm.
(3) Trust securities must have been registered with the issuer or its transfer
agent as such before they may be deposited into a dedicated or general
trust account.
2. Operating Procedure
(1) Account opening and data filing
a. Trustee opens trust accounts with a securities firm according to trust
agreement, public interest trust or testamentary trust
(a)To open a trust account with a securities firm, the trustee shall fill
out a depository account Application and a Trust Account Data
Filing Application and attach a copy of the trust agreement (simple
form in case the trustee is in the trust business) or a will as well as a
copy of the unified business No. assignment notice issued by the tax
authority.
(b)After checking the applications and attached documents, the
securities firm notifies TDCC of relevant information and registers
the trust through computer linkage, and then forward the data of the
trustor and beneficiary to TDCC.
b. Trustee in trust business opening a general trust account with a
securities firm for business purpose When a trustee in the trust business
opens a general trust account for business purpose (e.g. employee stock
ownership trust, mutual fund, collective management account, or other
collective type trust fund), the trustee and the securities firm may
proceed according to the procedure described above without notifying
TDCC of the data of the trustor and the beneficiary.
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c. Trustee in trust business opening an account with TDCC to become a
TDCC participant and opening a dedicated trust account for a trust
agreement or testamentary trust, or a general trust account for business
purpose.
(a)The trustee will open a trust account for a trust agreement,
testamentary trust or public interest trust under its depository
account according to the procedure described in subparagraph (1)
above, or a general trust account for business purpose according to
the procedure described in subparagraph (2) above. After
completing the account opening procedure, the trustee will then
open a dedicated trust account or a general trust account with a
securities firm and provide relevant documents.
(b)After checking the application and relevant documents, the
securities firm will notify TDCC of relevant information and
register the trust through computer linkup.
(c)If there are two or more trustees, a letter of consent agreeing that
one of the trustees is appointed for account opening and exercise of
relevant rights.
(2) Putting securities under central custody into securities trust
To put securities under central custody into securities trust, the customer
should present to the securities firm the securities passbook (not required
for customers holding non-passbook accounts), and fill out the
Application for Transferring to Trust Account (as a substitute for
Voucher); in the meantime attach relevant documents, including a
photocopy of the trust agreement or the will, and tax payment or tax
exemption certificate issued by the tax authority (not required if the
beneficiary is the trustee) to apply for transfer of securities into the
dedicated or general trust account opened by the trustee.
(3) Transfer of trust securities for distribution of trust interest, closing of
trust, or other reasons
a. The trustee should submit to the securities firm a filled Application for
Transferring to Trust Account (as a substitute for voucher) for transfer
of trust securities into the TDCC depository account of the beneficiary,
the trustor or a third party. After checking the application, the securities
firm carries out “trust transfer” transaction to notify TDCC of the
transfer data.
b. TDCC will proceed with the transfer after verifying that the
transferring account is a dedicated or general trust account and the
receiving account belongs to the beneficiary.
c. If the receiving account is held by the trustor, the securities firm shall
attach document evidencing the closing of trust to apply to TDCC for
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release and transfer; if the receiving account is held by a party other
than the trust beneficiary or the trustor, the securities firm shall attach
document evidencing the payment of transaction tax as well as
approval document issued by the competent authorities provided the
subject of transfer is listed securities and the transfer exceeds one
trading unit.
(4) Transfer of trust securities between the dedicated or general trust
accounts opened by the same trustee
a. The trustee should submit to the securities firm a filled Application for
Transferring to Trust Account (as a substitute for voucher) for account
transfer. After checking the application, the securities firm carries out
“trust transfer” transaction to notify TDCC of the transfer data.
b. TDCC will proceed with the transfer after verifying that the
transferring and receiving accounts are dedicated trust accounts and the
personal ID No. or the unified business No. of the trustee, trustor and
beneficiary, or the unified business No. of the tax withholding agent
match the data on file; if either the transferring account or the receiving
account is a general trust account or a dedicated trust account, TDCC
will proceed with the transfer after verifying the unified business No. of
the tax withholding agent.
3. Distribution Operation
(1) Free stock dividends
The issuer calculates the number of shares to be distributed into
respective dedicated or general trust accounts based on the shareholders
list furnished by TDCC, produces media data for book-entry delivery and
notifies TDCC the same. TDCC will, based on issuer’s notice, transfer
the distributed shares into the dedicated or general trust accounts
designated by the issuer.
(2) Stock dividends for value
The issuer produces media data for book-entry delivery based on the
number of shares subscribed by respective dedicated or general trust
accounts and notifies TDCC the same. TDCC will, based on issuer’s
notice, transfer the subscribed shares into the dedicated or general trust
accounts designated by the issuer.
4. Other operations
If the trustee has opened an account with a securities firm for trust purpose
before this service is made available, the trustee shall apply to the securities
firm for registration of trust and filing of data (of parties in the trust); if the
trustee is a TDCC participant, it may apply for transfer of securities into the
dedicated or general trust account under its central depository account.
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Book-entry Operation for Warrants
The book-entry operation for warrants pertains to the registration, book-entry
distribution/delivery, transfer and exercise of listed call (put) warrants.
1. Book-entry for Settlement of Warrant Transactions
The book-entry operation for settlement of warrant transactions is the same
as that for securities traded on the centralized market.
2. Flow of Operation for Exercise of Warrants
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(1) Requested exercise date (E date) payment of securities; dashed lines
means issuer has the option to settle by cash.
Holder

Holder's broker

TDCC

Request exercise

Receive
advanced
payment

Right of
exercise?

Before 2:30PM
(Before
3:30PM for
gold exercise
of warrants)

N

TWSE/ GTSM

Issuer's broker

Issuer

Y

Carry out
transaction

Record the
exercise
request in the
passbook

Query total
requests of
exercise

Calculate
exerciserelated data

Key-in Cash
settlement
unit
transactions

Learn exercise requests

Learn the
rejection of
exercise
request
Before 3:30PM

Make query
of exercise
request
summary

Before 4:30PM

Learn
exercise
summary

Close

Figure 24. Operation Process for Exercise of Warrants-E date
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Adopt Cash settlement units

Retrieve advanced exercise payment

Requested exercise day (E)

Before 3:30PM

(2) The first business day after E date (E+1) payment/physical delivery of
securities; dashed lines means issuer has the option to settle by cash.
TDCC

TWSE/ GTSM

Issuer

Prepare payment list and exercise
schedule

Check payment list and exercise schedule

Learn of exercise related data

Issuer's broker

Learn of exercise-related data

Holder's broker

Check payment list and exercise schedule

Holder

Receive exercise settlement
statements

Settle by cash?

Retrieve advanced payment

Learn of payment/physical delivery by securities

Next day of E date (E+1)

N

Y

Figure 25. Operation Process for Exercise of Warrants-E+1
(3) The second business day after E date (E+2) payment/physical delivery of
securities; dashed lines means issuer has the option to settle by cash.
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Receive payment

Underlying stocks

Carry out exercise transfer
transaction

Exercise payment remitted to broker

Exercise payment remitted to TWSE
or GTSM

Transfer holder's payments

Payments receipt notice

Receive payment
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Notify receipt of payment

Transfer payment to issuer

Transfer underlying stocks

Remit exercise payment to TWSE or
GTSM

Underlying stocks remitted into account
Second day after E date (E+2)

Inheritance or Gift

Issuer
Issuer's broker
TWSE/ GTSM
TDCC
Holder's broker
Holder

Figure 26. Operation Process for Exercise of Warrants-E+2

Book-Entry Operation for Securities Assignments by Participants

1. Book-entry Operation for Securities Acquired by Direct Assignment,

Since December 20, 2001, TDCC began to offer the book-entry service for
direct transfer of securities between individuals, securities acquired by
inheritance and as a gift. Investors can submit supporting documents and tax
information (tax payment or tax exemption) according to Rules 23 and 24 of
Regulations Governing Handling of Stock Affairs by Public Companies to
their broker (TDCC participant) for application. After TDCC receives the
above information from the participant, TDCC sends the information to
issuer or its transfer agent for examination and title transfer. The issuer or
its transfer agent then notifies TDCC to transfer the securities to the
depository account of the assignee, heir or donee.
2. Book-entry Operation for Securities Used for Stock Payment or for Waiver
of Shareholding
With effect from April 7, 2008, TDCC offers book-entry services for
investors to use the securities under custody for payment of stocks issued by
companies in the process of incorporation or for payments of newly-issued
shares for capital increase; as well as book-entry services for waiver of
shareholding. Investors may request for such account transfer services from
the relevant participants by submitting the application form and relevant
supporting documents. The participant will then pass on the relevant
information submitted by the investor to TDCC, who will forward the
information to the issuer or its transfer agent for review. The issuer or its
transfer agent will then conduct the transfer registration after verifying the
documents, and advise TDCC to transfer the securities to the depository
account of the company which is in the process of incorporation, the
company issuing new shares for capital increase, or the company to take
over the shares waived by the shareholder.
In case the investor mentioned in the preceding paragraph is using the
shares to pay for stocks purchased from a company in the process of
incorporation, the representative of the company being incorporated should
submit the relevant supporting documents to the issuer of the securities used
for payment and open a “General Depository Account” in the name of
“XXX Company Preparatory Office, Representative XXX” before the
application is processed.
3. Book-entry Operation for Waiver of Shareholding Involving Securities
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without A Transfer Agent
With effect from April 1, 2013, TDCC offers book-entry services for
waiver of shareholding involving securities without a transfer agent.
Investors may request for such account transfer services from the relevant
participants by submitting a legal attest letter via the post office notifying
the issuer of waiver of shareholding, the application form and relevant
supporting documents. The participant will then pass on the relevant
information submitted by the investor to TDCC for review. After verifying
the documents, TDCC will transfer the securities to TDCC’s “Delisted
Securities Account” and keep the aforementioned documents, and then
notify the issuer of the relevant information later on when the issuer
provides information on its transfer agent.
4. The operation is described below:
(1) Book-entry operation for direct assignment between individuals

2B.Execute on T day the
direct transfer\r
between individuals

Buyer’s
Participant

1B. On T day, submit
the following:
a. Original
specimen chop.
b. Application form

Buyer

6. Record the passbook or
cancel the transaction

2A.execute on T day the direct transfer
between individuals
3. After matching the information,
provide statement, application and
proof of tax payment/exemption

Seller’s
Participant

TDCC

5. Inform review
results within 3
business days
after receiving
the application

4. Documentation
sent to issuer for
inspection the
day after the
submission

Issuing company

1A.T day apply w/ the
following:
a. passbook
b. original seal
c. application
d. tax proof

Seller

Figure 27. Book-entry Operation for Direct Transfer of Securities between
Individuals
(2).Book-entry operation for securities acquired by inheritance
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6. Record the passbook
after notification or
cancel the transaction

TDCC

5. Advise the review
results within 14
business days after
receiving the
application.

2. On T Day, execute the transaction for inheritance through the
“Account transfer/withdrawal application in connection with
inheritance, gift, payment for stock purchase or waiver of
shareholding”.
3. Before T+1 Day, submit consolidated statement, application,
inheritance document and proof of tax payment/exemption.

Legator Participant
A

4. Send the application,
documents of proof of
inheritance and tax
payment before T+2

1. Apply on T day with the following:
a. securities passbook (of legator)
b. seal (of heir)
c. application
d. documentation of inheritance
e. Proof of tax payment/
exemption

Heirs
1,2,3…..N

Issuing
Company

Figure 28. Book-entry Operation for Securities Acquired by Inheritance
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(3) Book-entry Operation for Securities Acquired as Gift

6. Record the passbook
for notification or
cancel the transaction

TDCC

2. .On T Day, execute the transaction for gift through the
“Account transfer/withdrawal application in connection
with inheritance, gift, payment for stock purchase or
waiver of shareholding”.
3. Before T+1 Day, submit consolidated statement,
application and proof of tax payment/exemption.

Donor
Participant A

5. Advise the review
results within 3
business days after
receiving the
application.

4. send the application
and proof of tax
payment/exemption
before T+2

1. Apply on T day with the
following:
a. securities passbook
b. seal
c. application
d. proof of tax payment /
exemption

Issuing
Company

Donor
1,2,3…N

Figure 29. Flow Chart for Securities Acquired as Gift
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(4) Book-entry Operation for Securities Used for Stock Payment
6. Record the passbook for
notification or cancel the
transaction for the parties
involved.

2. On T Day, execute the transaction for “securities
used for stock payment” through the “Account
transfer/withdrawal application in connection
with inheritance, gift, payment for stock
purchase or waiver of shareholding”.
3. Before T+1 Day, submit consolidated statement,
application, and relevant documents.

TDCC

Shareholders A, B
Participant A

5. Advise the
review results
within 3
business days
after receiving
the application.

1. Apply on T day with the following:
a. For payment to companies
being incorporated: Passbook,
application form, original
chops, roster of promoters,
agreement for the payment by
securities and relevant
sup-porting documents.
b. For payment to companies
issuing new shares for capital
increase: Passbook,
application form, original
chops, register of promoters,
application for subscription,
board resolution and relevant
supporting documents

4. Send the application, and
relevant documents
before T+2

Issuing Company

Shareholders A, B…

Figure 30. Flow Chart for Securities Used for Stock Payment
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(5) Book-entry Operation for Waiver of Shareholding
6. Record the passbook for
notification or cancel the
transaction for the parties
involved.

TDCC

2. .On T Day, execute the transaction for “Waiver of
Shareholding” through the “Account transfer/withdrawal
application in connection with inheritance, gift, payment
for stock purchase or waiver of shareholding”.
3. Before T+1 Day, submit consolidated statement,
application and relevant documents.

Shareholders A, B
Participant A

5. Advise the
review results
within 3
business days
after receiving
the application.

4. Send the application, and
relevant documents
before T+2

1. Apply on T day with the
following:
a. Passbook
b. original chops
c. application form
d. declaration for waiver of
share-holding and relevant
supporting documents.

Issuing
Company

Shareholders A,
B......

Figure 31. Flow Chart for Waiver of Shareholding
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(6) Book-entry Operation for Waiver of Shareholding Involving Securities
without A Transfer Agent

4. After review, transfer the
securities into a TDCC
account and keep the
documents at TDCC

2. On T Day, execute the transaction for “Waiver of
Shareholding” through “Account transfer/withdrawal
application in connection with waiver of shareholding
(for securities without a transfer agent)"

3. Before T+1 Day, submit inquiry form, application
and relevant documents.

TDCC
Shareholders A, B.....
Participant A

1. Apply on T day with the
following:
a. Passbook
b. original chops
c. application form
d. a post office evidentiary
letter and relevant
supporting documents.

Shareholders A, B......

Figure 32. Flow Chart for Waiver of Shareholding Involving Securities without
A Transfer Agent

Book-entry Operation for Tender Offer
1. Public Tender Offer
Public tender offer is the act of making tender offer to purchase securities for
non-specified

parties

not

in

the

centralized

trading

market

or

over-the-counter market but by way of public announcement, advertisement,
broadcast, telex, correspondence, telephone, presentation or other public
means.
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Tender
offeror

Seller

1-a Entrusting for

TDCC

delivery, and
payment.

and
changes.

6. Cancel

the tender

4. Deliver

criteria for

12. Submit tax statement for approval

of contents,

9. Check deliver and cancellation details

Notification

3. Notification by letter(same with handling
changes in criteria)

1-b Open an account

2.

5. Delivery and transfer
7. Notification of cancellation

TDCC’s
Participant

11.In public tender offer
that uses securities as
valuable consideration,
TDCC transfers the
released securities into
the “public tender
offer account”
14. TDCC transfers
the transacted
securities after
release.

Entrusted
organizations
(securities firms, banks or
organizations approved by SFC)

(opening a designated account for
the tender)

8.Transfer for cancellation

TDCC’s
Participant

10. Transfer securities that are
unfinished orunsold.

13. In public tender offer that
uses securities as valuable
consideration, TDCC transfers
the securities for valuable
consideration after release

Figure 33. Book-entry operation for tender offer
(1) Operation Principles
a. The public tender offeror opens a depository account with a participant.
b. The institution that is entrusted to handle the public tender offer applies
to TDCC to become a participant and open a depository account, and
set up a “public tender offer account” under its account, through which
the deposit, cancellation, and transfer of securities bought thereof will
be effected.
c. The institution entrusted by the public tender offeror shall inform
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TDCC of the tender offer period and relevant information, or any
sub-sequent changes to the terms and conditions of the tender offer and
attach relevant documentation.
(2) Deposit Operation
a. To deliver the securities sold, the seller completes the sale formalities
with their participating brokers by presenting securities passbook, chop
(the same as the one on file), and a filled Tender Offer
Deposit/Cancellation Transfer Application form.
b. After examining the application of the customer, the securities firm
notifies TDCC via computer linkage. After receiving the aforesaid
application, TDCC will transfer the securities deposited by the seller
into the “public tender offer account”, and make entries into the
accounts of buyer’s and seller’s participants.
(3) Cancellation Operation
a. To cancel the sell, the seller completes the cancellation formalities with
their participating brokers by presenting securities passbook, chop (the
same as the one on file), and a filled Tender Offer Cancellation
Application.
b. After examining the application of the customer, the securities firm
notifies TDCC via computer linkage.
c. After learning the sell cancellation in the TDCC computer system, the
institution entrusted by the public tender offeror notifies TDCC of the
transfer cancellation via computer linkage. Upon receiving such
information, TDCC will transfer the securities already deposited by the
seller from the “public tender offer account” into the seller’s depository
account.
(4) Termination of Public Tender Offer under SFC Approval
If the public tender offer is terminated under the order of SFC, the
institution entrusted by the public tender offeror shall ask the TDCC via
computer linkage to transfer the securities deposited by the seller from
the “public tender offer account” into the seller’s depository account.
(5) Transfer Operation
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a. After the public tender offer is completed, the institution entrusted with
the public tender offer shall apply to TDCC for release by presenting
evidence of tax payment. Upon receiving such information, TDCC will
transfer the transacted securities from the “public tender offer account”
into the depository account of the public tender offeror.
b. The public tender offeror that uses his securities under TDCC custody
as valuable consideration for his public tender offer shall apply to
TDCC for release via the participant by presenting evidence of tax
payment. Upon receiving such information, TDCC will transfer the
securities from the depository account of the public tender offeror into
the “public tender offer account.” The institution entrusted with the
public tender offer will then apply to TDCC for release according to the
procedure described in the preceding paragraph and instruct TDCC to
transfer such securities from the “public tender offer account” into the
seller’s depository account.
c. For securities not purchased or not transacted at the end of the public
tender offer period and that the sales shall be cancelled, the institution
entrusted by the public tender offeror shall notify TDCC to transfer
such securities from the “public tender offer account” into the seller’s
depository account.
2. Directors’ Undertakings
Directors’ undertakings means the act of directors of a delisted TWSE or
TPEx-listed company or a de-registered emerging stock company
undertaking to purchase outstanding shares of the company from investors
who have expressed intention to sell their stocks pursuant to the Taiwan
Stock Exchange Corporation Procedures for Applications by TWSE Listed
Companies for the Delisting of Securities, Taipei Exchange Procedures for
Applications by TPEx-listed Companies for the Delisting of Securities, or
Taipei Exchange Directions for Termination of Sale of Stocks by Foreign
Emerging Stock Companies.
(1) Operation Principles
a. An undertaking director shall open a depository account with a
participant.
b. TDCC shall set an exclusive account for the undertaking.
c. The director shall sign a guarantee letter that confirms the undertaking
is to be in compliance with applicable standards. If 20% or more of the
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shares have been undertaken, the undertaking will be withdrawn, while
a public tender offer will be adopted instead. The director shall also
instruct TDCC to transfer the undertaken securities back to the sellers’
accounts, pay charges based on TDCC fee schedules and notify TDCC
of the period of undertaking and other relevant information.
(2) Deposit Operation
a. To deliver the securities sold, the seller completes the sale formalities
with their participating brokers by presenting securities passbook, chop
(the same as the one on file), and a filled Undertaking Deposit /
Transfer Cancellation Application, ticking the columns of “Deposit
under Tender Offer” and “Directors’ undertakings” under “Summaries”
column.
b. After examining the application of the customer, the securities firm
notifies TDCC via computer linkage. Upon receiving the aforesaid
application, TDCC will transfer the securities from the seller’s TDCC
account into the “directors’ undertakings account” and record the
securities passbook of the seller accordingly (marked “transfer for
tender offer”).
(3) Cancellation Operation
a. To cancel the sale, the seller completes the cancellation formalities
with their participating brokers by presenting securities passbook, chop
(the same as the one on file), and a filled Undertaking Deposit/Transfer
Cancellation Application.
b. After examining the application of the customer, the securities firm
notifies TDCC via computer linkage.
c. Upon receipt of the notice that the undertaking is terminated, TDCC
will transfer the securities from the “directors’ undertaking account”
into the seller’s depository account.
(4) Transfer Operation
a. When the undertaking is complete, TDCC will calculate the quantity of
undertaken stocks. If it meets the target set by the directors, the
company will notify the directors of the completion of undertaking.
The directors shall submit documents stated that all tax has been paid
and TDCC will then transfer the securities from the “directors’
undertaking account” into the directors’ depository accounts.
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b. During the undertaking, TDCC calculates the quantity of undertaken
shares in the account. If 20% or more of the shares have been
under-taken, the undertaking will be withdrawn. TDCC will then
transfer all the securities from the “directors’ undertaking account” to
the sellers’ depository accounts. It shall also notify the participants,
TWSE or TPEx, and competent authorities.

Book-entry Operation for Futures Margin Paid in the Form of Securities
In coordination with the securities margin system of the Taiwan Futures
Exchange (TAIFEX), TDCC implements the book-entry operation for futures
margin paid in the form of securities since November 10, 2008 so that futures
traders may pay futures margins with their securities under TDCC custody.
1. Operation Principles
(1) A futures trader shall open a depository account with a participant.
(2) TAIFEX or a futures commission merchant (FCM) applies to TDCC to
become a participant and open a depository account, and set up a
“securities margin account” under its account (account number
00508900001 for TAIFEX and account number XXXX8900001 for
FCM, account type 02), through which the transfer of securities used to
cover futures margin will be effected.
(3) The types of eligible securities, haircut rate, offset ratio, and cap of
securities margin payment will be effected according to TAIFEX
instructions.
(4) A futures trader may pay securities margin by directly remitting
securities into the “securities margin account” of TAIFEX or through
the “securities margin account” of a FCM.
(5) Pursuant to the FSC Order No. Gin-Guan-Zheng-Qi-Zi-1000023634
dated August 5, 2011, a futures trader may pay securities margin other
than in person by signing a letter of consent for carrying out the
operation of depositing securities by means other than in person and the
participant keeps the letter of consent on record after verification.
2. Operating Procedure
(1) Directly remitting securities into the “securities margin account” of
TAIFEX for margin payment
A futures trader may apply directly to remit securities into the
“securities margin account” of TAIFEX for margin payment.
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a. A futures trader applies to a participant for transfer of securities by
filling out a “Futures Related Account Transfer Application.”
b. After examining the application, the participant notifies TDCC via
online transaction.
c. Upon receiving the aforementioned account transfer notice, TDCC
verifies the relevant data of futures trader and then transfers the
designated securities from the depository account of the futures
trader into the “securities margin account” of TAIFEX.

TAIFEX

FCM
(Pay margin by remitting securities directly into TAIFEX
account)

Futures traders

Securities margin
account

Input trader details

TAIFEX record details

(Pay margin through FCM account)

Securities firms

TAIFEX

TDCC

Futures traders

Securities margin
account

FCM

Pay transfer
Pay
Input trader details

Securities margin
account

TAIFEX record details

Input trader details

TDCC record details

Figure 34. Securities for Margin Payment
(2) Paying margin with securities via the “securities margin account” of
FCM
A futures trader may remit securities into the “securities margin
account” of FCM for margin payment.
a. A futures trader applies to a participant for transfer of securities by
filling out a “Futures Related Account Transfer Application.”
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b. After examining the application, the participant notifies TDCC via
online transaction.
c. Upon receiving the aforementioned account transfer notice, TDCC
verifies the relevant data of futures trader and then transfer the
designated securities from the depository account of the futures
trader into the “securities margin account” of FCM.

Book-entry Operation for Securities Lending and Borrowing
Book-entry operations for securities lending and borrowing are conducted in
accordance with the Securities Lending and Borrowing Regulations,
Regulations Governing Securities Lending by Securities Firms, Regulations
Governing Securities Finance Enterprises, and Operational Rules Governing
Day Trades of Securities of Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation (TWSE) and
Taipei Exchange (TPEx). TWSE categorizes securities lending and borrowing
in two types: securities lending and borrowing for settlement purpose and
exercise purpose lending and borrowing. Their operations are described as
follows:
1. Securities Lending and Borrowing for Settlement Purpose
(1)Operation Principles
a. The lender broker shall enter

the securities that its customer wishes to

lend out from the securities lending and borrowing system via
computer linkage.
b. In case where a sell by a securities firm involves fail trade or there is
one of the situations listed in Article 109 of the Operating Rules Of The
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation or Article 86-1 of the Operating
Rules Of The Taipei Exchange, the securities firm may borrow
securities after the provision of collateral with the consent of TWSE or
TPEx.
c. TDCC processes loans as instructed by TWSE or TPEx:
(a)In case of lending, securities are transferred from the customer
account under lender participant’s account into the customer
account of borrower participant’s account.
(b)In case of repayment of loan, securities are transferred from
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borrower participant’s account into the settlement account of TWSE
or TPEx, and then into the customer account under lender
depository account.
d. When the borrowing securities firm is unable to return the securities by
the date originally agreed, they shall apply for a continuation of the
loan.
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(2) Operation Flow for Lending and Borrowing
4.Transfer the securities as
instructed by TWSE or GTSM

7.Conduct transfer as instructed by
TWSE or GTSM

TDCC
1.Input loan information

3. Once approval has been
given, give notification
of the transfer

Borrowing
Securities Firm

6.Give notification of the
transfer

2.Apply for rectification

TWSE/GTSM

Lending
Securities Firm

5.Re-submit the
securities return

Figure 35. Book-entry Operation for Securities Lending and Borrowing for Settlement
Purpose
2. Lending and Borrowing through TWSE’s Securities Lending System
(1)Operation Principles Pursuant to Article 11 of Taiwan Stock Exchange
Corporation Securities Lending and Borrowing Regulations, there are three types
of securities lending and borrowing based on the dealing pattern: deal by a set
price, deal by price competition or by negotiation. TDCC proceeds with
book-entry transfer based on TWSE notification:
a. When there is application for providing securities loan, TDCC will earmark the
securities in the customer account under lender depository account.
b. When securities are lent out, securities are transferred from lender participant’s
proprietary account or its customer account into borrower participant’s
proprietary account or its customer account.
c. When securities collateral is furnished, securities are transferred from borrower
participant’s proprietary account or its customer account into TWSE account.
d. When securities are repaid or interest is paid back, securities are transferred
from borrower participant’s proprietary account or its customer account into
the lender participant’s proprietary account or its customer account.
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e. When securities collateral is returned, securities are transferred from TWSE
account into borrower participant’s proprietary account or its customer account.
(2) Operation Flow through TWSE’s Securities Lending System.
a. By Fixed Price or Price Competitive Bid Transaction:
Borrower

Lender
1.apply

Securities
Firms

4.earmark transfer (securities
loan and collateral) 8.transfer

1. apply

TDCC
10.inquiry of
securities
transferred

10.inquiry of securities
loan and collateral
7.notify

9.confirmation

Securities
Firms

3.send data
5.earmark

TWSE

2. enter borrowing data
4.deliver collateral

2.enter lending data
6.matching

Figure 36. Flow Chart for Securities Lending and Borrowing Deals by Fixed Price or
Price Competitive Bid Transaction
b. Negotiated Transaction:
1. negotiate conditions

Lender

Borrower
2. provide collateral

3. apply

Securities
Firms

3. apply

8.transfer

10. enquiry

9.confirmation
4. report

TDCC

7.notifyer

10. enquiry

Securities
Firms

5.data transfer
6.earmark

TWSE

4. report

Figure 37. Flow Chart for Securities Lending and Borrowing Deals by Negotiated
Transaction
3. Securities Lending and Borrowing Handled by Securities Firms and Securities
Finance Enterprises
(1) Operating Principles
Pursuant to Regulations Governing Securities Lending by Securities Firms and
Regulations Governing Securities Finance Enterprises, TDCC handles the related
business in accordance with the instructions of Taiwan Stock Exchange
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Corporation (TWSE) and Taipei Exchange (TPEx).
a. In case of securities obtained, TDCC will transfer the securities from the
proprietary or customer account under the depository accounts of the securities
firm or securities finance enterprise into their respective securities lending and
borrowing account.
b. In case of securities returned, TDCC will transfer the securities from the
securities lending and borrowing account of the securities firms or security
financing enterprises into their respective proprietary or customer account
under the depository account.
c. When securities are loaned, TDCC will transfer the securities from the
securities lending and borrowing account of the securities firm or securities
finance enterprise into their respective proprietary or customer account under
the depository account.
d. When securities are returned or entitlements repaid, TDCC will transfer the
securities from the proprietary or customer account under the depository
accounts of the securities firm or securities finance enterprise into their
respective securities lending and borrowing account.
e. When collateral securities are provided, TDCC will transfer the collateral from
the customer account under the securities firm's/securities finance enterprise’s
depository account into their respective securities lending collateral account.
f. When collateral securities are returned, TDCC will transfer the collateral from
the securities lending collateral account into their respective customer account
under the depository account.
g. When collateral securities are utilized, TDCC will transfer the collateral from
the securities lending collateral account of the securities firm or securities
finance enterprise into their respective depository account with TWSE or
securities finance enterprises.
h. When collateral securities are disposed, TDCC will transfer the collateral from
the securities lending collateral account of the securities firm or securities
finance enterprises into their designated account for de-fault processing.
(2) Operating Procedures for Securities Lending and Borrowing
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a. Lending Operations
Securities
Firm or
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4. Process the transfer of securities

TDCC

Figure 38. Flow Chart for Securities Lending
b. Borrowing or Repayment of Entitlement

Securities
Firm or
Customer

1. Apply for borrowing
or repayment of
entitlement

Securities
Firm

2. Submit relevant
information

6. Reply on the status
of account transfer

5. transfer the
securities

Securities Firm
Securities Collateral
A/C

TWSE

4. Process the transfer of securities

3. Notify TDCC for
transferring
securities

TDCC

Figure 39. Flow Chart for Borrowing or Repayment of Entitlements
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c. Providing of Collaterals

1. Provide collaterals

Customer

2. Submit relevant
information for
the collateral

Securities
Firm

6. Reply on the status
of account transfer

5. transfer the
securities

Securities Firm
Securities Collateral
A/C

TWSE

3. Notify TDCC
for
transferring
securities

TDCC

4. Process the transfer of
securities

Figure 40. Flow Chart for Providing Collaterals

d. Returning of Collaterals

Securities Firm

1. Submit relevant information for the collateral
returned

TWSE

5 Reply on the
status of
account
transfer

4.Transfer the securities

Customer

Securities Firm

3. Process the transfer
of securities

2. Notify TDCC for
transferring
securities

TDCC

(Securities Collateral
A/C)

Figure 41. Flow Chart for Returning Collaterals
4. Securities Lending and Borrowing for Covering Shortfalls in Securities Deliverable
in Day Trading
(1) Operating Principles
When securities firms and securities finance enterprises lend out or borrow
securities for covering shortfalls in securities deliverable in day trading, TDCC
handles the related business in accordance with the instructions of Taiwan Stock
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Exchange Corporation (TWSE) or Taipei Exchange (TPEx) and notifies TWSE
or TPEx the result.
a. Securities borrowing
(a) When a securities firm borrows securities from a customer, TDCC will
transfer the securities from the customer’s depository account into the day
trade securities deliverable account of the securities firm.
(b)When a securities firm borrows securities from another securities firms,
TDCC will transfer the securities from the day trade securities deliverable
account of the lending securities firm into the day trade securities deliverable
account of the borrowing securities firm.
(c) When a securities firm borrows securities from a securities finance enterprise,
TDCC will transfer the securities from the day trade securities deliverable
account of the securities finance enterprise into the day trade securities
deliverable account of the securities firm.
b. When a securities firm lends securities to a customer who did not make
opposite purchase to offset the trade, TDCC will transfer the securities from the
day trade securities deliverable account of the securities firm into the
customer's depository account.
c. Returning of securities
(a)When a securities firm returns the securities borrowed from a customer,
TDCC will transfer the securities from the day trade securities deliverable
account of the securities firm into the customer’s depository account.
(b)When a securities firm returns the securities borrowed from another securities
firm, TDCC will transfer the securities from the day trade securities
deliverable account of the borrowing securities firm into the day trade
securities deliverable account of the lending securities firm.
(c)When a securities firm returns the securities borrowed from a securities
finance enterprise, TDCC will transfer the securities from the day trade
securities deliverable account of the securities firm into the day trade
securities deliverable account of the securities finance enterprise.
(2) Operating Procedures
a. Borrowing of securities by securities firms from customers
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Report borrowing
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Securities firm

TWSE/GTSM
Notify transfer
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Figure 42. Flow Chart of Securities Borrowing by Securities Firms from Customers

b. Borrowing of securities by securities firms from other securities firms or
through bidding/negotiation via securities finance enterprises
Borrowing
securities
firm

Report
borrowing

Securities finance
enterprise/lending
securities firm

Report lending

TWSE/GTSM
Match information and then
notify transfer of securities

Day trade securities
deliverable account

Day trade securities
deliverable account

TDCC

Transfer
into

Deduct
securities

Figure 43. Flow Chart for Borrowing of Securities from Other Securities Firms or
Through Bidding/Negotiation via Securities Finance Enterprises

c. Lending of Securities by Securities Firms to Customers
Report lending to
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Securities firm

TWSE/GTSM
Notify transfer

Customer

Transfer
into

Day trade securities
deliverable account

Deduct
securities

TDCC

Figure 44. Flow Chart for Lending of Securities by Securities Firms to Customers
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d.

Returning of securities by securities firms to customers
Report return to
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TWSE/GTSM

Securities firm

Notify transfer

Customer
Transfer
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TDCC

Figure 45. Flow Chart for Returning of Securities by Securities Firms to Customers

e. Returning of securities by securities firms to other securities firms
Borrowing
securities
firm

Report return of
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Report return of
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TWSE/GTSM

Securities finance
enterprise/ lending
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Day trade securities
deliverable account

Deduct
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Day trade securities
deliverable account

TDCC

Figure 46. Flow Chart for Returning of Securities by Securities Firms to Other
Securities Firms

f. Returning of securities by securities firms to securities finance enterprises
TWSE/GTSM
Notify return of
securities

Day trade securities
deliverable account of
borrowing securities
firm

TDCC
Deduct
securities

Transfer into

Day trade securities
deliverable account
of securities finance
enterprise

Figure 47. Flow Chart for Returning of Securities by Securities Firms to Securities
Finance Enterprises

Book-entry Operation for Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs)
1. Creation/redemption of domestic exchange-traded fund (ETF) in kind
When a securities firm creates/redeems of exchange-traded fund (ETF) in kind for
itself or on behalf of customers, it shall apply to the issuing securities investment
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trust enterprise (called “SITE” hereunder) through Taiwan Stock Exchange
Corporation (TWSE) or Taipei Exchange (TPEx). TDCC will, according to the
information forwarded by TWSE or TPEx, carry out the earmark, account transfer,
registration and book-entry delivery/cancellation of ETF and portfolio of stocks
represented in the ETFs.
(1) Operation Principles
a. A SITE that intends to issue ETF shall sign a participant agreement and open an
account with TDCC.
b. Investors must carry out in-kind creation/redemption of ETFs through their
participating dealers.
c. When a participating dealer applies for in-kind creation/redemption of ETF,
TDCC will carry out the earmark and transfer of portfolio of stocks represented
in ETF according to TWSE or TPEx instructions.
d. Before an investor applies for the creation/redemption of ETF, its custodian
institution shall transfer the portfolio of stocks/ETF into the depository account
of participating dealers.
e. A

SITE

shall,

one

business

day

before

the

date

of

book-entry

delivery/cancellation, apply to TDCC for book-entry delivery/ cancellation of
ETF and deliver the related digital media to TDCC through TWSE or TPEx.
f. TDCC will carry out the delivery or cancellation of domestic ETF on the
designated date of book-entry delivery or cancellation.
g. A participating dealer may apply to create/redeem the ETF/portfolio of stocks and
sell the ETF beneficiary certificate/portfolio of stocks on the same day.
(2) Flow of Operation
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a. In-kind creation of ETFs

Investor
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10.2 Transfer
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Figure 48. Flow Chart for In-kind Creation of ETF
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b. In-kind redemption of ETFs
Investor

1. Applies on Day T

Participating dealer
2. Input subscription data
10.2 Transfer
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5. Forward subscription data

TWSE/GTSM

6. Confirm subscription units
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4.Reply 8.Forward 9.Notify
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results media
Day T+2

10.1 Transfer stocks

TDCC

Custodian
institution

11. ETF cancellation

Figure 49. Flow Chart for In-kind Redemption of ETF
2. Creation/redemption of foreign exchange-traded fund (ETF) in cash
When a securities firm creates/redeems a foreign exchange-traded fund (ETF) in cash
for itself or on behalf of customers, it shall apply to the SITE through TDCC. TDCC
will, according to the instructions of the securities firm, SITE and custodian
institution, carry out the earmark, account transfer, registration and book-entry
delivery of ETF.
(1) Operation Principles
a. A SITE that intends to issue ETF shall sign a participant agreement and open an
account with TDCC.
b. Investors must carry out creation/redemption of ETFs in cash through their
participating dealers.
c. When a participating dealer applies for creation/redemption of ETF in cash,
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TDCC will carry out the earmark and transfer of portfolio of stocks represented
in ETF according to instructions of the participating dealer.
d. Before an investor applies for the redemption of ETF in cash, its custodian
institution shall transfer the ETF into the depository account of his participating
dealer.
e. The SITE

shall,

one business day before

the

date of book-entry

delivery/cancellation, apply to TDCC for book-entry delivery/ cancellation of
ETF and deliver the related digital media to TDCC.
f. After the application for delivery or cancellation mentioned in the preceding
paragraph is completed, the custodian institution of the ETF must confirm the
number of units to be delivered or cancelled and notify TDCC the same.
g. TDCC will carry out the delivery or cancellation of ETF on the designated date
of book-entry delivery or cancellation.
(2) Flow of Operation
a. Cash creation of ETFs

Investor
1. Apply on Day T-N
7. Deliver
EFT on Day
T

Participating
dealer

2. Apply

3. Forward data

TDCC

SITE
5. Apply for transfer and
forward media on Day
T-1

6. Confirm delivery data on
Day T-1

4. Notice of successful creation
on Day T-1

Custodian

Figure 50. Flow Chart for Cash Creation of ETF
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b. Cash redemption of ETFs
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T
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Figure 51. Flow Chart for Cash Redemption of ETF

Central Depository Operation of Securities Held by Issuers’ Directors, Supervisors,
Specific Shareholders, Holders of Beneficiary Certificates, and Subscribers for
Convertible Corporate Bonds or Corporate Bonds with Warrants (Referred to as
“Securities Holders” Hereafter)
TDCC has launched corresponding book-entry operations for the issuers' specific
depository accounts to ensure an effective central depository for securities held by
securities holders.
1. Operation Principles
(1) An issuer shall sign a participant agreement with TDCC to become a participant
while those securities holders must correspondingly open a specific custody
account with the issuer for the purpose of central custody and book-entry
transfer.
(2) Securities holders may apply to their securities firms for transferring the stocks
in their depository accounts into the specific depository accounts.
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(3) Securities holders may apply to the issuers for transferring the stocks in issuers’
depository accounts or registration accounts into the specific custody accounts of
the issuer for central custody.
(4) Upon the expiration of the custody period or when central custody is no longer
required as provided by law, the issuer shall submit relevant documents to TDCC
for release of custody. After the release formalities are completed, TDCC will
transfer the released shares into securities holders’ depository accounts and those
shares may be sold, pledged or transferred for other purposes.
2. Operating Procedure
(1) Depository control operation
a. An issuer shall sign a participant agreement (for issuers only) with TDCC to
open a depository account, provide chop specimen card and complete the
following procedures:
(a)Contact securities holders to fill out a letter of authorization and open a
specific custody account.
(b)Submit a Control Request Notice together with copies of the documents
required by the competent authorities, TWSE or TPEx (for convertible
corporate bonds or corporate bonds with warrants, the regulations
governing issuance of corporate bonds shall be submitted).
b. Securities holders may elect any of the manners below to transfer the shares
required for central custody into the “specific custody account”.
(a)Securities holders may apply to their issuers for transferring the stocks in
issuers’ depository accounts or registration accounts into their specific
custody accounts.
(b)Securities holders may transfer the stocks in their depository accounts into
their specific custody accounts.
(c)Through computer linkage, the issuer sends the depository control data of
the securities holders to TDCC, and notifies TDCC to proceed with
depository control.
(d)After the completion of data input, the issuer shall print out a control
statement, check its veracity, and affix the same seal as the one on file with
TDCC. The issuer will then use the statement to apply to TDCC for
issuance of custody receipt.
(e)Upon receiving issuer’s notice, TDCC will verify the affixed seal and then
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issue a custody receipt.
(2) Control Release Operation
a. When the custody period for the securities expires or when the custody of
securities is no longer required, the issuer may notify TDCC of the control
release data via computer linkage.
b. After the input of relevant data for control release, the issuer shall print out a
control release statement, check its veracity, affix seal to it and then use it to
apply to TDCC for confirmation of release.
c. After receiving the issuer’s notice, TDCC will verify the affixed seal and
relevant regulations, carry out control release via computer linkage and cancel
the custody receipt issued. If it is a partial release, TDCC will issue a new
custody receipt and send it to the issuer.

Book-entry Operations for Securities Firms’ Loan Business, Borrowings and
Securities Financing Companies’ Settlement Financing
To support securities firms’ loan business, unrestricted borrowings, as well as securities
financing companies’ settlement financing and secured loans by securities, TDCC
provides services for delivery, return, liquidation, and cancellation.
1. Operation Principles
(1) Securities firms handling loan business and securities financing companies
handling settlement financing shall open a collateral account to keep the
collateral. Securities firms handling unrestricted borrowings and loan business
shall share a collateral account; securities financing companies handling secured
loans for securities and settlement financing shall share a collateral account.
(2) The collateral shall be delivered and returned through book-entry operation; the
securities firms or the securities financing companies shall notify TDCC of
transfer.
(3) TDCC provides the following book-entry functions:
a. Transfer operations related to delivery, return, liquidation, cancellation of
liquidation, changes in account numbers, changes in types, and utilization of
the collateral
b. Compiling securities holders lists on behalf of securities firms and securities
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financing companies
c. Book-entry operation for stock dividends with a distribution rate over 20% to
be served as collateral
2. Book-entry Operation
(1) Collateral Account Opening
Securities firms handling loan business and securities financing companies
handling settlement financing shall set up a separate collateral sub-account for
the businesses (loan business: “exclusive sub-account for collateral”; settlement
financing: “exclusive sub-account for settlement financing”). Securities firms
handling unrestricted borrowings and loan business shall share a collateral
account; securities financing companies handling secured loans by securities and
settlement financing shall share a collateral account.
(2) Collateral Transfer
a. Deposit
(a)When applying to securities firms for loans, customers shall present their
securities passbooks and fill out an Application for Transferring Collateral
for Loan/Settlement Financing.
(b)After receiving the applications, the securities firms shall verify the
applicants’ seals and account balance and then notify TDCC via computer
linkage.
(c)Once receiving notification of transfer from the securities firms, TDCC will
transfer securities from the clients’ depository accounts into the firms’
“exclusive sub-account for collateral” or the securities financing companies’
“exclusive sub-account for settlement financing.” and will update the
clients’ securities passbooks as well.
b. Return
(a)After clients repay the funds borrowed by remitting the amount to the
designated accounts, the securities firms or securities financing companies
shall fill out an Application for Transferring Collateral for Loan/Settlement
Financing and notify TDCC via computer linkage.
(b)Once receiving notification of transfer from the securities firms or the
securities financing companies, TDCC will transfer securities from the
“exclusive sub-account for collateral” or the “ exclusive sub-account for
settlement financing” into the clients’ depository accounts and will update
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the clients’ securities passbooks as well.
c. Liquidation
(a)When liquidating clients’ collateral due to defaults, securities firms or
securities financing companies shall fill out an Application for Transferring
Collateral under Liquidation/Cancellation of Liquidation for Loans/
Settlement Financing by the first business day following the sale of
collateral and notify TDCC via computer linkage.
(b)Once receiving notification of transfer from the securities firms or the
securities financing companies and verifying their unified numbers, TDCC
will transfer securities from the “exclusive sub-account for collateral” or the
“exclusive sub-account for settlement financing” into the securities firms’
“exclusive sub-account for handling loan defaults” or securities financing
companies’ “exclusive sub-account for default handling.”
d. Cancellation of Liquidation
(a)When canceling the liquidation of clients’ collateral, securities firms or
securities financing companies shall fill out an Application for Transferring
Collateral under Liquidation/Cancellation of Liquidation for Loans/
Settlement Financing and notify TDCC via computer linkage.
(b)Once receiving notification of transfer from the securities firms or the
securities financing companies and verifying their unified numbers, TDCC
will transfer securities from the “exclusive sub-account for handling loan
defaults” or the “exclusive sub-account for default handling” into the
“exclusive sub-account for collateral” or the “exclusive sub-account for
settlement financing.”
e. Utilization
(a) Served as collateral of securities borrowed from TWSE’s Securities
Borrowing & Lending (SBL) System.
I. After their clients submit an agreement, the securities firms or securities
financing companies will use the received collateral to borrow securities
from TWSE’s SBL system; TWSE shall notify TDCC of this.
II. Once receiving notification of transfer from TWSE, TDCC will transfer
securities from the “exclusive sub-account for collateral” or the
“exclusive sub-account for settlement financing” to TWSE’s “exclusive
account for securities borrowing for trading purpose”
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(b)Served as collateral of refinancing from securities financing companies
I. After their clients submit an agreement, the securities firms or securities
financing companies will use the received collateral for refinancing from
securities financing companies by filling out the Application for
Securities Delivery in Deposit and notifying TDCC via computer linkage.
II. Once receiving the notification, TDCC will transfer the collateral from
the “exclusive sub-account for collateral” or the “exclusive sub-account
for settlement financing” to securities financing companies’ “exclusive
sub-account for margin trade.”

Operation for Transfer of Treasury Stocks to Employees
1. Operation Principles
(1) The issuer should, before the designated delivery date, transfer the treasury stocks
from participant’s depository account into the designated account of the issuer and
notify TDCC the same.
(2) The issuer should, before the designated delivery date, submit the required
documentation to TDCC for carrying out the transfer of treasury stocks to
employees.
(3) TDCC will carry out the book-entry transfer of treasury stocks on the designated
delivery date in accordance with the issuer’s instruction and the media prepared by
the issuer.
2. Book-entry Operation
(1) The issuer should, one business day before the designated delivery date, transfer the
treasury stocks from participant’s depository account into the designated account of
the issuer and notify TDCC the same
(2) The issuer should, three business days before the designated delivery date, submit
the required documentation to TDCC for carrying out the transfer of treasury stocks
to employees. The submitted audit report prepared by issuer’s auditing unit shall be
affixed with the seals of the issuer’s auditor, chief audit officer, and corporate seal. If
the transfer price is higher than the closing price of issuer’s stock on the deadline for
subscription payment by employees, the issuer shall in addition submit a consent
letter of voluntary subscription signed by the employee.
(3) After reviewing and verifying the book-entry transfer data, TDCC will, on the
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designated delivery date and in accordance with the media prepared by the issuer,
transfer the treasury stocks into the depository accounts of employees opened under
a participating broker or custodian institution or carry out book-entry transfer in case
of the following circumstances:
a. Where the employees of the domestic issuer choose to defer the tax payment, the
stock shall be transferred to the issuer’s registered account under “Details of
securities holders.”
b. Where the domestic issuer is a TWSE or TPEx listed company or an emerging
stock company and is transferring its stocks to foreign employees of its overseas
subsidiary (branch), TDCC will transfer the stocks into a collective investment
account for overseas foreign employees opened by the issuer’s overseas subsidiary
(branch) with a custodian institution.
c. Where the domestic issuer is a TWSE or TPEx listed company or an emerging
stock company and is transferring its stocks to employees of its offshore subsidiary
(branch) with a household registration in China, TDCC will transfer the stocks into
a collective investment account for Chinese employees opened by an issuer’s
offshore subsidiary (branch) with a custodian institution.
d. Where the foreign issuer is a TWSE or TPEx listed company or an emerging stock
company and is transferring its stocks to its overseas foreign employees, TDCC
will transfer the stocks into a collective investment account for overseas foreign
employees opened by the foreign issuer with a custodian institution.

e. Where the foreign issuer is a TWSE or TPEx listed company and is transferring its
stocks to employees with a household registration in China, TDCC will transfer
the stocks into a collective investment account for Chinese employees opened by
the foreign issuer with a custodian institution.
f. The term “employee” mentioned above excludes insiders such as shareholders
holding more than 10% of the issuer’s equity.
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3.4 Exercise of Shareholders’ Rights
3.4.1 Compilation and Provision of Shareholders Lists
Operation Principles
TDCC will prepare a shareholders list and deliver the list to the issuing company or its
transfer agent within three days after a record date for suspension of title transfer as
announced by the issuing company for convening a shareholders’ meeting or
beneficiaries’ meeting, or distribution of dividends, bonuses or other interests.
Pursuant to the interpretation of the Ministry of Economic Affairs on January 7, 2013,
for the sake of protecting the rights of minority shareholders and supervisors of public
companies (referred to as “rightful conveners” hereunder) to call a shareholders’
meeting as provided in the Company Act, those rightful conveners may request directly
a shareholders list from TDCC and TDCC will provide the list to the transfer agent
appointed by them.

Operating Procedure
An issuing company that applies for the shareholders list should, by itself or through its
transfer agent, notify TDCC via the “Issuance Operation Platform ” at least eight
business days before the record date for suspension of title transfer. The procedure for
the operation is as follows:
1. A participant shall, within two days subsequent to the record date for suspension of
title transfer as announced by the issuing company deliver to TDCC a bound volume
containing information relating to stocks under the custody of TDCC and prepared
according to TDCC instructions.
2. TWSE, TAIFEX, FCMs, securities finance enterprises, securities firms engaging in
margin purchase and short sale, and agent securities firms shall compile and deliver
the list of securities holders to TDCC one business day prior to the record date as
announced by the issuing company.
3. The Shareholder Affairs Department will check the input data on the shareholders
list requested by the issuing company against the data in “file uploaded into the
Market Observation Post System Reporting System” and notify the TDCC System
Development Department to produce the shareholders list if the information
matches.
4. The System Development Department will compile shareholder information based
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on ID number, unified business number or tax withholding ID, and combine it with
trust registration data to produce a shareholders list.
5. Where an investor has accounts at different participants with different mailing
addresses as reported by the participants, TDCC will use the most current address in
the shareholders list. Where a customer has a non-discretionary account or a
discretionary account at the same time, the most current address provided under the
former shall prevail.
6. The preceding two provisions shall apply to the list of beneficiaries for beneficiary
certificates or beneficiary securities, list of holders of depositary receipts or
asset-backed securities, list of holders of convertible or exchangeable corporate
bonds and list of holders of other securities.
7. The Equity System Development will encrypt the securities holder list based on the
certificate designated by the issuing company or its transfer agent and send it to the
FTP server for the Fixed Income Information Planning Department, and provide the
issuing company with the quad-play or TDCC internet access to the FTP server; the
issuing company may download the securities holder list and open the file for
transfer.
8.

If the issuing company or its transfer agent fails to receive the data and applies for
the physical delivery of a disk, the Equity System Development Department will
encrypt the securities holder list based on the certificate designated by the issuing
company and forward the prepared list to the e-mail address designated by the
issuing company or its transfer agent. When the issuing company picks up the
shareholders list in person, the Issuer Services Department will give the issuing
company or its transfer agent the list after verifying the seal presented with the seal
left on file with TDCC. If the issuing company requests the delivery of shareholders
list by post or has not picked up the list by the third business day after the record
date for suspension of title transfer, the Shareholder Affairs Department will mail
the list to the issuing company or its transfer agent by the express mail service of
Chunghwa Post.
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1. Log on Issuance Operation
Platform to report data on
suspension of title transfer

Issuer or transfer agent
8. Open the file with
designated certificate and
carry out title transfer
operation

2. Report administrator logs on
e-Report System to request
designated electronic certificate
for shareholders list

Log on FTP

TDCC
3. Find data in relevant systems
according to the notice of issuer
or transfer agent

4. Produce shareholders list on
the record date for suspension of
title transfer

7. Download file

File server
(FTP)

6.Upload file

5. Compress data and encrypt
certificate

Figure 52. Flow Chart for Online Transmission of Shareholders List
3.4.2 Conversion, Exchange, Redemption, Buyback, Sellback, Withdrawal,
Cancellation of Shares or Other Exercise of Securities
Application for Conversion, Exchange, Redemption, Buyback, Sellback, Withdrawal,
Cancellation of Shares or Other Exercise and Book-entry Transfers of Securities by
Investors (Issuers)
1. Operation Principles
In the following circumstances and time periods, investors (issuers) may apply for
conversion, exchange, redemption, buyback, sellback, withdrawal, cancellation of
shares or other exercise of securities and book-entry transfer services through a
participant:
(1) The period as designated by fund managing company after the fund managing
company has set the date for signing up redemption or delisting of closed-end
beneficiary certificates.
(2) The period set by depository bank for redemption of depositary receipts.
(3) The period set by issuer of convertible (exchangeable) corporate bonds or
preferred shares for exchange/redemption/ sell-back of bonds.
(4) The period during which holders of corporate bonds (preferred shares) with
warrant or stock warrants may request share subscription.
(5) Issuer applies for withdrawal and void of securities it has issued.
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2. Operating Procedure
(1) Flow of operation for investors to apply for buyback of closed-end beneficiary
certificates,

conversion

(exchange)/redemption/

sellback

of

convertible

(exchangeable) corporate bonds or preferred shares by book-entry transfer:
1. Sign agreement or contract
3. On Day T, carry out online
transaction.

7-B. Carry out “Depository
transfer application return”
transaction.

SITE or issuer

5. For convertible bond, notify delivery after
confirming number of shares to be converted;
for exchangeable bond, input number of
shares to be transferred before making the
transfer.

TDCC

Participant

4-B. Debit the account on Day
T+1

4-A. Produce name list on T+1 and produce
statement of change of balance on T+2, and
send them electronically to SITE or issuer.

7-A. For ineligible applications, return the
application or statement of the account
balance and list to TDCC

7-C. Notify and record in investor’s
account.

2. Fill out an application
form

6. Pay proceeds or distribute securities into investor’s depository account according
to investor’s application data.

Investor

Figure 53. Book-entry Operations for Conversion
(Exchange)/Buyback/Redemption/Sellback of Securities
(2) Flow of operation for investors to apply for redemption of depositary receipts or
share subscription in connection with corporate bonds (preferred shares) with
warrant or stock warrant by book-entry transfer:
4-A. Before T+1, deliver
application, list and other
documents to TDCC.

1. Sign agreement or contract.

TDCC

Participant

4-B. Debit the account on Day T+1

5-B. Deliver the receipt for application form

6. In case of request for share subscription,
input the shares to be converted for
confirmation.
8-A. For ineligible applications, return the
application or statement of the account balance
and list to TDCC

8-B. Carry out online transaction.

2. Fill out an application
form or an
issuer-provided
application

Depository bank or issuer

5-A.On T+2, produce and send name list, together with
statement of change of balance, application and other
documents to the depository bank or issuer

4-A. Before T+1, deliver
application, list and other
documents to TDCC.

8-C. Notify and record in investor’s
account.

7.
Investor

Pay proceeds or distribute securities into investor’s depository account according to
investor’s application data.

Figure 54. Book-entry Operation for Redemption of Depositary Receipts or Share
Subscription in Connection with Stock Warrant
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(2) Flow of operation for issuers to withdraw and void the securities it has issued by
book-entry transfer:
2. Fax restricted online
transaction application,
application and buy-back
approval document.(Note)

6. Produce name list on T+1 and
produce statement of change
of balance on T+2, and send
them electronically to issuer

4.Carry out online
transaction.

Issuer

TDCC

Participant

3. After checking, notify
participant to carry out the
transaction.

5. Before T+1, deliver the
original restricted online
transaction application.

1. Send application and buy-back approval document.

Issuer
(Non-participant)
Note: For the void of convertible (exchangeable) corporate bonds and stock warrants, support
documents and restricted online transaction application are not required.

Figure 55. Book-entry Operation for Issuer to Withdraw and Void the Securities It Has
Issued
Book-entry Operation for Compulsory Conversion (Exchange), Call-in or Redemption of
Securities as Entrusted by Issuers
(1) Operation Principles
When an issuer carries out compulsory conversion (exchange), call-in or
redemption according to the issuance agreement or relevant provisions, TDCC will
effect those transactions by book-entry transfer based on the issuer’s instructions.
(2) Flow of Operation
The book-entry operations for compulsory conversion (exchange), call-in or
redemption are as follows:
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1. Issue securities in
dematerialized form
2. Apply compulsory conversion
(exchange), call-in, or
redemption of securities to
TDCC via letter

TDCC

Issuer
3. Handle deduction and
cancellation of registration,
produce and send name list to
issuer-designated e-mail
address

4. Pay proceeds or carry out
online transaction to
distribute the stocks into
investor’s depository
account according to the
name list.

Investor

Figure 56. Book-entry Operation for Compulsory Conversion (Exchange), Call-in or
Redemption
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Chapter 4
Bonds Related Services
TDCC provides registration and book-entry delivery of bonds issued in dematerialized form,
transaction settlement and book-entry operation, as well as exercise of shareholders’ rights for
bond products, including corporate bonds, bank debentures, stripped bonds, debt-involved
beneficiary certificates, asset-backed securities, municipal bonds, foreign bonds and
International bonds.

4.1 Corporate Bonds Related Services
4.1.1 Registration and Book-entry
Dematerialized Form

Delivery

of Bonds

Issued in

Operation Principles
1. The issuer shall sign a participant agreement, submit a seal card (in triplicate), and
open an account with TDCC to become a participant, for registering and executing
the book-entry delivery of bonds.
2. When applying for the book-entry operation of dematerialized bonds, the issuer
shall carry out related transaction to apply for the registration regarding the issuance
and payment of securities, and the registration of securities issuing in
dematerialized form before the delivery date.
After reviewing the application before the delivery date, TDCC will then register
the total issuance quantity, and issue a Certificate of Registration of Dematerialized
Issuance to the issuer.
3. The issuer shall submit an application and transaction to TDCC, with a digital
medium containing a beneficial owners list for the book-entry, before the delivery
date. It should process the relevant transactions and notify TDCC on delivery date
to transfer the bonds into investors’ accounts.
4. The issuer may entrust TDCC to collect payments for offering and issuance.

Operating Procedure
1. Registration
(1) When applying for the book-entry operations for dematerialized bonds, the issuer
shall apply to TDCC with an online transaction before the delivery date.
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(2) Once the application is reviewed and confirmed, TDCC will issue a Certificate
of Registration of Dematerialized Issuance to the issuer.
(3) If the bond is specified as having a floating interest rate in the regulations
governing the issuance of securities, the issuer shall apply to TDCC for
amendment within three business days from when the rate has been changed.
2. Book-entry Delivery
(1) Before the delivery date, the issuer shall carry out related transactions and send
to TDCC a digital medium containing a book-entry delivery beneficial owners
list.
(2) Before the delivery date, the issuer who needs to change the content of the digital
medium shall carry out related transactions and submit the revised content to
TDCC.
(3) On the day of book-entry delivery, the issuer notifies TDCC of transfer-ring the
bonds into investors’ securities or bonds accounts through the operation of
“notification of book-entry delivery.”
(4) On the next business day of delivery, TDCC creates a list of transferred bonds
and sends it to the participant and the issuer for review. The participant and the
issuer shall notify TDCC if there is any discrepancy.
3. Cancellation of registration: see (7) Operation procedure in Section 3.1 “Registration
and Book-entry Delivery of Bonds Issued in Dematerialized Form” in Chapter 3:
Equities Relate Services.
4. The issuer may entrust TDCC to collect payments for offering and issuance by
taking the following steps:
(1) The issuer notifies TDCC of information regarding to the book-entry delivery.
(2) TDCC notifies subscribers of checking the content of issuance.
(3) If the subscriber is a trader with an account in the Central Bank of China
(Taiwan), TDCC will notify the Central Bank of fund transfer through the
Interbank Funds Transfer System. If the subscriber is a trader without an account
in the Central Bank (such as securities firms), it has to open an account with a
clearing agent that handles the transfer through the agent’s Central Bank account.
After the payment is debited from such account, TDCC will notify the Central
Bank of fund transfer through the Interbank Funds Transfer System. If the
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subscriber is an investor, TDCC will notify the Central Bank of fund transfer
through the Interbank Funds Transfer System after the clearing bank debits the
payment.
(4) After the confirmation of the fund transfer completed by the Central Bank,
TDCC will implement book-entry to the investor’s passbook.
(5) The issuer notifies TDCC to transfer the payments for issuance into its account.
Central Bank of
China (Taiwan)
Interbank Funds
Transfer System

5. Fund transfer

6. Fund transfer
completed

1. Dematerialized issuance
and delivery
3.Notification of issuance

Issuer

2. Instruction of issuance

TDCC

9. Notification of fund
transfer

4. Confirmation of issuance

Trader/ Clearing
Bank

8. Notification of issuance
completion

7. Transfer of
bonds

3.1 Notification of
debit

Clearing Agent

Figure 57. TDCC Collecting Payments of Bond Offering on Behalf of the Issuer

4.1.2 Trade, Settlement and Book-entry Operation
Trade and settlement
1. Centralized Trading Market
The book-entry transfer and registration of bulk trade of government bonds in the
centralized market by the following procedure:
(1) Trade date：
TDCC compile the settlement report to proceed with the settlement operation
according to the trading data from TWSE.
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(2) The first business day next to the trade date：
If there is net sale balance after offsetting the purchases of the government bonds,
TDCC will transfer the balance from trader’s account into TWSE settlement
account by 12:00 PM on the first business day after trade date. If there is net
purchase balance after offsetting the total sales, TDCC will transfer the balance
from TWSE settlement account into trader’s account on the first business day
after trade date.
In addition, TWSE has implemented the on-line trading of registered government
bonds in August 2000. Both securities and funds involving trading of government
bonds are handled by TWSE. TWSE commissioned TDCC to handle the production
of relevant settlement reports.
2. Over-the-Counter market
(1) Payment and clearing in the Electronic Bond Trading System
a. For participants having bonds payable, TDCC transfers the bonds payable from
the participant’s depository account to TPEx’s settlement account upon the
participant’s notice.
b. For participants having bonds receivable, TDCC transfers the bonds receivable
from TPEx’s settlement account to the participant’s depository account upon
TPEx’s notice.
c. Participants may inquire about the bond payment through TDCC’s online
network and make up the difference if necessary.
(2) Negotiated trades of bonds
a. Outright Trade
For negotiating the bond trades between investors and participants or between
participants traded over-the-counter, or between the buyers and sellers handle
the payment by themselves, the settlement and book-entry transfer are carried
out according to the following procedure:
(a)For negotiated bond trades between investors and participants or between
participants traded over-the-counter, the sellers’ participant notifies TDCC
of the transfer data via computer linkage.
(b)TDCC checks the available balance in seller’s account and then transfers
the bonds from seller’s account (participant’s proprietary account or its
customer’s account) into buyer’s account (participant’s proprietary account
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or its customer’s account).

2. Check seller’s account balance.
3. Carry out book-entry transfer

TDCC

4. Notify completion
of debit

1. Notify selling and
transfer data

4. Notify completion
of credit

Securities Firm (Selling)

Securities Firm (Buying)

Investor

Investor

Figure 58. Settlement and Book-entry Operation of Outright Trade of Bonds

b. Repo Trade
For the negotiated repo trades between investors and participants or between
participants taken place over-the-counter, the payment of transaction will be
handled by themselves, which the settlement and book-entry transfer is under
the following procedure:
(a)Delivery via book-entry transfer
I.

The seller participant notifies TDCC of transfer data via computer
linkage.

II.

TDCC checks the available balance in seller’s account and then transfers
the bonds from seller’s account (participant’s own ac-count or its
customer’s account) into buyer’s account (participant’s proprietary account
or its customer’s account).

III. When the date of repo trade expires, the buyer participant notifies TDCC
via computer linkage to transfer the bonds into seller’s ac-count
(participant’s proprietary account or its customer’s account).

(b)Delivery via issuance of bond passbook
I. The seller participant applies to TDCC for issuance of passbook via

computer linkage.
II. TDCC checks the available balance in seller’s account, and then make

adjustment

accordingly
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(increase

the

amount

recorded

under

participant’s passbook account and deduct the same from its available
balance). Seller participant prints out the passbook with the TDCC
assigned number and gives it to the investor after affixing its seal.
III. If the seller participant did not provide buyer’s depository account when

applying for issuance of bond passbook, the passbook printed according
to the aforesaid procedure needs not be examined by TDCC before
issuing to the investor. TDCC will add texts to the bond passbooks
which remind investors that they can inquire the content of the passbook
through TDCC’s voice or online inquiry service.
IV. Investors may inquire their bond passbook records via the TDCC voice
inquiry system.
V. When the date of repo trade expires, seller participant notifies TDCC to
cancel the bond passbook after it has paid the buyback proceeds (if a
new trade is entered between the investor and the seller based on the
original conditions, proof of proceeds payment is not required).
VI. If the repo trade is terminated before the expiration date, the seller
participant shall submit an affidavit statement and the original bond
passbook to TDCC for cancellation of passbook. If the original bond
passbook is not available, the seller participant must have the investor
sign the affidavit statement and present proof of proceeds payment
(unless a new trade is entered between the investor and the seller based
on the original conditions).
TDCC

2. Examine application data, enter in seller’s account increase in
bond passbooks issued and decrease in available balance.
1. Notify sell
data

3. Print bond passbook and send it to
TDCC for verification

Seller dealer

4. Deliver bond passbook and transaction
sheet. (Without notification buyer’s
account number, TDCC will verify the
passbook before deliver to customer.)

5. Check bond passbook
data through TDCC
voice or online inquiry
system

Buyer
(Securities firm or investor)

Figure 59. Settlement and Book-entry of Repo Trade Taken Place Over-the-Counter
through Negotiation
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(c) When TDCC collects the payment on behalf of traders of negotiated bond
trades (OP/OS, RS/RP, premature termination and RS/RP exercise)
between investors and dealers taken place over-the-counter:
Central Bank’s
Interbank Funds
Transfer System

8. Notification of
fund transfer

6. Debit payment
(bond)
12.Remit payment
(bond)

9. Reply of
transfer results

5. Forward
settlement
information

Clearing Bank

7. Confirm completion
of settlement

4. Check and block
10. Bond settlement

TDCC

11. Settlement
completed

11. Settlement
completed

3. Input a command of settlement
(Command of maturity of
agreement)

12.Remit payment (bond)

6. Debit payment (bond)

1. Negotiate trade
Investor

Securities Dealer
2. Send trading
information to
investor

Figure 60. TDCC Collecting Payments of Negotiated Bond Trades on Behalf of the
Investors and Dealers
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(d) When TDCC collects the payment on behalf of traders of negotiated bond
trades (OP/OS, RS/RP, premature termination and RS/RP exercise)
between dealers over-the-counter:

Central Bank’s Interbank Funds
Transfer System

5. Reply of transfer
results

4. Notification of
fund transfer

2. Input a command
of settlement

2. Input a command
of settlement

TDCC

3. Check command and block
6. Bond settlement
7. Settlement
completed

Dealer A

7. Settlement
completed

1. Trade negotiation

Dealer B

Figure 61. TDCC Collecting Payments of Negotiated Bond Trades on Behalf of the
Dealers
Book-entry Operation
1. Pledged bonds operation
The same with 3.3.1: “Procedures for Clearing of Emerging Stocks” in Section 3.3:
“Book-entry Operation for Securities Clearing and Settlement” in Chapter 3
“Equities Related Services”.
2. Direct transfer of beneficiary certificates
(1) Private placement bonds:
The same with 3.3.3: “Book-entry Operation” in Section 3.3: “Book-entry
Operation for Securities Clearing and Settlement” in Chapter 3 “Equities Related
Services”.
(2) Publicly offered bonds: If the seller is the client, the client shall apply to the
participant. After the application is reviewed and confirmed, the participant will
transfer the publicly offered bonds; if the seller is the participant, the participant
shall complete the application to transfer the publicly offered bonds.
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3. Inheritance/gift transfer:
(1) Private placement bonds:
The same with 3.3.3: “Book-entry Operation” in Section 3.3: “Book-entry
Operation for Securities Clearing and Settlement” in Chapter 3 “Equities Related
Services”.
(2) Publicly offered bonds:
a. When the participant handles the bond inheritance, the client shall submit the
documents related to inheritance and the certification of payment of taxes or tax
exemption in accordance with Regulations Governing the Administration of Shareholder
Services of Public Companies to the participant of the legator for bond transfer.
b. When the participant handles the gift transfer, the client shall submit the
securities passbook and the certification of payment of taxes or tax exemption in
accordance with Regulations Governing the Administration of Shareholder Services of
Public Companies to the participant of the donor for gift transfer.
4. Redemption by issuer/ sell-back by investor
(1) When an issuer redeems the bonds, the issuer shall forward the call-in
information to TDCC before the date of call-in. TDCC will debit the account
balance according the notification of issuer. TDCC will also create a list and
medium of holders and submit them to the issuer for redemption.
(2) When an investor sells back the bonds, the issuer shall forward the sell-back
information to TDCC before the date of sell-back. The investor then applies to
the participant on the date of sell-back. Once accepting the application, the
participant notifies TDCC, and TDCC will debit the depository account of the
investor on the date of application after checking the accuracy of sell-back
information forwarded by the issuer. TDCC will also forward the statement of
change of balance and bond sell-back name list to the issuer on the next business
day following the date of investor application.
5. Split or reintegration
(1) Split or reintegration of corporate/financial bonds
a. When applications for the split, TDCC checks and confirms the registered data
according to notification from TPEx and participants. Then it debits
corporate/financial bonds from the participants’ TDCC ac-count and transfers
the principal and interest of the split bonds into the participants’ depository
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accounts.
b. For applications for reintegration, TDCC checks and confirms the registered
data according to notification from TPEx and participants. Then it debits
corporate/financial split bonds from the participants’ depository account and
transfers the principal and interest of the bonds into the participants’ depository
accounts.
(2) Split or reintegration of government bonds
a. For applications for split, TDCC checks and confirms notification from
clearing banks. Then it credits the principal and interest of the split bonds into
holders’ depository accounts.
b. When applications for reintegration, TDCC checks and confirms notification
from holders’ participants. Then it debits the principal and interest of split
bonds from the holders’ designated depository accounts and notifies the
clearing banks of the information about the integration.
6. Trust operation: the same with 3.3.2:
“Settlement Operation” in Section 3.3: “Book-entry Operation for Securities
Clearing and Settlement” in Chapter 3.
7. Guarantee of official business and preparation for deposit
TDCC handles applications for the guarantee of official business and preparation
for the deposit for bonds on central deposit by taking the following steps:
(1) When being notified by the participant of the providers of guarantee of official
business and preparation for deposit (hereinafter referred to as “providers”),
TDCC reviews the applications. After confirmation with no mistake, TDCC
records an increase in the quantity of restriction transferred bonds and a decrease
the quantity of outgoing bonds allowed. TDCC will also record an increase in the
quantity of restriction incoming bonds allowed for the recipients of guarantee of
official business and preparation for deposit.
(2) When being notified by the participant of the providers for cancellation, TDCC
reviews the applications. After confirmation with no mistake, TDCC records a
decrease in the quantity of restriction transferred bonds and in increase the
quantity of outgoing bonds allowed. TDCC will also record a decrease in the
quantity of restriction incoming bonds allowed for the recipients of guarantee of
official business and preparation for deposit.
(3) When receiving and confirming the participants’ notification of the recipients’
applications for cancellation, TDCC will handle the applications according to the
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aforesaid provisions and transfer the bonds into the accounts of the court, the
transferee or the winner of the auction.
8. Short-term accommodation or intraday overdraft
When a participant or its client (financial institution only) applies to the Central
Bank for short-term accommodation or intraday overdraft using stripped bonds as
collateral, TDCC will carry out related book-entry transfer according to the
following steps:
(1) When receiving the online notification of a participant concerning a customer
who pledges his bonds to apply for short-term accommodation or intraday
overdraft, TDCC will examine the information, earmark the stripped bonds
concerned and notify the Central Bank of the pledge information. After the
Central Bank confirms the pledge, TDCC will proceed with book-entry transfer
to transfer the stripped bonds from the customer account, proprietary account or
restricted transfer-out position of pledger’s participant into the pledge
sub-account under the depository account of the Central Bank.
(2) When the pledge on short-term accommodation or intraday overdraft is closed,
TDCC will receive the instruction of Central Bank on closing of pledge via
computer linkup. After examining the veracity of information, TDCC will
transfer the stripped bonds with pledge closed from the pledge sub-account under
the depository account of the Central Bank into the proprietary account,
customer account or restricted transfer-out position of pledger’s participant.

4.1.3 Interest and Redemption Payment
Production and Provision of Bond Holders List
The review of holders’ information and the creation of list of holders for interest and
redemption payment for bonds on central deposit according to the following
procedures:
1. TDCC creates a list of holders’ basic information from Day T-4 to T-2 on the day of
interest and redemption payment, so as to enable participants to check their clients’
book-entry account numbers and registered addresses.
2. The participants shall prepare a document containing holders’ information on Day
T-1 of the day of interest and redemption payment, and submit it to TDCC on the
day.

Payment of Interest and Redemption
1. When the issuer deals with the payment of interest and redemption, TDCC will
create a list of holders on behalf of the issuer by taking the following steps:
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(1) TDCC compiles a list of bond holders on Day T-1 of the day of interest and
redemption payment.
(2) On the payment day, TDCC notifies the paying agents of the list via e-mail. For
the de-livery of the bonds principal payments, TDCC will debit the balance in
the holder’s depository account and send the statement of change in balance to
the issuers for verification. For the delivery of the bonds of interest and
redemption payments to the paying agents in the last term of such payments,
TDCC also notifies the issuers of the statement of change in balance for
verification.
(3) The paying agents calculate the principal/interest payment according to the list of
bond holders provided by TDCC.
(4) The paying agents shall transfer the principal/interest payment, deducting the tax
and transfer charges, into the holders’ payment accounts on the day of interest
and redemption.
(5) Flow Chart of Issuer’s Handling of Principal/Interest Payment and Redemption.

1. List of holders
2. Digital medium

Day T

Paying Agent

TDCC

Participant

Check clients’ information
such as account numbers
and registered addresses

Day T, notifies:

Principal/interest
redeemed

Day T-1
Create a list of bond
holders

Investor’s Payment Account

Day T-4

Figure 62. Flow Chart of Issuer’s Handling of Principal/Interest Payment
2. For issuers entrusting TDCC as their paying agent to deal with principal/interest
redemption, the operation procedures are stated as following:
(1) The issuers remit payments for principal/interest redemption into the virtual
accounts of the management banks.
(2) TDCC notifies the banks of the holders’ information on Day T-1 of the day of
interest and redemption payment.
(3) When the remitted payment is adequate, the bank will notify TDCC, which will
send a message of fund transfer to the Central Bank of China (Taiwan) Interbank
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Funds Transfer System. Once the transfer is completed, TDCC will notify
dealers and clearing banks to process the principal/interest redemption and
book-entry transfer. At the same time the management banks transfer
principal/interest to the holders according to the aforesaid list.
(4) When the remitted payment is inadequate, TDCC shall debit holders’ depository
accounts according to the amount of payment without principal and notify the
dealers and the clearing banks of the issue.
(5) Flow chart of the operation procedures of issuers’ entrusting TDCC as their
paying agent to deal with principal/interest redemption:
Central Bank of
China's Interbank
Funds Transfer
System

Bond Holder

3.2. Fund
transfer

Redemption
Management
Bank
1. Remit
payment for
principal/
interest

5. Fund transfer completed

4. Fund transfer
2.1 Notification of principal/
interest payment
2.2 Notification of list of
depository owners

TDCC

6. Notification of
remittance for
principal/interest
payment or no
payment received

Dealer/Clearing
Bank

3.1 Notification of adequate
or inadequate payment

7. Principal/interest payment
completed or not completed

Clearing Agent
6. Notification of remittance or
no remittance

Issuer

Figure 63. Operation Procedures of Issuers’ Entrusting TDCC as Their Paying Agent
for the Principal/Interest Payment
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4.2 Foreign Currency Denominated Bonds Related Services
4.2.1 Registration and Book-entry
Dematerialized Form

Delivery

of Bonds

Issued in

Operation Principles
1. For issuers who register international bonds with a foreign custodian or an
intermediary, the issuers or their underwriters shall sign an agreement with TDCC
to handle the book-entry delivery of international bonds.
2. For issuers who register international bonds with a foreign custodian or an
intermediary, TDCC will open accounts with the foreign institutions in order to
handle the international transfer, book-entry operation and payment of
principal/interest redemption of the International bonds circulated in Taiwan.
3. The issuers shall sign an agreement of account opening with TDCC to become a
participant for registration and book-entry delivery of international bonds.
4. Dealers, foreign custodians or intermediaries shall sign an account agreement with
TDCC to open an account and become a participant, and open a foreign currency
savings account with a bank. In addition, investors, foreign custodians or
intermediaries shall open a depository account with the participant for settlement
and book-entry operation and a saving account for payment of principal/interest
redemption.

Operation Flow
1. For issuers who register international bonds with a foreign custodian or an
intermediary, the issuers shall conduct book-entry operation for international bonds
subscribed by TDCC’s participants or their clients according to the following
procedure:
(1) The issuers or their underwriters shall submit application forms and carry out
related transactions to send the digital media of book-entry delivery lists to
TDCC, which will notify the foreign custodian or the intermediary.
(2) The issuers or their underwriters shall apply to these foreign institutions for
transferring international bonds subscribed by TDCC’s participants or their
clients into depository accounts with the foreign institutions.
(3) If receiving notification of transfer from the foreign institutions before 5:00pm
on the day of book-entry operation, TDCC will check and confirm the
applications from the issuers or their underwriters, and then transfer the
International bonds into the participants’ or their clients’ accounts. If receiving
the notification after 5:00pm, TDCC will transfer the bonds on Day T+1. If
receiving notification of the transfer after the day of book-entry operation, TDCC
will decide to transfer the bonds either on the same day or on the next business
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day, according to the timing of notification (namely before or after 5:00pm).
(4) On the next business day of book-entry delivery, TDCC creates a list of
transferred securities and sends it to the participant, the issuer and the
underwriter for review. The aforesaid parties shall notify TDCC if there is any
discrepancy.
2. For the issuers carrying out international bond registration at TDCC, the registration
and delivery of the bonds are the same as that described in 4.1 Bonds Related
Services Including Corporate Bonds.

4.2.2 Book-entry Operation for Settlement
Trade settlement
1. The settlement of the trade in the international bond trade system is handled
according to the following procedures:

4a. Transfer payment

Clearing Bank

2b. Notification
of transfer and
settlement
completed

1b. Day T+3: Before
1:30pm, remit payment
according to difference
between purchase and
sales

3a. Notification
of fund
transfer

Dealer (Buyer)

Dealer (Seller)

GTSM
2a. Notification of
bond settlement
completed

3b. Notification of
bond transfer

1a.Day T+3: Before 1:30pm,
the net of selling minus
buying by broker dealers
will be debited

4b. Transfer bonds

TDCC

Figure 64. Book-entry Operation for Settlement in the International Bond Trading
System
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(1) The third business day after T day (T+3):
If the net of selling minus buying by broker dealers will be transferred from
dealer’s depository account into TPEx’s settlement account, according to the
payment and settlement report before 1:30pm on Day T+3.
(2) If the net of buying minus selling by broker dealers will be transferred from
TPEx’s settlement account into broker dealers depository account, according to
the payment and settlement report and TPEx’s notice from 1:30pm on Day T+3.
2. OTC Trades
(1) Settlement in Person at the Counter
The operating procedures of participants’ OTC Trades are the same as Section
2. in 4.1 Bonds Related Services Including Corporate Bonds.
(2) Book-Entry Settlement
Customers who conduct outright sale of International bonds to securities
dealers in accordance with TPEx’ s Book-Entry Settlement Procedures should
observe the following procedures:
a. On the trade day, securities dealers should submit to TPEx the OTC trading
information negotiated trade information for book-entry settlement. TPEx
will then notify TDCC the depository account number for the transaction
parties, bond code, transaction amount, transaction date and transaction
sequence number, etc.
b. On receipt of the book-entry settlement advice from the customer, the seller
should conduct “Enquiry on Negotiated Trade Information for Book-Entry
Settlement of International bonds” on the settlement day and check the
information against the trade information provided by the customer. After
the trade information is confirmed, the seller should fill out the
“Application for book-entry transfer to Settle OTC Trade of Bonds” and
“Substitute for Expense Voucher” and process the “Notification on BookEntry Settlement of OTC Trades of International bonds” by key-in the
account numbers of the selling and buying parties, bond code, transaction
amount, transaction sequence number, etc. to advise TDCC of the
transaction details.
c. TDCC will then check the transaction details provided by the seller against
the information provided by TPEx, at the same time con-firm the account
balance of the seller and book-entry transfer the bonds from seller’s account
(customer’s account) into buyer’s ac-count (participant’s proprietary
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account).
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Figure 65. Book-entry Settlement of International Bond Trading
Book-entry operation
1. Cross-border transfer
Since July 2015, TDCC has carried out the book-entry operations for registered
foreign bonds approved by TPEx. Such bonds and the international bonds are
belonging to foreign currency denominated bonds. For foreign currency
denominated bonds registered with a foreign custodian or an intermediary,
cross-border transfers shall be carried out according to the following procedures:
(1) Inbound transfer: from abroad to Taiwan
a. Participants shall carry out the online transaction with TDCC; once receiving
the applications, TDCC will notify foreign custodians or intermediaries.
b. After receiving the payment notification from the aforesaid foreign institutions
and confirming the received applications, TDCC will implement entries to the
participants’ and the clients’ passbooks.
(2) Outbound cross-border transfer: from Taiwan to locations abroad
a. Participants shall carry out the online transactions with TDCC; once receiving
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the applications, TDCC will notify foreign custodians or intermediaries.
b. When TDCC receives the payment notice from the foreign custodians or
intermediaries and the application is reviewed and confirmed, TDCC will handle
the participant’s and client’s book entries.
2. For international bonds registered with TDCC, the transfer of international bonds
among a foreign custodian or an intermediary and other participants shall be carried
out according to the following procedures:
(1) The transferor shall fill out an application and carry out “foreign depository
transfer transaction” by inputting the account numbers of transferor and transferee,
bond code, quantity, ISIN code, and participant category for the foreign
depository to notify TDCC.
(2) Upon receiving the aforementioned notice and examining the accuracy of
relevant data, TDCC will transfer the international bonds from the transferor
account (participant’s proprietary account or client account) into the transferee
account (participant’s proprietary account or client account).
(3) Participants may carry out “inquiry of foreign depository transfer” to inquire the
status of international bond transfer.
3. Direct transfer of beneficiary certificates
The operation procedures of direct transfer of beneficiary certificates/inheritance and
gift transfer/ redemption and sell-back/pledge between Participants are the same as
Section (2) in 4.1 Bonds Related Services Including Corporate Bonds.

4.2.3 Interest and Redemption Payment
1. Creation of file on the foreign-currency savings accounts of participants or
investors
(1)

Participant's foreign-currency savings account:
Dealers, foreign custodians or intermediaries should open a foreign-currency
savings account with a bank and carry out “creation of basic data file for funds
transfer” transaction via computer linkage by inputting the account data for
funds transfer, and carry out the “Chinese account name/English account name
data maintenance” transaction by inputting the English account name for the
interest and redemption payment operation.

(2)

Investor's foreign-currency savings account:
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Investors, foreign custodians or intermediaries should open a foreign-currency
savings account with a bank, and through their participant, carry out “creation
of basic data file for funds transfer” transaction via computer linkage by
inputting the account data for funds transfer, and carry out the “Chinese account
name/English account name data maintenance” transaction by inputting the
English account name for the interest and redemption payment operation.
(3)

Investors who purchase international bonds may provide the issuer or the
underwriter with information on their foreign-currency savings account for
receiving interest and redemption payments, which is in turn forwarded to
TDCC by the issuer or the underwriter. When an investor does not have a
foreign-currency savings account, the data transferred thereof will be used in
interest and redemption payment operation.

2. Production and Provision of Bond Holders List
The review of holders’ information and the creation of list of holders for interest and
redemption payment for bonds on central deposit according to the following
procedures:
(1) TDCC shall produce an “International Bond Holders Basic Data Check List” to
provide the participant with the depository accounts of investors who did not leave
their foreign-currency savings account and English name information with the
participant or its underwriter one month before the interest and redemption payment
date, or during the period of 3 to 1 business days prior to the interest and
redemption payment date, and the participant should ask their customers to provide
such information as soon as possible and then set up a file therefor.
(2) Participants deliver the list of bond holders and recipients under TDCC custody as
of the interest and redemption payment date to TDCC. TDCC checks the aforesaid
information for transfer on the day of interest and redemption with foreign
custodians or intermediaries to create a list of holders.

3. Collection and Payment of Funds for Principal/Interest Payment
For the foreign currency denominated bonds registered with a foreign custodian or an
intermediary, TDCC will handle the principal/interest payment operation through the
following procedure:
(1) When notified of remittance of payments of interest and redemption by these
institutions, TDCC will inform them of the transfer of payments to its designated
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account.
(2) Once having received the payment, TDCC notifies the designated payment bank of
transferring payments into holders’ foreign currency ac-counts before Day T+1 with
deductions of exchange fees and other charges according to the list of holders and the
amount of payment pro-vided by TDCC.
(3) Flow Chart of Interest and Redemption Payment Procedure
5. Notification of inward
remittance of funds
6. Notification of transfer

TDCC

1. Produce an
“International
Bond Holders
Basic Data Check
List” for
participants to
request additional
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and create a file
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7.Payment
details
8. Payment
(Day T+2)

4. Day T:
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3. Day T: delivery of
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Designated bank for
collection and
payment of funds

2. Submit the list
of holders

Participant

9. Transfer payment by self
or through another bank

Investor

TDCC

Issuer

Figure 66. Flow Chart of Principal/Interest Payment Procedure
4. Principal/Interest Payment Procedure
For issuers who register international bonds with TDCC, the operation for interest
and redemption is the same as that described in the second paragraph of Section
4.1.3 Interest and Redemption Payment under 4.1 Corporate Bonds Related
Services.

4.3 Offshore Structured Notes Related Service
To enhance the transparency of offshore structured products market and better protect the
interests of investors, the Financial Supervisory Commission promulgated the Regulations
Governing Offshore Structured Products on July 23, 2009 and instructs TDCC to construct an
information transmission system (http://structurednotes.tdcc.com.tw) (referred to as the
“System” hereunder), through which, issuers/master agents can report and post related
information.
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4.3.1 Operation Structure
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Figure 67. Information Reporting and Announcement for Offshore Structured Notes
4.3.2 Operation Principles
1. Users connect onto Offshore Structured Notes Market Observation Post System
through Internet using their PCs.
2. The System provides the statistical data on structured products reviewed and
approved by the Central Bank, the competent authorities and trade associations and
related query services.
3. Once information is entered onto the reporting platform, system will automatically
direct to another platform for posting after review by supervisor.
4. The System offers both single and multiple data entries and uploading.
5. The reporting platform is open between 6:00am and 00:00 every business day; the
posting platform is open 24 hours a day.

4.3.3 Issuers/Master Agents
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4.3.3.1 Agreement signing
Issuers and master agents and distributors should submit the following documents
when applying for using the reporting platform of Offshore Structured Notes
Market Observation Post System:
1. User Agreement on Offshore Structured Product Reporting and Posting
Information Transmission System in duplicate.
2. Chop specimen card.
3. Offshore Structured Product Reporting and Posting Information Transmission
System Application.
4. Copy of corporation registration certificate or other registration certificates.
5. Copy of certificate from TWCA.
4.3.3.2 Product registration
When applying for the registration of structured product, issuers/master agents
should enter TDCC’s reporting platform of “Offshore Structured Notes Market
Information Observation Post System” using their TWCA code and password to
notify TDCC of the product registration data according to the following
procedures:
1.

Input the new registration data of the product based on the type of targeted
investors (professional investors or non-professional investors).

2.

Upload the pdf or zip file of copy of document evidencing the
approval/effective registration from/with the competent authority or industry
association or other proof documents, provided the product is not limited
specifically to professional investors for trust investment or sales.

3.

Upload the pdf or zip file of document evidencing the approval of product
review team of the trustee or sub-distributor or other proof documents,
provided the product is limited specifically to professional investors for trust
investment or sales.

4.3.4 Reporting and Posting Operation
1.

Where the product is not limited specifically to professional investors for trust
investment or sales, the issuer/master agent shall post relevant information at least
two business days before the sale of product starts.

2.

Issuers/master agents shall, on each business day, report the names of offshore
structured products that they issue or distribute and the aggregate amounts of
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confirmed purchases or redemptions on the previous business day via the System.
3.

Issuers/master agents shall post on each business day the reference prices on the
offshore structured products they issue or distribute via the System.

4.

Issuers/master agents shall produce monthly reports for the offshore structured
products they issue or distribute in a format and with the content prescribed by the
FSC, and within 10 days after the end of each month, report the same information to
the FSC and the Central Bank via the System.

5.

Issuers/master agents shall post the latest CPA-audited financial report of the issuer
and its Chinese translation via the System.

6.

When the product an issuer/master issues or distributes has an event that requires
posting in accordance with the Regulations Governing Offshore Structured Products,
the issuer/master agent shall post the type of information, name of issuer/guarantee
institution/product, information of the reporting party, date of event, and the nature
of the event via the System.

7.

Issuers/master agents shall upload the electronic files of the product prospectus and
investor brochure onto the System during the prescribed time period.

8.

Issuers/master agents should post information on the dividends on a product via the
System.

4.3.5 Posting Platform
Investors can enter the posting platform of Offshore Structured Notes Market
Observation Post System to inquire information on issuers/master agents, product
overview, basic institutional information, sub-distributors, reference prices, product
prospectus/ financial report, investor brochure, announcements, dividend information,
and market information.
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Chapter 5
Short-term Bills Services
TDCC provides Negotiable Certificates of Deposit (NCD), Commercial Paper I (CPI),
Commercial Paper II (CPII), Banker's and Trade Acceptances (BA&TA), Asset-Backed
Commercial Paper (ABCP), municipal notes, and other short-term bills approved by the
competent authorities. The services include physical securities depository, registration and
book-entry delivery for dematerialized securities, clearing and settlement for both payments
and securities, book-entry service for pledged bills, presentation notice and redemption for
maturity bills, and also provides Short-term Interest Rate Index compiling.

5.1 Registration of Book-entry Short-term Bills
Currently book-entry short-term bills include beneficial securities, asset-backed
securities, negotiable certificates of deposit (NCD) and municipal notes with a maturity
of one year or less.

5.1.1 Operation Principles for Registration
1. When an issuer issues book-entry short-term bills, the issuer and underwriting or
buying dealers should respectively input the issue registration instruction into
TDCC Bills Clearing and Settlement System (BCSS) or Issuance Operation
Platform. For municipal notes the guarantor shall also input the guaranteed
information into the Issuance Operation Platform.
2. TDCC proceeds with registration after verifying the accuracy of registration
instruction and guaranteed information then notifies the issuer and underlying or
buying dealers of the completion of registration operation, and sends relevant
information to the redemption management bank.
3. The business hours for accepting registration of book-entry short-term bill issue are
9:00am to 3:00pm during business days.
4. NTD issuing banks that deposit the redemption payments into the depository account
through transfer transaction pre-arranged with the Department of Banking of the
Central Bank of China (Taiwan) should carry out the following after completing the
issue registration:
(1) Except where the issuing bank is the redemption bank, the issuing bank should,
before the next business day following the completion of issue registration,
activate the pre-arranged transfer transaction message in the Central Bank of
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Taiwan’s Interbank Funds Transfer System and advise TDCC of the transaction
sequence number verified by the aforesaid System.
(2) After receiving the advice, TDCC will send relevant information to the
redemption management bank for checking and related operation.

5.1.2 Procedure for Registration

2. Guaranteed information

Redemption
Management Bank

Guarantor

1b.Registration
instruction
4. Notification of
TDCC
registration

1a Registration
instruction
3. Registration
3. Registrationsucceeded
succeeded

Underwriting dealer

Figure 68. Procedure of Registration
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Issuer

5.2 Custody of Physical Securities
5.2.1 Deposit Operation
Operation Principles
1. The short-term bills deposited with TDCC are under fungible basis and the holding
balance will be recorded on the participants’ passbooks.
2. TDCC entrusts custodian banks to deposit and withdraw short-term bills in between
9:00 am to 4:30 pm during business days.
3. Bill dealers shall assign batch numbers to short-term bills deposit for underwriting
and initial purchase; bills in the same batch shall never have more than three
different face values.
4. Bill dealers shall put the short-term bills together with an electronic medium in the
format required by TDCC for deposit or the delivery list of bills in an envelope
which shall be sealed with the original chop and deliver to custodian banks.

Flow of Operation

4. Deposit information
6. Establish new
bill data

Custodian
Bank

TDCC
5. Check succeeded/failed

7. Deposit succeeded/failed

2. Instruction of Deposit
(cancel the instruction)

3. Deposit bills to depository

1. Deposit physical bills

Bill Holder

Bill Dealer

Figure 69. Flow Chart of Deposit
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5.2.2 Withdrawal Operation
Operation Principles
1. To withdraw short-term bills that are not yet underwritten or of initial purchase
from TDCC, bill dealers shall withdrawal instruction via the BCSS and deliver the
instruction to the custodian banks to which the bill dealers complete and submit a
withdrawal list.
2. After verifying the withdrawal list, the custodian banks shall deliver the short-term
bills to the bill dealers.
3. The bill dealers may also withdraw short-term bills on behalf of issuers after
redemption. In this case, the custodian banks shall deliver the short-term bills to the
bill dealers after verifying the withdrawal list.
4. The guarantors may also withdraw short-term bills after the redemption on behalf of
issuers. In this case, the custodian banks shall deliver the short-term bills to
guarantors after verifying the withdrawal list and proof of payment loans.

Flow of Operation
2. Notification of withdrawal

TDCC

1. Instruction of
withdrawal

Custodian Bank

3. Withdrawal
completed

Bill Dealer

Figure 70. Flow Chart of Withdrawal

5.3 Operation for Underwriting and Initial Purchase
5.3.1 Operation Principles
Bill dealers shall deposit or register short-term bills before handling underwriting or
initial purchase. They shall contact the Department of Banking of the Central Bank or
Financial Information Service Co., Ltd. for payment settlement, except in the case of
internal trade in the same custodian bank or no payment for the trade.
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5.3.2 Flow of Operation
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Figure 71. Flow Chart of Underwriting and Initial Purchase

5.4 Clearing, Settlement and Book-entry Operations
5.4.1 Settlement Operation
There are four clearing and settlement methods in the secondary market:
1. Settlement operation for short-term bills (including OS, RP, RS Exercise, and
premature termination) that were sold to investors by bill dealers.
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(1) Operation Principles
a. Once investors complete a negotiated purchase of short-term bills with the bill
dealers, bill dealers will notify TDCC of the settlement.
b. Investors shall confirm the settlement with clearing banks.
(2) Flow of Operation
Central Bank of China
(Taiwan)’s Interbank Funds
Transfer System/FISC’s
Foreign Currency
Settlement System

9. Notification of
transfer

10. Notification of
transfer result

7. Debit investor’s fund
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12. Settlement completed
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service/Internet

3. Enter settlement
instruction
(or cancel it)

Investor may check
settlement status

12. Settlement
completed

1. Sale through negotiation

Investor

Bill Dealer
2. Deliver trading information to
investors

Figure 72. Flow Chart of OS/RP/RS Settlement between Bill Dealers and Investors
2. Settlement operation for short-term bills (including OP, RS, RP Exercise, and
premature termination) that are purchased from investors by bill dealers.
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(1) Operation Principles
a. Once investors complete a negotiated sale of short-term bills with the bill
dealers, bill dealers shall notify TDCC of the settlement.
b. Investors shall confirm the settlement with clearing banks.
(2) Flow of Operation
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Figure 73. Flow Chart of Settlement of Bill Dealer’s OP/RP/RS with Investor
3. Settlement between bill dealers (including OP/OS, RP/RS, premature termination,
and RP/RS Exercise)
(1) Operation Principles
a. After verifying the settlement notice from buyers’ and sellers’ bill dealers,
TDCC will inform the Department of Banking of the Central Bank or Financial
Information Service CO., Ltd. to proceed the payment settlement.
b. TDCC. will transfer the bills, when the Central Bank or Financial Information
Service CO., Ltd completed the payment operation.
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(2) Flow of Operation
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Figure 74. Settlement between Bill Dealers
4. Bilateral Netting
(1) Operation Principles
a. In the settlement of short-term bills trade, underwriting or initial purchase in
the primary and secondary markets between bill dealers and investors, TDCC
confirm the investors’ settlement with the clearing banks after net out the
payment.
b. In the settlement of short-term bills trade, underwriting or initial purchase in
the primary and secondary markets between bill dealers and clearing banks,
TDCC confirm the investors’ settlement with the clearing banks after net out
the payment.
c. In the settlement of short-term bills trade, underwriting or initial purchase in
the primary and secondary markets between bill dealers, both sides send the
settlement instruction, TDCC will notify Central Bank of China (Taiwan) or
Financial Information Service Co., Ltd. to settle the netting amount in both
buyers’ and sellers’ dealers account (or bill dealers and clearing banks) after
net out the payment.
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(2) Flow of Operation
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Figure 75. Flow Chart of Bundle
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12. Settlement completed
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bundle settlement
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multiple instructions)

2. Enter instruction of underwriting/initial purchase
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check settlement
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5.4.2 Brokerage Business of Bill Dealer
Operation Principles
1. After matching the negotiated trade of short-term bill between investors, the bill
dealer informed TDCC the trade settlement instruction.
2. After the seller has confirmed trade settlement with the clearing bank, the buyer
will carry out settlement confirmation with the clearing bank.
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Figure 76. Flow Chart of Settlement of Bill Brokerage Trade
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5.4.3 Pledge
Investors pledge short-term bills from its proprietary position to other investors or
clearing banks
1. Operation Principles
The clearing bank of pledger sends a pledge instruction to TDCC. TDCC then
transfers the bills to clearing bank of pledgee and makes the pledge footnote on
the clearing bank of pledger’s account bills position.
2. Flow of Operation
4. Verify the instruction and transfer the
pledge bills
3. Enter an instruction
of pledge

Clearing Bank

5. Completed pledge
notification

TDCC

5. Completed pledge
notification

Clearing Bank
(Pledgee Bank/Pledgee)

(Pledger Bank)

2. Submit the pledge
application

6. Update the passbook
in the clearing bank

Investor

Investor
(Pledger)

1. Fill out a pledge application

(Pledgee)

Figure 77. Flow Chart of Pledge Operation between Investors
Investors pledge short-term bills to bill dealers
1. Operation Principles
Bill dealers send a pledge instruction to TDCC. TDCC then transfers bills from the
investor’s proprietary position or reverse repo position in the clearing bank to
investor’s settlement position, and notifies clearing bank to confirm the settlement.
After receiving settlement confirmation from the clearing bank, TDCC then
transfers bills from investor’s settlement position in the clearing bank to the pledge
holding position of pledgee dealer and record the number of pledged bills in
investor’s pledged position.
2. Flow of Operation
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Figure 78. Flow Chart of Pledge Operation between Investors and Bill Dealers
Bill dealers pledge short-term bills to other bill dealers
1. Operation Principles
Pledger and pledgee bill dealers send pledge instructions to TDCC. After checking
the instructions, TDCC then transfer bills from pledger bill dealer’s proprietary
position into the pledge holding position of pledgee bill dealer, and record the
number of pledged bills in pledger bill dealer’s pledged position.
2. Flow of Operation
2. Enter an instruction of pledge Input
pledge creation instruction
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completion of
pledge creation
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3. Verify instructions, make
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Figure 79. Flow Chart of Pledge Operation between Bill Dealers
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Investors purchase OP short-term bills together with pledge from the same bill
dealer
1. Operation Principles
(1) The bill dealer send an instruction of investor’s purchase and pledge, and notify
clearing banks to confirm settlement.
(2) The dealer completed payment notification and transfer the bills:
a. Bills are transferred from dealers’ settlement accounts into investors’ accounts
at clearing banks. (Investor OP settlement)
b. Pledged bills are transferred from clearing banks’ investors accounts into
dealers’ pledge accounts. The transfer is recorded on investors’ passbooks.
2. Flow of Operation
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transfer results

8. Notification of
fund transfer

6. Verify debit the fund
according to the application

5. Notification of investor’s purchase
and pledge

Clearing Bank
(Pledger)

7. Confirm debit the fund and pledge
completed

4. Verify and
block bills

TDCC
10. Transfer the
pledged bills

11. Notification of investor’s purchase
and pledge completed

3. Submit the application
of pledge

Investor
(Pledger)

2. Enter an instruction
of investor’s
purchase and pledge

11.Notification of investor’s purchase
and pledge completed
1. Contact for purchase and fill out a
pledge application

11. Notification of
investor’s purchase
and pledge
completed

Bill Dealer
（Pledgee）

Figure 80. Flow Chart of OP and Pledge Operation between Investors and the Same
Bill Dealers
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Close the pledge of short-term bills between investors
(1) Operation Principles
Upon receipt of pledgee’s application for closing the pledge, TDCC transfers
pledgee’s bills from their accounts into pledger’s bill accounts (proprietary position)
with deductions of the pledger’s pledged position.
(2) Flow of Operation

3. Verify the instruction and transfer
pledged bills for close the pledge
2. Enter the instruction
of pledge closing

4. Notification of completed
and closed pledge

TDCC

4. Notification of the
completed and
closed pledge

Clearing Bank

Clearing Bank

(Pledger Bank)

(Pledgee Bank/Pledgee)

1. Submit an application
for closing the pledge

5. Update the
passbook

5 Update the
passbook

Investor
(Pledgee)

Investor
(Pledger)

Figure 81. Closing the Pledge between Investors and Other Investors
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Close the pledge of short-term bills by Investors to the Bill Dealers
(1) Operation Principles
Upon receipt of pledgee’s application for closing the pledge, TDCC transfers
pledgee’s bills from their accounts into pledger’s bill accounts (proprietary or
reverse repo positions) with deductions of the pledger’s pledged position.
(2)Flow of Operation
2. Verify the instruction and transfer
the pledged bills for close the
pledge

Clearing Bank (Pledger
Bank)

3a.Notification on completing the close of pledge

4. Update the passbook
with the pledger

TDCC

1. Enter an instruction
for close of pledge

Investor

3b. Notification on
completion.

Bill Dealer

(Pledger)

(Pledgee)

Figure 82. Closing the Pledge of Short-term Bills by Investors to the Bill Dealers
Close the pledge of short-term bills by bill dealers to other bill dealers
(1) Operation Principles
Upon receiving pledgee dealer’s application for closing the pledge, TDCC transfers
bills from pledgee’s accounts into pledger’s proprietary positions with deductions
from pledger’s pledged position.
(2) Flow of Operation
TDCC
4. Notify the
completion
of pledge
closing

Pledger Dealer

3. Book-entry transfer

2. Input pledge closing
instruction
4. Notify the
completion
of pledge
closing

1. Fill out “Notice of Short-term Bill
Pledge Closing between Bill Dealers”

Pledgee Dealer

Figure 83. Closing the Pledge of Short-term Bills by Bill Dealers to Other Bill Dealers
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Acquisition of short-term bills through exercise of pledge
1. Operation Principles
Upon receiving a pledge exercise instruction from a pledge bank, TDCC then
transfers the given amount of bills from pledgee’s pledge position into the pledgee’s
proprietary position or the reverse repo position, with deduction of pledged amount
from the pledged position of pledger’s bank accounts.
2. Flow of Operation
(1) Pledge between investors and non-bill dealers
3 Verify the instruction and
transfer the bills to pledgee
4. Notification of completed
pledge

2. Enter a pledge exercised
instruction

TDCC

4.Completed pledge
exercise

Clearing Bank

Clearing Bank
(Pledgee Bank/Pledgee)

(Pledger Bank)

1. Submit legal documents
and pledge exercised
application

5. Update the
passbook

5.Update the
passbook

Investor

Investor

(Pledger)

(Pledgee)

Figure 84. Flow Chart of Pledge Exercised Operation between Investors and Non-Bill
Dealers
(2) Pledge between investors and bill dealers
5. Verify the exercise pledge according
to the notification

3. Verify and block bills
7. Transfer the pledge bills to pledgee
4. Notification of exercise the pledge

Clearing Bank

6. Notification of confirming exercise the pledge

(Pledger Bank)

TDCC

8. Notification the completeness of exercise the pledge

1. Enter an
instruction
of pledge

9. Update the
passbook

Investor
(Pledger)

2. Submit relevant legal documents and pledge
exercised application

8. Notification the
completeness of
exercise the

Bill Dealer
(Pledgee)

Figure 85. Flow Chart of Pledge Exercised Operation between Investors and Bill Dealers
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Acquisition of short-term bills by bill dealers from other bill dealers through
exercise of pledge
(1) Operation Principles
Upon receiving a pledge exercise instruction from a pledgee dealer, TDCC verifies
relevant documents and then transfers the given amount of bills from pledgee’s
pledge position into the pledgee’s proprietary position with deduction of pledged
amount from the pledged position of pledger dealer.
(2) Flow of Operation

TDCC
4. Notify the
completion of
pledge
exercise

3. Verify documents and
instructions, carry out
book-entry transfer

Pledger Dealer

2. Input pledge
exercise instruction
4. Notify the
completion of
pledge
exercise

1.Present legal
documents required
by TDCC

Pledgee Dealer

Figure 86. Acquisition of Short-term Bills by Bill Dealers from Other Bill Dealers
through Exercise of Pledge
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5.5 Notification of maturity presentation notice, redemption, and
payment processing of short-term bills
5.5.1 Operation Principles
TDCC shall handle the maturity presentation notice and redemption of short-term bills
on behalf of the holders on the date of maturity. After being exchanged at Taiwan
Clearing House (TWNCH), the CPI and BA&TA are credited into TDCC’s single
dedicated account. The payments of NCDs, CPII, short-term beneficial securities,
ABCP, and municipal notes are handled through TDCC’s dedicated “redemption
accounts.”

5.5.2 Flow of Operation
Redemption procedure for short-term bills other than short-term beneficial
securities and asset-backed securities
Central Bank of China
(Taiwan)’s Interbank Funds
Transfer System/FISC’s
Foreign Currency
Settlement System

5. Notification of
transfer result

4. Notification of
fund transfer

1. Notification of
redemption

Custodian Bank
(Redemption Account)

2. Credit of
payment

TWNCH (Taiwan
Clearing House)

3. Confirmation of
redemption

TDCC

6. Settlement bills

8. Redemption completed

Issuer

7. Notification of
credit

Clearing Bank or
Bill Dealer (or
Clearing Agent)

Figure 87. Flow Chart of Redemption for Short-term Bills other than Short-term
Beneficial Securities and Asset-backed Securities
Redemption Flow for Short-term Beneficial Securities and Asset-backed Securities
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Transfer System

7. Notification of
transfer result

6. Notification
of transfer

3. Notification of
redemption

Custodian Bank

TDCC

(Redemption Account)

9. Notification
of credit

5. Notification of
redemption

2. Verify data according
to the list
8. Settlement

10. Redemption completed
4. Credit of
payment

Trustee or
Special Purpose
Company
(Issuer)

Clearing Bank or
Bill Dealer (or
Clearing Agent)

1. Deliver redemption
distribution list

Trustee or Special
Purpose Company

Figure 88. Flow Chart of Redemption for Short-term Beneficial Securities and
Asset-backed Securities
5.5.3 Non-Disclosure Presentation of Redemption Notice
(1) In the operation of this kind of redemption, TDCC transfers the par value of issuing
bills for redemption from the position in bill dealers’ and clearing banks’ accounts
into the “restricted” position for this kind of redemption in those accounts. TDCC
will notify the dealers and the banks once the operation completed.
(2) In the operation of investors for this kind of redemption, the clearing banks will
send an instruction to TDCC, TDCC then transfers the par value of issuing bills for
redemption from the position of the investors’ accounts under the clearing banks
into the “restricted” position for this kind of redemption in the investors’ accounts.
TDCC will notify the clearing banks once the operation completed.
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(3) The instructions of this kind of redemption shall be sent on the date of maturity for
CPII, a business day before the date of maturity for short-term beneficial securities
and asset-backed securities, and no later than three business days before the date of
maturity for other bills.

5.6 Maintaining a short-term bills interest index
5.6.1 Operation Principles
1. Scope
(1) Data transmission
a. Transmission of daily offered rates
(a) Offered rates in primary market: The offered rates on commercial papers
underwritten by the offering financial institution.
(b)Offered rates in secondary market: Offered rates on purchase or sale of
short-term bills other than short-term beneficiary securities or asset back
commercial paper (ABCP).
(c) Purchase/sale of ABCP in the secondary market.
(By definition, “Securities other than ABCP” means short term bills
including CP1, CP2, BA and NCD, etc.).
b. Transmission of bill transaction details
c. Transmission of amendment bill transaction details
d. Cancellation of the transmission of bill transaction details
(2) Market information system
a. Disclosure of daily latest offered rates.
b. Disclosure of daily fixing rates.
c. Disclosure of historical fixing rates.
d. Disclosure of transaction interest rate index.
e. Disclosure of ABCP Transaction Market Information.
f. Disclosure of Treasury Bills Transaction Market Information
g. Announcement.
2. Operation hours
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Operation
On-Line Operations
Offered Rates in Primary and Secondary Markets
Bill Transaction Details
Amendment of Bill Transaction Details
Cancellation of Bill Transaction Details
Access to Data on Browser Workstation
System Shutdown

From
8:30 On-Line
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
Offline on 17:00

To
--12:00
15:30
15:30
15:30
17:00
---

3. Explanation on Interest Rate Index:
(1) Offered rate index: The offered rates for different terms of bills calculated based
on a specific formula and transmitted to TDCC by bill dealers.
a. Subject matter: The offered rates for sale of bills of different terms in the
primary market and purchase and sale of bills in the secondary market as
posted by the bill dealer at its business premise and on its website on each
business day.
b. Fixing time: 11:00am on each business day.
(2) Transaction rate index: The transaction rate index for different terms of bills
calculated based on a specific formula and transmitted to TDCC by bill dealers:
A. Transaction rate index for CPII: The rates are compiled daily during market
hours, including call and cumulative rates.
a. Subject matter: Transaction rates for outright sale and sale of bills with
repurchase agreement (RP).
b. Unit of categorization: 15-minute periods.
c. Calculation:
(a) Call categorization: only transaction details in a 15-minute period are
calculated.
(b) Cumulative calculation: transaction details from 8:30am to the end of a
15-minute period on the trade day are calculated.
B. Transaction rate index for treasury bills: The rates are compiled daily after the
close of market.
(3) Definition of trade period for each indicator
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Period of Interest Rate Index
10 days
20 days
30 days
60 days
90 days
120 days
150 days
180 days
360 days

Period of Trade
1-10 days
11-20 days
21-30 days
31-60 days
61-90 days
91-120 days
121-150 days
151-180 days
More than 181 days

4. Opening hours: 9:00am to 3:30pm each day.

5.6.2 Operating Procedure
1. Bill dealers shall enter the daily offered rates into TDCC’s Short term Interest Rate
Information System by 9:15am of each business day. The dealers shall re-enter the
rate before 12:00 noon if there are any changes to the daily offered rates.
2. Dealers shall, during market hours, transmit relevant transaction rate data (except
for treasury bill transaction data) to the System within 5 minutes after each OS and
RP transaction: dealer ID, date, time, method, period, interest rate, amount and bill
type of the transaction. The dealers shall cancel, correct or add the entered data
immediately after discovering any errors or omissions.
3. Dealers shall transmit relevant transaction rate data of each OP/OS and RS/RP
treasury bill transaction to the System after market close each day: dealer ID, date,
time, method, period, interest rate, amount and bill type and bill code. The dealers
shall cancel, correct or add the entered data immediately after discovering any
errors or omissions.
4. TDCC may announce the revision of the content and method of offered rate index
compilation by requests from Taipei Bills Finance Association.
TDCC may adjust and announce the content, method, and categorization of
transaction rate index compilation after consultation with Taipei Bills Finance
Association and Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX).
TDCC may adjust and announce the content and method of transaction rate index
compilation for treasury bills based on the needs of the competent authority and the
Central Bank, or after consultation with Taipei Bills Finance Association.
5. The data on short-term rate index in the System shall be converted into log files at
the end of opening hours, and saved for five years.
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Chapter 6
Funds Related Services
Since its establishment in 1989, TDCC has offered a safe and convenient depository
book-entry services for the securities market. To provide more efficient and automated
services, TDCC has offered funds related services since 2000. Over the past 10 years, the
funds related services have involved fund issuance and registration, fund transactions and
fund investments; the subjects cover domestic investment institutions, offshore fund agencies
and their general agents, banks, and securities firms. A range of services are provided directly
for individual investors. These services offered by TDCC not only improve efficiency in the
fund industry, but also help the competent authorities manage the market and protect the
interests of investors. The funds related services include the dematerialized issuance
book-entry operations, fund reporting and announcements, fund trading platforms, and
information transmissions.

6.1 Book-entry Operation for Funds issued in Dematerialized Format
6.1.1 Account Structure
TDCC
(Through participating broker)

(Through SITE, futures trust or their registrar agent)

Securities firm

Securities firm

SITE or futures trust
enterprise

Customer account

Customer account

Registration account

Customer
A

Customer
B

Customer C

Customer
A’s holding
detail

Customer Z’s
holding detail

Figure 89. Account Structure of Dematerialized Beneficiary Certificates
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6.1.2 Account Opening
1. The SITE or futures trust enterprise signs participant agreement and opens a
book-entry depository account with TDCC under which sets the registration account,
which is used for online transactions and account reconciliation.
2. The SITE signs with TDCC a beneficiary certificate fund receipt and payment
contract, entrusting TDCC to conduct cash receipt and payment once subscription
and redemption of beneficiary certificates are being carried out.

6.1.3 Creation of Basic Data File
1. After receiving the competent authorities’ approval of fund offer and issue, the
SITE or futures trust enterprise shall submit an “Application for Registering
Open-end Beneficiary Certificates” to TDCC with relevant documents, indicating
name, type of beneficiary certificate, the name and business number of the SITE or
futures trust enterprise, total amount approved (translated into units of beneficiary
certificates), appointed custodian and account number for fund transfer, title of fund
transfer account, and specimen seal. The SITE shall notify TDCC of any subsequent
changes to the aforesaid information.
2. The SITE or futures trust enterprise shall, via computer linkage, notify TDCC of
related information including offer period and status, subscription limit, minimum
amount of single subscription and regular saving plan, the debit date and amount for
regular saving plan, redemption restrictions, deferred payment date for redemption,
and whether fund transfer is allowed. The SITE shall notify TDCC of any
subsequent changes to the aforesaid information.
3. The SITE or futures trust enterprise shall, via computer linkage, notify TDCC of
service fee, net asset value of the fund, along with any subsequent changes.

6.1.4 Registration and Book-entry Transfer Operation
1. The SITE or futures trust enterprise should compile the subscription data from
registrar agent and securities firms and send TDCC an “Application for Registration
and Book Entry Transfer of Dematerialized Open-End Beneficiary Certificates”
(affixed with the seal on file) by 5:30pm one business day prior to the designated
date set for book-entry transfer, via computer linkage or post with required
computer media file of delivery list.
2. On the book-entry transfer date designated by the SITE or futures trust enterprise,
TDCC transfers the beneficiary certificates, based on the computer media provided
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by the SITE or futures trust enterprise, into investor’s depository account opened
underneath the participating broker or the registration account under the SITE or
futures trust enterprise’s depository account.

6.1.5 Production of Beneficiaries List
TDCC will prepare a beneficiaries’ list and deliver the list to the SITE or futures trust
enterprise within three days from the first date of the book close period as announced
by the SITE or futures trust enterprise for convening a beneficiaries’ meeting, or
distribution of fund income, or liquidation of the fund.

6.1.6 Provision of Beneficiaries Data
1. For investors who use the cash payment service of TDCC, their basic data at their
securities firms can also be provided to SITEs.
2. TDCC provides beneficiaries data each month for SITEs or futures trust enterprises
to check the changes of customer basic data.
3. If necessary, SITEs or futures trust enterprises can apply to TDCC for customer data
by filling out a “Digital Media Data Application.”

6.1.7 Limit Control
1. A SITE or futures trust enterprise that has applied to the competent authority for
offering and issuance of beneficiary certificates shall forward the approval
document of the competent authority to TDCC to facilitate the control of
beneficiary certificates that the SITE or futures trust enterprise may issue.
2. TDCC will prepare an outstanding beneficiary certificate balance statement on the
next business day following the application of a SITE or futures trust enterprise for
book-entry delivery or an investor’s request for redemption for verifying the
outstanding balance of beneficiary certificates and the amount of book-entry
delivery or redemption. After the fund managing company of the SITE or futures
trust enterprise has confirmed the statement and affixed the seals of the parties on
file with TDCC, the statement should be sent back to TDCC.
3. SITEs that use the cash payment service of TDCC should restrict the additional
subscription of investors through participating brokers when the amount of issuance
has reached a certain percentage of the issue amount approved by the competent
authority. Participating brokers and SITEs may inquire the subscription of
beneficiary certificates through computer linkage.
4. A SITE or futures trust enterprise that has applied to the competent authority for
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change of issuance amount shall forward the approval document of the competent
authority to TDCC to facilitate the control of beneficiary certificates that the SITE
or futures trust enterprise may issue.

6.2 Fund Reporting and Announcement
6.2.1 Offshore Fund Information reporting and announcement
The Regulations Governing Offshore Funds stipulates that on each business day,
master agents should post the following information about transactions on the previous
business day through the TDCC system: fund titles, total amounts and units of
confirmed subscriptions, redemptions or switches.
Concerning investors’ rights, the Regulation also stipulates that master agents should
post the following information about offshore funds, including the basic fund
information, NAV per unit, annual financial reports, prospectus, and reminder for
investors, a Chinese translation, corporate actions, and subsequent changes.
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1. Operation Structure
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Figure 90. Information Reporting and Posting for Offshore Funds
2. Operation Principles
(1) Master agents and sub-distributors who use the platform should sign an agreement
with TDCC.
(2) Users connect onto the Offshore Fund Observation Post System through the Internet
using their PCs.
(3) Authority system security control is based on Certificate PIN of Taiwan-CA, Inc.,
user ID and password.
(4) The System is open between 7:00am and 12:00pm every business day.
(5) Once information is entered onto the reporting platform, the system will
automatically direct to another platform for posting.
(6) The System offers both single and multiple data entries and uploading.
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3. Application Procedure
(1) Users apply to Taiwan-CA, Inc. for an electronic certificate; to TDCC for institution
ID, user ID, initial password and Certificate PIN for Taiwan-CA, Inc.
(2) Authorized users may log into the reporting platform to change and reset their
passwords. If password is lost, they should apply to TDCC for a new one.
(3) Once approved by the competent authorities, master agents should complete an
application form and attach a copy of the approval document, and then notify
TDCC for filing. The same procedure applies to any changes for master agents or
termination of agency.
(4) Once an offshore fund is approved by the competent authority or effectively
registered, master agents should enter the data of sub-distributors and funds and
subsequent changes into the system for posting.
(5) Master agents should input the fund name, the date of subscription, redemption, and
switch, total amount and units of order, confirmed by offshore fund house, for the
previous business day into the system for posting.
(6) Master agents should post the NAV and evaluation date by entering the information
into the system every business day.
(7) Master agents upload a monthly report to the posting system 10 days after the end
of each month.
(8) Once compiling annual financial reports according to the regulations of the
jurisdiction where the funds are registered, master agents should upload them along
with a brief Chinese translation into the system in a timely manner.
(9) If there is any information to be announced in accordance with the Regulations
Governing Offshore Funds, the master agents should input information into the
system within the prescribed timeframe, such as type of information, name of fund
and name of offshore fund master agent, information of poster, date of event, and
contents of information.
(10)When convening a beneficiaries meeting, shareholders meeting, and other
substantial events relating to investors’ rights; master agents should operate the
aforesaid actions immediately and input the information into the system.
(11)Master agents should upload the Chinese translations of prospectuses and
reminders for investors into the system within the prescribed timeframe.
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4. Information posted on the platform
Investors may enter the Offshore Fund Observation Post System to inquire about the
following information: (1) Information on master agents, (2) List of funds; (3) Fund
information; (4) Information about the distributor; (5) Sub-distributor; (6) NAV; (7)
Financial reports; (8) Prospectus; (9) Reminder for Investor; (10) Announcement; (11)
Market Information (12) Omnibus Account Information (13) Dividend Information (14)
Information on business days and NAV quote days.

6.2.2 Information Reporting and Announcement on Futures Trust Funds
Pursuant to Paragraph 2, Article 29 of the Regulations Governing Futures Trust
Enterprises, Article 100 of the Regulations Governing Futures Trust Funds, Article 27
of the Regulations Governing Information to be Published in Prospectuses by Futures
Trust

Enterprises

Offering

Futures

Trust

Funds,

FSC

order

No.

Jin-Guan-Zhen-Chi-Zi-0960061426 dated November 9, 2007, a futures trust enterprise
shall report and announce the prospectus of a futures trust fund, futures trust agreement,
annual financial report, basic fund information, and NAV of the fund and changes
thereto through the TDCC transmission system.
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1. Operation Structure
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Figure 91. Information Reporting and Posting for Futures Trust Funds
2. Operation Principles
(1) Futures trust enterprises and custodian institutions who use the platform should sign
an agreement with TDCC.
(2) Users connect onto Futures Trust Fund Observation Post System through Internet
using their PCs.
(3) Authority system security control is based on Certificate PIN of Taiwan-CA, Inc.,
user ID and password.
(4) The System is open between 7:00am and 9:00pm every business day.
(5) Once information is entered onto the reporting platform, the System will
automatically direct to another platform for posting.
(6) The System offers both single and multiple data entries and uploading.
3. Reporting Operations
(1) Users apply to Taiwan-CA, Inc. for an electronic certificate, and to TDCC for
institution ID, user ID, initial password and Certificate PIN of Taiwan-CA, Inc.
(2) Authorized users may log on the reporting platform to change and reset their
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passwords. If password is lost, they should apply to TDCC for a new one.
(3) Once approved by the competent authorities to offer and issue futures trust fund, a
future trust enterprise should fill out an application form and attach a copy of the
approval document, and then notify TDCC for filing.
(4) Futures trust enterprises shall input the prospectus of the futures trust fund, the
futures trust agreement, relevant sales documents, basic information of distributors
and basic fund information and subsequent changes thereto into the System for
posting.
(5) Futures trust enterprises should post the NAV of the fund on the previous business
day by entering the information into the System every business day.
(6) Futures trust enterprises should upload a monthly report and related forms onto the
reporting system for posting 10 days after the end of each month; the custodian
institutions should conduct review of the monthly report checklist.
(7) Future trust enterprises should compile annual financial reports on the futures trust
fund within two months after the end of each fiscal year and upload them onto the
reporting system for posting.
(8) Future trust enterprises that engage in exclusively futures trust fund business should
compile annual financial reports within three months after the end of each fiscal
year and upload them onto the reporting system for posting.
(9) If there is any information to be announced in accordance with the Regulations
Governing Futures Trust Enterprise or the Regulations Governing Futures Trust
Funds, the futures trust enterprises should input information onto the system within
the prescribed time, such as type of information, name of fund and name of
reporting institution, date of event and contents of information.
(10) Futures trust enterprises should upload the prospectuses onto the system within
prescribed time.
4. Posting Platform
Investors can enter the posting platform of Futures Trust Fund Observation Post
System to inquire information on futures trust enterprises, basic fund information,
futures trust agreement, fund overview, NAV, financial reports, fund prospectus,
announcements, market information, business days and quote date.
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6.3 Fund Trading Platform Related Services
6.3.1 Domestic Fund Trading Platform
To improve the customer service and sales of domestic funds, the competent authorities
have authorized the securities firms to subscribe domestic funds for investors in their
own names and allow sub-distributors to handle the payment themselves since June
2014. In response to this, TDCC established the Domestic Fund Trading Platform.
Considering the operating costs and manual operations of sub-distributors, the
payments mentioned above may be handled in the bank account designated by TDCC
since April 2016.
1. Operation Structure
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Figure 92. Framework for Domestic Fund Trading Platform
2. Operation Principles
(1)

Trust enterprises and sub-distributors shall sign an agreement with TDCC.
Sub-distributors shall notify TDCC of whether they will handle the payment by
themselves or authorize TDCC to handle the payment.

(2)

Before contacting the sub-distributors for the subscription of domestic funds, the
investors shall confirm the sub-distributors will subscribe the domestic funds in their
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own names, using this platform for subscription, buyback or conversion, and keep
the account number for buyback payment.
(3)

TDCC may collect orders regarding the subscription of monetary funds in the
morning by 10:30 am (morning orders) and collect orders regarding the subscription
of other types of funds in the afternoon by 15:30 pm (afternoon orders).

(4)

For the payment handled by TDCC, investors may subscribe the domestic funds
through remittance, single payment or a regular savings plan.

(5)

When TDCC contacts the bank for the payment of funds, no NTD settlement or
foreign currency exchange is involved. When subscribing the domestic funds,
investors may remit the payment in the denominated currency (NTD or foreign
currency) through internal transfers or interbank transfers to TDCC’s designated
accounts through a virtual account number, and search for data related to domestic
funds through the internet.

3. Operation Procedures
(1)

Subscription
a. After handling the applicant’s single subscription or publicly offered subscription,
sub-distributors will upload the related data into TDCC’s system.
b. Once writing off the account and settlement of the currency exchange are complete,
TDCC will collect subscription data by sub-distributors and forward the data to
trust enterprises before 11:00am and 4:00pm for ordering.
c. Once the order has been placed, trust enterprises will contact TDCC to remit the
subscription payment (excluding handling charges) to the designated account of
the domestic fund house on the next business day.
d. Upon receipt of the NAV and number of units from trust enterprises, TDCC will
distribute units according to the amount of subscriptions and provide
sub-distributors with access to review subscription results.
e. For payment handled by TDCC:
a. For payment handled by TDCC, first-time applicants of single subscription or
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regular saving plans should authorize the payment debits online or fill out a
“Fund Payment Debit Agreement” and send it to the sub-distributors. The
headquarters then submits the agreement to TDCC, who will forward them to
the applicants’ bank for seal verification; if the sub-distributors and the
applicant’s bank reach an agreement that the applicant shall visit the bank in
person to apply for the seal verification, the sub-distributors shall notify TDCC
via electronic file and submit the agreement to the headquarters after receiving
the applicant’s payment debit agreement given by the bank upon verification of
the seal. The headquarters then submits the agreement to TDCC.
b. Subscribers who wish to pay by money transfer may remit payments
(including application handling charges) to TDCC’s designated account.
c. For subscribers who wish to pay by debit transaction, distributors should make
sure that their seals have been verified. Once the subscription data are entered
into the system, TDCC will notify the banks for debit. However, the data of a
single subscription is valid only on the same date.
d. TDCC handles Regular Saving Plans (RSPs) of offshore funds in New Taiwan
Dollars and other foreign currencies; funds available are limited to the
domestic funds pre-charging handling fee.
e. For RSPs, payments are debited on the 2nd, 6th, 8th, 12th, 16th, 22nd, 26th or
28th day of each month; if the payment date is a national holiday, the account
will be debited on the next business day.
f. The subscription data for monetary funds should be inputted before 10:30am
on the same day. If the payment is received before 10:30am, TDCC will write
off the account. The subscription can no longer be cancelled once the write off
procedure is complete.
g. The subscription data for other types of funds should be inputted before
3:30pm on the same day (2:00pm for single subscription). If the payment is
received before 3:30pm, TDCC will write off the account. The subscription
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can no longer be cancelled once the write off procedure is complete.
f. Operation Flow
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Figure 93. Investor’s Subscription of Domestic Funds from Sub-distributors
(2)

Redemption Operation
a. If the subscription is made in NTD, the investor should redeem in NTD. When the
subscription is made in a foreign currency, the investor should redeem in a foreign
currency.
b. Once the transaction is complete, TDCC will collect redemption data by
sub-distributors and forward the data to trust enterprises before 4:00pm for
ordering.
c. Once the order has been placed, the trust enterprise will contact TDCC.
d. Based on the NAV and amount advised by the trust enterprise, TDCC then
distributes the redemption payment according to the ratio of units redeemed by the
investor and provides the distribution results for the sub-distributor for inquiry.
e. For payment handled by TDCC:
a. The trust enterprises transfer payments for redemption to TDCC designated
accounts according to its settlement cycle.
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b. TDCC will write off payments received before 3:30pm; those received later
than 3:30pm will be written off on the next business day.
f. On the next business day after writing off, TDCC will transfer the payments to
investors’ accounts according to the account numbers provided.
g. Redemption Flow
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Figure 94. Investor’s Redemption of Domestic Funds from Sub-distributors
(3)

Switch Operation
a. Upon receipt of applications for switch, sub-distributors confirm the information and
input it into the trading platform before 3:30pm on the same date.
b.

Once the transaction is complete, TDCC will collect switch data by sub-distributors
and forward the data to trust enterprises before 4:00pm for ordering.

c.

Once the order has been placed, the trust enterprise will contact TDCC.

d.

Based on the funds to switch, allot units, NAV advised by the trust enterprise,
TDCC then distributes the units and provides the distribution results for the
sub-distributor for inquiry.

(4)

Distribution of Profits
a. The trust enterprises should notify TDCC the following information through the
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platform prior to the record date: the nearest record date and the distributed amount
per unit.
b.

After calculating the distribution ratio of profits, the trust enterprises should notify
TDCC of units qualified for distribution, distribution ratio of profits, amount of
distributed profits or units of reinvested profits through the trade platform before
3:30pm on the same date.

c.

Based on the amount of distributed profits or units of reinvested profits advised by
the trust enterprise, TDCC then distributes the amount of profits or units of
reinvested profits and provides the distribution results for the sub-distributor for
inquiry.

d.

For payment handled by TDCC, TDCC handles payment allotment after receiving
the interest, and will transfer the payment into beneficiaries’ redemption accounts on
the next business day after the interest is received.

(5)

Cancellation or termination for offering and sales
a. When the offering and sales of domestic funds are cancelled or terminated, trust
enterprises should notify TDCC via the platform.
b.

The trust enterprises should notify TDCC of subscription payment, interest to be
refunded, interest rate, and payable date.

c.

For payment handled by TDCC, the trust enterprises should ask the custodian
institutions to deliver the refunds to TDCC’s designated account.

d.

On the next business day of receipt, TDCC should deliver the refunds to the
designated account provided by the investors.

(6)

Liquidation and Merger
a.

Liquidation
(a) Before the base date for liquidation, the trust enterprises should notify TDCC
of the fund code, the base date of liquidation, the distributable amount per
unit, and the last trade date.
(b) After calculating the distribution ratio of liquidation, the trust enterprises
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should notify TDCC of units qualified for liquidation, the allotment ratio and
allotment amount via the platform or by uploading File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) before 3:30pm.
(c) Based on the ratio of liquidation and liquidated amount advised by the trust
enterprise, TDCC then distributes the liquidated amount and provides the
distribution results for the sub-distributor for inquiry.
(d) For payment handled by TDCC, on the next business day of receipt of the
liquidated amount, TDCC will deliver the amount to the designated account
provided by the investors.
b.

Merger
(a) Before the base date of the merger, the trust enterprises should notify TDCC
of the fund code, the base date of merger, the conversion rate, and the last
trade date.
(b) After calculating the trade-in ratio for the merger, the trust enterprises should
notify TDCC of units qualified for merger, as well as ratio and trade-in units
of merger through related operations or FTP before 3:30pm.
(c) Based on the ratio for merger and trade-in units of merger advised by the trust
enterprise, TDCC then distributes the units and provides the distribution
results for the sub-distributor for inquiry.

(7)

Changes in Trust Enterprises and Sub-distributors
a.

Alteration and Termination of Trust enterprises
(a) When trust enterprises announce the alteration or termination of business due
to a merger or assignment, they and sub-distributors shall not accept
subscriptions for these funds starting the effective day of such alteration or
termination.
(b) Before other trust enterprises takes over, the trust enterprises and
sub-distributors shall accept and handle applications for redemption, switch
or other affairs on the trade platform according to the aforesaid procedures.
(c) After changes are made, the new trust enterprises shall apply to TDCC by
submitting a letter of approval from the competent authorities, agreement and
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network for account opening, as well as inputting relevant information.
b.

Sub-distributors Terminate Offering and Sales
(a) Sub-distributors shall notify trust enterprises of terminating the offering and
sales of domestic funds.
(b) After receiving the notice, trust enterprises shall notify TDCC of the effective
date of termination for offering and sales through the trading platform.
(c) Before other sub-distributors take over, applicants for termination should help
investors with redemptions, switches and other relevant issues.

(8)

Account management
a. After completing daily trades, trust enterprises and distributors may inquire or
print reports through the trading platform to confirm and track the day
subscriptions, redemptions, switches and distributions of interest/proceeds.
b. On the next day of subscription, redemption, switch and distribution of
interest/proceed with TDCC, the trust enterprises or sub-distributors may create
Domestic Fund Transaction Confirmation and Domestic Fund Statements on the
trade platform for investors.

6.3.2 Offshore Fund Trading Platform
According to Articles 33, 34, 35 and 36 of Regulations Governing Offshore Funds,
master agents or sub-distributors who subscribe offshore funds under their own name
on behalf of investors, except occurring in the cases of a non-discretionary trust for
money agreements and the foreign securities brokerage agreements, should manage
cash receipts and payments and information transmitted through TDCC when handling
subscriptions, redemptions, switches, distributions of interest/proceeds and liquidation.

1. Operation Structure
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Figure 95. Framework for Offshore Fund Trading Platform
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2. Operation Principles
(1) Master agents and sub-distributors shall sign an agreement with TDCC.
(2) Investors may subscribe offshore funds through money transfer, single subscription
and regular saving plans (RSPs).
(3) TDCC notifies banks of cash receipts and payments. When subscribing for an
offshore fund, investors transfer the payments through the same bank or cross banks
to remit in NT dollars or foreign currencies via a virtual account into TDCC’s
designated account for payment. The investors may inquire about issues regarding
fund subscription on the Internet or through the voice service system.

3. Operation Procedure
(1) Subscription
a. First-time applicants of single subscription or regular saving plans should
authorize the payment debit online or fill out a “Fund Payment Debit Agreement”
and send it to the sub-distributors. The headquarters then submits the agreement
to TDCC, who will forward them to the applicants’ banks for seal verification; if
the sub-distributors and the applicant’s banks reach an agreement that the
applicant shall visit the bank in person to apply for the seal verification, the
sub-distributors shall notify TDCC via electronic file and submit the agreement
to the headquarters after receiving the applicant’s payment debit agreement given
by the bank upon verification of the seal. The headquarters then submits the
agreement to TDCC.
b. Once accepting applicants’ subscriptions, the sub-distributors enter related data
into TDCC’s computer system. Subscribers who wish to pay by money transfer
may remit payments (including application handling charges) to TDCC’s
designated account.
c. For subscribers who wish to pay by debit transaction, distributors should make
sure their seals have been verified. Once the subscription data are entered into
the system, TDCC will notify the banks to debit. However, the data of a single
subscription is valid only on the same date.
d. TDCC handles Regular Saving Plan (RSP) of offshore funds in New Taiwan
Dollars and other foreign currencies; funds available are limited to the funds
pre-charging handling fee.
e. In RSP, payments are debited on the 2nd, 6 th, 8th, 12th, 16 th, 22nd, 26th or 28th day
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of each month; if the payment date is a national holiday, the account will be
debited on the next business day.
f. The subscription data should be inputted before 3:30pm on the same day (2:00 pm
for single subscription). If the payment is received before 3:30pm, TDCC will
write off the account. The subscription can no longer be cancelled once the write
off procedure is complete.
g. TDCC will convert investors’ payments of NT dollars into foreign currencies. The
exchange rate remains the same for investors subscribing on the same day.
h. Once writing off the account and settlement of currency exchanges are complete,
TDCC will collect subscription data by sub-distributors and forward the data to
master agents before 4:00pm for ordering.
i. Once the order has been placed, the master agents will contact TDCC to remit
the subscription payment (excluding handling charges) to the designated account
of the offshore fund house on the next business day.
j.Upon receipt of the NAV and number of units from master agents, TDCC will
distribute units according to the amount of subscriptions and provide
sub-distributors with access to review subscription results and printout a trade
confirmation.
k.Operation Flow
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Figure 96. Investor’s subscription of offshore funds from sub-distributors
(2) Redemption Operation
a. If the subscription is made in NTD, the investor should redeem in NTD. When
the subscription is made in a foreign currency, the investor should redeem in a
foreign currency.
b. The institution of offshore funds transfer payments of redemption to TDCC
designated account according to its settlement cycle.
c. TDCC will write off payments received before 3:30pm; those received later than
3:30pm will be written off on the next business day.
d. Based on the NAV and amount advised by the master agent, TDCC then
distributes the redemption payment according to the ratio of units redeemed by
the investor.
e. On the next business day after writing off, TDCC will transfer the payments to
investors’ accounts according to the account numbers provided.
f. Redemption Flow
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Figure 97. Investor’s redemption of offshore funds from sub-distributors
(3) Switch Operation
a. Upon receipt of applications for switch, master agents and sub-distributors
confirm the information and input it into the trading platform before 3:30pm on
the same date.
b. After receiving information from master agents and sub-distributors, TDCC will
verify the applicants’ account numbers, funds held, and units to be switched
before forwarding to master agents to place switch orders.
c. When receiving confirmation of the switch from offshore fund houses, master
agents shall notify TDCC of the funds to switch, allot units, NAV, and other
confirmed data through the trading platform before 3:30pm on the same date.
d.After confirmation of the trade is received, TDCC will check the information and
distribute the units.

4. Redemption operations involving transfer of offshore funds of different fund houses
(1) When the distributor receives instructions from investors for redemption of funds
to switch to a fund of another fund house (hereinafter referred to as “Redemption
for Transfer”), the sub-distributor should verify the relevant information before
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entering to the trade platform before 3:30 pm of the same day.
(2) For funds redeemed, the offshore fund house transfer payments of redemption to
TDCC’s designated account according to its settlement cycle.
(3) TDCC will write off payments received before 3:30pm; those received later than
3:30pm will be written off on the next business day.
(4) Based on the NAV and amount advised by the master agent, TDCC then
distribute the redemption payment according to the ratio of units redeemed by
the investor. On the next business day, TDCC will transfer the redeemed amount
for subscription of another fund, after deducting the handling charges.
(5) TDCC will consolidate the subscription information for the Redemption for
Transfer with the subscription information of the day. After completing the
write-off and foreign exchange settlement, TDCC will provide the information to
the master agent for order placement by sub-distributor before 4:00pm of the
day.
(6) Once order placement has been completed, the master agents will contact TDCC
to remit the subscription payment (excluding handling charges) by a
sub-distributor to the account designated by the offshore fund house on the next
business day after the date of notification.
(7) Upon reception of the NAV and number of units from master agents, TDCC will
allocate units according to the amount of subscriptions and provide distributors
with access to review subscription results.

5. Distribution of interest
(1) After receiving interest payment information from fund houses, master agents
shall notify TDCC the following information through platform five business days
prior to the record date: the nearest record date, the estimated date of distribution,
and the last trade date prior to the record date in Taiwan.
(2) When receiving information about the distribution details from offshore fund
houses, the master agents should notify TDCC of units qualified for distribution,
ratio of interest/proceeds, amounts of interest/proceeds or units of reinvested
interest/proceeds through the trade platform before 3:30pm on the same date.
(3) TDCC handles currency exchanges and payment allotments after receiving the
interest/proceeds, and will transfer the payments into beneficiaries’ redemption
accounts on the next business day after the interest/proceed is received. TDCC
distributes the interest/proceed reinvestment units after receiving such data.

6. Cancellation or termination on offering and sales
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(1) When receiving notification from offshore fund houses of cancellation or
termination, master agents should notify TDCC via the platform.
(2) When receiving information from offshore fund houses about refunds for
cancellation, the master agents should notify TDCC the amount and date of
refund as well as other relevant information.
(3) Offshore fund houses will deliver the refunds to sub-distributors’ bank account
as appointed at the account opening.
(4) Once receiving the refunds, TDCC will negotiate a single exchange rate with
designated banks for distribution operations.

7. Liquidation and Merger
(1) Liquidation
a. When receiving information about liquidation, master agents shall notify
TDCC via the platform of the base date of liquidation and the corresponding
last trade date in Taiwan.
b. Upon receipt of the information, the master agents notify TDCC of units
qualified for liquidation, the allotment ratio and allotment amount via the
platform or by uploading File Transfer Protocol (FTP) before 3:30pm.
c. Then institutions of offshore funds transfer the payments to distributors’
redemption accounts. The amount of transfer should be the same as the
liquidation payment.
d. On the next business day of currency exchange for the liquidation, TDCC shall
notify designated payment banks and transfer the payments (with charges
deducted) into beneficiaries’ redemption accounts.
(2) Merger
a. Once information about integration is received, the master agents shall notify
TDCC about the base date of the merger and the corresponding last trade date
in Taiwan.
b. Upon receipt of the information, the master agents will notify TDCC of
integrated units qualified, as well as ratio and trade-in units of merger through
relate operations or FTP before 3:30pm.
c. Upon receipt of the information, TDCC will distribute the units qualified.

8. Changes in master agents and distributors
(1) Alteration and Termination of master agents
a. TDCC will proceed immediately when master agents announce they will cease
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being an agent for offshore funds. The agents shall not accept subscriptions for
these funds starting the effective day of such changes or termination.
b. Before other master agents take over, the master agents and distributors shall
accept and handle applications for redemption, switch or other affairs on the
trading platform according to the aforesaid procedures.
c. After changes are made, the new master agents shall apply to TDCC by
submitting a letter of approval from the competent authorities, agreement and
network for account opening, as well as inputting relevant information.
(2) Distributor terminates offering and sales
a. Distributors shall notify master agents of terminating the offering and sales of
offshore funds.
b. Receiving the notice, master agents shall notify TDCC of the effective date of
terminating offering and sales through the trading platform.
c. Before other distributors take over, applicants for termination shall help
investors with redemption, switches and other relevant affairs.

9. Account management
(1) After completing daily trades, master agents and distributors may inquire or print
reports through the trading platform to confirm and track the day’s subscription,
redemption, switch and distribution of interest/proceeds.
(2) On the next day of subscription, redemption, switch and distribution of
interest/proceeds with TDCC, the master agents or distributors may create an
Offshore Fund Transaction Confirmation and Offshore Fund Statements on the
trading platform for investors.

6.4 Transmission of Fund Information
6.4.1 Domestic Transmission of Fund Information
To improve the current manual operation of trust enterprises and sub-distributors
placing orders for domestic funds by fax, TDCC has planning services for domestic
fund order-routing to enhance operational efficiency in the fund market.

1. Operation Structure
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Figure 98. Fund Information Transmission Framework
2. Operation Principles
(1) Only approved or effectively registered funds may use the transmission service.
(2) This platform provides the service of automatic transmission of fund information to
trust enterprises and SITEs.
(3) The transmission and release of order information are controlled according to the
deadline for fund transaction set by the SITE. Correction of transaction data
requires the approval of the counterparty, while the transmission of other data will
be handled in view of the needs and agreement between the trading parties.
(4) The System is open between 9:00am and 5:30pm every business day for
transmission, maintenance and file upload, and open between 8:00am and 8:00pm
every business day for inquiry and file download.
(5) For security control and identification purpose, users of transmission platform must
have an electronic certificate issued by Taiwan-CA, Inc., and register institution ID
and Certificate PIN of Taiwan-CA, Inc. with TDCC.
(6) Users of automatic transmission service should be equipped with a leased line
(apply for a new line or use the SMART or BCSS currently shared with TDCC for
connection) and TDCC will provide transmission software and encryption software
to users for installation.

3. Operating Procedure
(1) Trust enterprises and SITEs will sign an agreement with TDCC and obtain a user ID
and password by submitting an application in order to access the platform.
(2) Trust enterprises and SITEs should maintain their basic data on the platform. SITEs
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should in addition maintain the basic fund data, and input the uniform business
number of the fund, trading hours and status, and relevant control information into
the transmission platform.
(3) After inputting or uploading new order data, trust enterprises should, before the
day’s trading deadline, transmit related information via the platform to SITE for
inquiry, receiving and download. After inputting or uploading confirmed trade data
or dividends distribution data, SITEs should transmit related information via the
platform to trust enterprises for inquiry, receiving and download. The
aforementioned data may be corrected or deleted before the designated recipients
receive the file.
(4) If a SITE agrees that a trust enterprise may change or delete a placed order after it
has received such a file, such approval should be given via the platform before the
trust enterprise could change or delete the order data. If a trust enterprise agrees that
a SITE could change or delete a confirmed trade or dividend distribution after it has
received such a file, such approval should be given via the platform before the SITE
could correct the confirmed trade or dividend distribution.
(5) If a SITE agrees that a trust enterprise may transmit order placement data past the
trading hours of the fund, such approval should be given via the platform before the
trust enterprise may transmit the order data to the SITE.
(6) If a SITE plans to use the platform to confirm a trade where its order placement data
were not transmitted via the platform, the SITE should add the order number,
content of order and trade confirmation data for transmission purpose.
(7) Trust enterprises and SITEs may also use the platform for transmitting other data,
including fund balance data, NAV, beneficiary data, and other exchange information
for inquiry, receiving and download by the designated recipient.
(8) Transmission method:
a. After a user uploads file by means of automatic transmission, the user will
receive a reply to the processing result and may log onto the platform to inquire
the upload and file acceptance result.
b. When a user uploads files manually onto the platform, the user may choose the
type of file to be uploaded. File upload consists of two steps – data is uploaded
in correct media format, and file is accepted after data checking and streaming.
Successfully accepted files are available for inquiry, release and transmission on
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the platform.

6.4.2 Offshore Fund Order-Routing Service
To improve the current manual operation of master agents and sub-distributors placing
orders for offshore funds by fax, TDCC has planning services for offshore fund orderrouting to enhance operational efficiency in the fund market.
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Figure 99. Framework of Offshore Fund Order-routing Services
2. Operation Principles
(1) This service is provided to master agents, sub-distributors, and insurer-entrusted
custodians (collectively referred to as “user” hereunder) that enable them to transmit
order information about the subscription, redemption and transfer of offshore funds
(collectively referred to as “order information” hereunder) and receive order status
reports and transaction confirmations through the service jointly provided by TDCC
and transmission service providers.
(2) TDCC is responsible for providing order-routing services between the users and the
transmission service providers, while the transmission service provider is
responsible for providing information transmission services between TDCC and
offshore fund companies.
(3) Users should designate their own transmission service provider for the transmission
of fund information as agreed between the designated service provider and the
offshore fund companies.
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3. Operating Procedure
(1) Users should sign an agreement with TDCC and have an electronic certificate
issued by Taiwan-CA, Inc. (referred to as “Taiwan-CA certificate” hereunder), and
submit relevant documents to TDCC for application.
(2) Users should complete a “Designated Transmission Service Provider Application,”
affix seal on file thereon, and submit it together with a document evidencing the
consent of the transmission service provider (to provide service) to TDCC.
(3) Users should use the order-routing platform to send and receive offshore fund order
information, order status reports and transaction confirmations in a format
prescribed by TDCC.
(4) Users should use the order-routing platform for transmitting offshore fund order
information during the hours prescribed by TDCC, and verify the accuracy of
transmitted information.
(5) Upon receiving offshore fund order information from a user, TDCC shall check the
information format and then forward the information to the transmission service
provider. The transmission service provider will forward the information to the
offshore fund company after completing the verification operation.
(6) Where a user intends to cancel or correct its order information after sending order
information through the transmission platform, the user should notify the offshore
fund company by fax or in another manner as agreed with the offshore fund
company.
(7) When an offshore fund is transferred, liquidated, merged, suspended, terminates its
offering and sales, or has its approval or effective registration withdrawn or revoked,
users should check with the offshore fund company to see whether it continues to
accept order information.
(8) Users should enter a written agreement with the offshore fund company that the
subscription, redemption and transfer of offshore fund will be carried out in a
mutually agreed manner in case of equipment breakdown, system failure, data
damage or a major event that disrupts normal transmission of order information.
(9) TDCC will promptly forward the offshore fund transaction confirmation
information received from transmission service provider to the user.
(10)Users should use the order-routing platform to inquire and receive transaction
confirmations from the offshore fund company, and immediately reconcile the
information against their own reports and records to ensure the accuracy of the
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transaction information.
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Chapter 7
Cross-border Custody Related Services
In response to the financial systems promoted by the competent authorities and
international standards, TDCC has developed long-term policies that increase its presence in
overseas markets, including cross-border custody related services, to meet the needs of
professional investment institutions. According to Paragraph 6, Article 5 of Regulations
Governing Centralized Securities Depository Enterprises and Paragraph 3, Article 2 of
Regulations Governing Book-Entry Operations for Centrally Deposited Securities, the
competent authority approved the cross-border custody of foreign currency denominated
bonds and related book-entry services. The internet-based cross-border custody system was
established and launched in August 2015.

7.1 Participating Institution Account Structure
1. Operation Structure
The professional investment institutions authorizing TDCC to carry out the
cross-border custody of foreign currency denominated bonds shall submit the related
documents to TDCC, which will apply for the securities account for the professional
investment institutions to the foreign custodian, book-entry or settlement institutions.
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2. Operation Principle
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(1) As the scope and subject of foreign currency denominated bonds to be selected by
professional investment institutions for investment are broad, TDCC provides related
services step by step. The first stage is to connect to Euroclear or Clearstream (ICSDs).
Since August 2015, TDCC has offered fixed income instruments custody services.
(2) The scope of service includes the transmission of settlement instructions, securities
custody account management, and notification and handling of CA messages.
(3) For the settlement of Delivery versus Payment (DVP), TDCC allows the professional
investment institutions to complete the payment and receive the securities at the same
time.
(4) The ownership of the securities and cash under the individual securities account belongs to
the professional investment institutions.
(5) The professional investment institutions shall use CA to enter the system and carry out the
transaction and instruction transmission.

7.2 Cross-border Custody System Function
7.2.1 Securities Settlement
When ap pl ying fo r the securit ies sett lement, securit ies trans fer or
foreign

currenc y e xcha nge

to

TDCC,

the

profess iona l

investme nt

institutio ns s ha ll not ify TDCC thro ugh co mputer interco nne ct ion o r o ther
transmissio n cha nne ls.
1.

The professional investment institution (An Institution) may buy securities using
the ICSDs securities account based on DVP mode. The flow processes are
described as follows:

(1) An Institution negotiates with the counterparty for the purchase of securities and the
settlement is based on DVP mode.
(2) An Institution notifies the trading bank of remittance of the account payable to An
Institution’s ICSDs securities account. ICSDs will collect the payment upon receipt.
(3) An Institution notifies TDCC of the settlement instructions, including the
counterparty, date of settlement, securities purchased, quantity of securities
purchased, and amount payable. After receiving An Institution’s settlement
instructions, TDCC will send the instruction notice to ICSDs.
(4) The counterparty will notify ICSDs of the settlement instructions.
(5) ICSDs verify the settlement instructions of both parties.
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(6) On the date of settlement, ICSDs will transfer the payment from An Institution’s
securities account to the counterparty’s account and will transfer the securities from
the counterparty’s account to An Institution’s securities account.
(7) After ICSDs notify TDCC of the completion of the settlement, TDCC will record
the change in An Institution’s securities book-entry account.
(8) TDCC notifies An Institution of the completion of the settlement.

Figure 101. Flow Process for purcha sed securities sett lement
2.

The professional investment institution (An Institution) may sell securities using
the ICSDs securities account based on DVP mode. The flow processes are
described as follows:

(1) An Institution negotiates with the counterparty for the selling of securities and the
settlement is based on DVP mode.
(2) An Institution notifies TDCC of the settlement instructions, including the
counterparty, date of settlement, securities sold, quantity of securities sold, and
account receivable. After receiving An Institution’s settlement instructions, TDCC
will send the instruction notice to ICSDs.
(3) The counterparty will notify ICSDs of the settlement instructions.
(4) ICSDs verify the settlement instructions of both parties.
(5) On the date of settlement, ICSDs will transfer the payment from the counterparty’s
account to An Institution’s securities account and will transfer the securities from
An Institution’s securities account to the counterparty’s account.
(6) After ICSDs notify TDCC of the completion of the settlement, TDCC will record
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the change in An Institution’s securities book-entry.
(7) TDCC notifies An Institution of the completion of the settlement.

Figure 102. Flow P ro cess fo r sold securit ies sett lement
3.

The professional investment institution (An Institution) may apply to ICSDs for
transferring the payment from the ICSDs securities account to other financial
institutions. The flow processes are described as follows:

(1) An Institution notifies TDCC of outward payment instructions, including the date of
settlement, amount transferred, and the foreign currency deposit account of the
designated beneficiary bank.
(2) After receiving the settlement instructions from An Institution, TDCC sends the
notice to ICSDs.
(3) ICSDs deduct the payment from An Institution’s account and send the remittance
notice to An Institution’s trading bank.
(4) After ICSDs notify TDCC of the completion of outward payment, TDCC records
the deduction in An Institution’s account and notifies An Institution.
(5) After receiving the payment, An Institution’s trading bank will record the change in
An Institution’s book-entry.
(6) An Institution checks the account balance with the trading bank.
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F igure 103. Flow process for remitta nce

7.2.2 Information on Actions
Information on actions includes information on each custodian subject provided by
ICSDs, such as the notice of payment on principal and interest, receipt of payment
on principal and interest, advance buyback, advance sellback, and notice of
creditor’s meeting.

7.2.3

Tax Management
1. The ICSDs standard tax declaration form is prepared for the appropriate country
where the subject of investment is made by the professional investment
institutions. ICSDs then apply the related tax agreements and tax return services.
2. The report on securities payment on principal and interest specifying taxes related to
securities interest is provided for the professional investment institutions.

7.2.4

Accounting Reports
1. After the ICSDs related accounts are reviewed and confirmed, TDCC will provide
the professional investment institutions with the list of securities to be settled, the
list of overdue securities to be settled, the list of settlements, and the securities
balance.
2. Every month, TDCC obtains the ex-dividend market prices for foreign currency
denominated bonds through ICSDs and provides the report on ex-dividend and
interest-bearing evaluations for securities invested.
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Chapter 8
Auditing Operations
TDCC sets up an Auditing Department to carry out external auditing operation. Its main tasks
can be divided into four categories:
1. Providing guidance to participants for the setup of an internal control system for their
central depository operation, and working with TWSE and TPEx to audit such operation.
2. Auditing the shareholders’ service operations of TWSE or TPEx listed companies or their
registrar agencies; auditing the proxies received by proxy solicitors, their mandated
agents to handle the solicitation matters, entrusted representatives or their related parties;
auditing the reported proxies in shareholders’ meetings illegally received or used;
auditing on statistical tallying and verification of proxies and e-voting handled by the
tallying and verification organizations; reviewing reports; reviewing and auditing the
qualification of the company entrusted to handle shareholders meeting affairs and
mandated agents to handle the solicitation matters; reporting the venue and personnel of
proxy solicitors and their mandated agents to handle the solicitation matters; responsible
for answering questions over shareholders’ affairs; and providing education and training
to shareholder service personnel.
3.

Providing guidance and auditing to participants or registrar for information security.

4.

Auditing bill dealers the compilation of a short term bills interest rate index.

The related operation procedures are as follows:

8.1 Advising and Auditing the Central Depository Operation of
Securities Firms
In order to familiarize participants with various central depository operational
procedures, maintain the smooth operation of the securities market and uphold investor
interests, TDCC has been providing guidance to participants with regard to their central
depository operation since October 1995, and supporting TWSE and TPEx in auditing
the central depository operation of the securities firms since February 1996 and January
2001 respectively. All the efforts are geared to helping securities firms establish a
comprehensive internal control system for their central depository operation.
1. In order to further the healthy development of the securities market and protection of
investors’ rights, all-round guidance is provided for participants’ central depository
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operations, helping them to establish sound internal control systems for central
depository operations, as well as actively welcoming participants’ opinions on how to
improve operations, in the hopes of raising the quality of the company’s services
through safe, effective procedures.
2. TDCC assists TWSE and TPEx in auditing work directed at securities firms’ central
depository operations. Where problems have been discovered, TDCC provides
guidance on a case-by-case basis, to ensure that internal controls for central
depository operations are made effective, and that any abuse of investors’ rights is
prevented.
3. To help securities firms in setting up internal control system with regard to securities
central depository operation, TDCC reviews their internal control system and annual
internal auditing plan, execution and corrective actions taken against deficiencies
found, based on the Guidelines and Specifications of Internal Control System of A
Securities Firm and Securities Central Depository and Book-entry Transfer
Operations Manual.

8.2 Auditing Corporate Action, Proxy and Statistical Verification
Operations; Responding to Queries, Reviewing Reports and
Providing Education and Training to Shareholder Service
Personnel
In order to strengthen the internal management systems of TWSE and TPEx listed
companies with regard to operations of their registrars so as to protect the rights of the
shareholders and the security of the settlement operation in the market, TDCC
conducts periodic, selective or special audits of the share register operations to see
whether the procedures applied are appropriate and whether there are any incidence of
violation of laws and regulations. To enhance proxy management in shareholders’
meetings, TDCC also conducts regular or selective audits to review whether the proxy
solicitors, agents mandated to handle solicitation matters, entrusted representatives or
their related parties have obtained the proxies in accordance with the relevant
regulations. Also, to assist competent authorities to improve the management
efficiency on proxies in shareholders’ meetings and to achieve a more integrated
proxy solicitation system, TDCC also conducts regular or selective audits on the
operating procedures for statistical tallying and verification of proxies executed by the
relevant institutions. In addition, in light that the competent authority requires
companies meeting certain conditions in terms of capital and number of shareholders
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to offer their shareholders the option of e-voting, TDCC audits the statistical
verification operation of companies that adopt e-voting. In the audit process, TDCC
also reviews the relevancy and adequacy of the prevailing laws and regulations on
share register operation and propose suggestions with regard to regulatory
amendments.
1. According to “Regulations Governing the Administration of Shareholder Services of
Public Companies” and instructions from the competent authorities, TDCC conducts
audits on shareholder services and provides guidance for registrars of the listed
companies in the event of deficiencies found in their internal control systems so as to
preclude the occurrence of fraud that will harm shareholders‘ interests.
2. According to the Regulations Governing the “Use of Proxies for Attendance at
Shareholder Meetings of Public Companies” and instructions from the competent
authorities, TDCC conducts audits on the procedures to obtain proxies by proxy
solicitors, agents mandated to handle proxy solicitation matters, entrusted
representatives or their related parties, provides guidance for improvement on any
deficiencies found in the audit process, and conducts audits on the reported proxies in
shareholders’ meetings illegally received and used by proxy solicitors. TDCC also
assists mandated agents to handle the solicitation matters, and assists entrusted
representatives, so as to rectify the use of proxies in shareholders’ meetings and
protect the interests of the general investors.
3. According to the Regulations Governing the Use of Proxies for Attendance at
Shareholder

Meetings

of

Public

Companies,

Regulations

Governing

the

Administration of Shareholder Services of Public Companies, and instructions from
the competent authorities, TDCC conducts audits on statistical tallying and
verification procedures for proxies and e-voting handled by the tallying and
verification institutions and provides guidance for improvement on any deficiencies
found in the audit process, so as to improve the quality of statistical tallying and
verification of proxies.
4. According to Regulations Governing the Administration of Shareholder Services of
Public Companies, Regulations Governing the Use of Proxies for Attendance at
Shareholder Meetings of Public Companies and instruction of the competent
authorities, TDCC reviews and audits the qualification of companies entrusted to
handle shareholders meeting affairs and proxy solicitation on behalf of the issuers;
confirms that the companies are legally qualified; and includes such companies to be
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audited in order to correct the use of proxy and to protect investors’ rights.
5. According to Regulations Governing the Administration of Shareholder Services of
Public Companies and the instructions of the competent authority, TDCC acts as an
auditor to handle the following affairs:
(1) Accepting

reporting

on

the

employment,

change

and

review

of

shareholder-service related personnel by TWSE/TPEx-listed and emerging stock
companies or their transfer agents.
(2) Reviewing applications of TWSE/TPEx-listed and emerging stock companies to
switch shareholders’ service from outsourcing to insourcing.
(3) Accepting reporting on change of transfer agent by TWSE/TPEx-listed and
emerging stock companies.
(4) Reviewing applications of shareholders of TWSE/TPEx-listed and emerging stock
companies that handle their own shareholders’ service to have a registrar agent
handling the affairs of shareholders’ meetings.
6. According to Regulations Governing the Administration of Shareholder Services of
Public Companies and instruction of competent authorities, TDCC answers questions
of shareholders’ affairs for investors and registrars. If necessary, TDCC will also
invite registrar association to discuss appropriate solutions and will report to the
competent authorities. Once approved, the solutions will become a guideline for
registrars’ practice.
7. TDCC conducts review of their internal control system, annual audit plan,
implementation of audit, and actions taken against deficiencies found in the audits
according to the instructions provided in Rules Governing Securities Firms,
Standards for Establishment of Securities Firms, and Standards for Internal Control
System of Registrar Unit. To help listed and emerging stock companies that handle
their own share registrar operation as well as securities firms entrusted for registrar
operations to set up related internal control system.
8. According to Regulations Governing the Use of Proxies for Attendance at
Shareholder Meetings of Public Companies and the orders of the competent
authorities, TDCC reports the venue and personnel of proxy solicitors and their
mandated agents to handle the solicitation matters.
9. According to FSC letter No. Jing-Guan-Zheng-Jiao-Zi-0990068871 dated January 26,
2011 and the Regulations Governing the Internal Control Systems of Shareholder
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Services Units, TDCC provides education and training to the internal shareholders
service units and the internal auditing of listed and emerging stock companies as well
as shareholder service personnel and auditors of transfer agents to enhance the
professional knowledge of those personnel, thereby protecting the interests of the
investing public.

8.3 Guidance to Participants for IT Transmission Security and
Auditing of Transfer Agents for IT Transmission Security
In order to strengthen the internal management and IT transmission security for
participants and transfer agents, establish safer operating environment, ensure the
security of information, system, facilities and networks for users and protect investors’
rights, TDCC has been cooperating with the competent authorities since February 2002
in promoting the IT transmission security. The efforts aim to help participants and
registrars understand the importance of IT security, build fire walls for information
exchange, lower potential risks and promote efficiency for information operation.
1. Enhance guidance and help participants build better management system for
information and IT security of central depository operations to protect the safety of
book-entry transactions and investors’ rights.
2. To protect investors’ rights, to strengthen the security of information for transfer
agents and to ensure the safety of computer hardware, software and information
storage and transmission, TDCC carries out transfer agents auditing to assist the
transfer agents in correcting the deficiencies found.
3. TDCC assists transfer agents draft information security policies and reviews their
execution and corrective actions taken against deficiencies found, based on the
Personal Information Protection Act, the Regulations Governing Information
Security Management of the Executive Yuan and Organizations under the Executive
Yuan, Regulations Governing the Administration of Shareholder Services of Public
Companies and Directions for eReports and Inquiry Operations of Participants.
4. To avoid malfunction of transfer agents due to damage caused by natural disasters or
force majeure to their information systems, TDCC assists the registrars in making
disaster recovery plans that to be followed and practiced. This is to ensure the proper
operation of shareholders’ affairs and to protect their rights.
5. In light of legislative revision and practical needs, TDCC assists transfer agents in
revising operating procedures and process control, in order to prevent human errors
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and improve computerized automatic articulation.

8.4 Auditing the Compilation of Short Term Bill Interest Rate Index
To assist bill dealers in submitting short-term bill interest rate information (including
applicable bulletin rate, outright sale trade and Repo trade) to our system, TDCC follows
the Guidelines for Compilation, Use, and Review of Short-term Bill Index to audit
dealers on a regular or projected basis.
1. TDCC audits selected dealers randomly every year in accordance with the scope and
items specified by the Guidelines for Compilation, Use, and Re-view of Short-term
Bill Index.
2. In the case of unusual input of short-term bill interest rate information sub-mitted by
bills dealers, TDCC may dispatch staff to audit the dealers if necessary.
3. Once TDCC discovers any violation of the Guidelines, it shall report the incident to
the competent authorities and Central Bank of China (Taiwan) promptly.
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Chapter 9
Shareholders Electronic Voting Platform
Pursuant to the Article 177-1 of Company Act amended on June 2005, the voting
rights at a shareholders’ meeting may be exercised in writing or by electronic forms.
This new provision provides the statutory basis for shareholders to exercise their
voting rights by electronic voting. To protect the rights of shareholders and to support
the policy of the competent authority in promoting absentee ballot, TDCC embarked
on the construction of an Internet-based electronic voting platform for shareholders’
meetings, called “STOCKVOTE” in May 2008. The STOCKVOTE went online in
March 2009.

9.1 Functions and Structure of the STOCKVOTE
9.1.1 STOCKVOTE Functions
1. The STOCKVOTE is accessed via the Internet and uses certification
authority (CA) for identity authentication.
2. Issuers sign an agreement with TDCC and then make application each time.
3. Issuers provide shareholders information and make inquiry of the voting
results.
4. Custodian institutions and other institutions may vote individually or in
batch.
5. TDCC provides security control and redundancy.

9.1.2 STOCKVOTE Framework
The STOCKVOTE allows issuing companies or their transfer agents, shareholders,
and professional institutions, such as custodian institutions, securities investment trust
enterprises (SITEs), trust enterprises and securities dealers, banks, insurance
enterprises, and government funds to carry out electronic voting operation according
to the following framework:
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STOCKVOTE
Shareholder ID
authentication
Database
Security

Shareholders or professional institutions

Issuers or transfer agents

1. Sign an agreement
once and apply
each time.
2. Provide information
on shareholders
and resolutions.
3. Inquire e-voting
details and
results.

1.Inquire meeting
resolutions.
2.Exercise/revise /cancel
vote
3.Inquire voting results /
print voting records

Redundancy

Notice and announcement of shareholders’ meeting
and electronic voting matters

Figure 104. Framework of STOCKVOTE Platform

9.1.3 STOCKVOTE Certificates
The STOCKVOTE provides six types of certificate authority (CA) for users as
shown below:
Securities
Online
Citizen
Industrial
Type of Securities
certificate firm online and futures banking
digital
and
Government
order
co-certificate certificate certificate business
certificate
User identity
placement
certificate
certificate
Individual
●
●
●
shareholder
Juristic-person
●
●
●
●
shareholder
Custodian
institutions/SIT
E/ / securities
dealer
Issuer/transfer
agent
Government
fund

●

●

●

●
●
●

Figure 105. Types of Certificate Authority and User ID
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9.2 STOCKVOTE Operation
9.2.1 For Issuers
1. Application
(1) When an issuer applies to entrust TDCC to handle the e-voting of its
shareholders’ meeting, the issuer must sign an agreement with TDCC
before it uses the STOCKVOTE the first time. The agreement stipulates the
rights and obligations of both parties and operational rules of the
STOCKVOTE, and will stay valid once it is signed. The agreement also
stipulates that both parties shall submit the application to TDCC and
designate the electronic certificate used in the platform.
(2) When the issuing companies or their transfer agents plan to adopt e-voting
for a shareholders’ meeting, the issuer shall upload the date of the
shareholders’ meeting and the period of e-voting onto the platform using
the designated electronic certificate and apply to TDCC for the use of the
STOCKVOTE seven days before the scheduled voting starts.
(3) Where the issuer entrusts its transfer agent to handle the voting matter, the
transfer agent shall fill out an application, affix thereon its seal on file with
TDCC and apply to TDCC for connection.
2. Upload of shareholders information
(1) The issuer must, at least seven days before the scheduled voting starts,
deliver the file of shareholders information according to the prescribed
format and manner to TDCC and upload relevant information, including
the meeting resolutions onto the STOCKVOTE so TDCC could verify the
shareholders’ identities and matters to be voted on.
(2) If the issuer likes to change the inputted data, it must notify TDCC at least
four days before the scheduled voting starts to make the amendments.
3. Inquiry and download of voting results
The STOCKVOTE allows issuers to inquire and download the votes of
shareholders on various resolutions and votes to combine the votes with
votes cast in shareholders’ meeting.

9.2.2 Custodian Institution, SITE, Trust Enterprise and Securities
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Dealer
1. Application
(1) A custodian institution, SITE, trust enterprise, or securities dealer must
fill out an application to apply to TDCC for voting via the
STOCKVOTE.
(2) Upon receiving the application from a professional institution, TDCC
will grant the administrator of the custodian institution, SITE, trust
enterprise, or securities dealer the relevant authority to access the
STOCKVOTE and notify the administrator of their user ID and initial
password.
(3) The administrator of the professional institution, such as custodian
institution, SITE, trust enterprise, and securities dealer will set up the
access authority of relevant supervisors and personnel based on the
institutional ID, user ID and initial password given by TDCC.
2. Voting
(1) When a professional institution, such as custodian institution, SITE,
trust enterprise, and securities dealer likes to cast vote on behalf of a
customer, it must first input the customer data into the STOCKVOTE.
(2) A professional institution, such as custodian institution, SITE, trust
enterprise, and securities dealer may cast vote online one-by-one or in
batch. The STOCKVOTE also provides the functions of revision,
deletion and cancellation.
3.

Inquiry
A professional institution, such as custodian institution, SITE, trust
enterprise, and securities dealer that has completed the voting can check the
voting result immediately. The STOCKVOTE also allows the download of
single-vote and batch vote details within one year after the shareholders’
meeting.

9.2.3 Shareholders
1. After the issuer has applied to TDCC for the use of the STOCKVOTE, its
shareholders may cast vote electronically via the STOCKVOTE, and a vote
cast electronically is equally valid as a vote cast in the shareholders’ meeting.
2. The

STOCKVOTE

is

internet-based.
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Shareholders

may enter

the

STOCKVOTE to vote with a CA for user authentication.
3. When shareholders receive a shareholders’ meeting notice, they can be
informed whether the company offers electronic voting, or they may enter the
STOCKVOTE

(www.stockvote.com.tw)

to

check

information

on

shareholders’ meetings of companies that use the STOCKVOTE.
4. Shareholders logon to the STOCKVOTE with CA and enter their ID/unified
business number. After the STOCKVOTE verifies their identification, the
shareholders can browse the agenda and motions of the shareholders’ meeting
and vote on the resolutions electronically.
5. Shareholders may inquire their votes on the STOCKVOTE from the voting
starting day to 30 days after the shareholders’ meeting.

9.2.4 Flow Chart
1. Issuers

1.

Sign a contract and complete an application (first time)

Issuer/

TDCC

3. Notify issuer/transfer agent to carry

transfer agent

out e-voting operation via STOCKVOTE
.
4

Logon by entering
CA-certificate and
password

.
7

Provide voting
results and statistics
report

STOCKVOTE

2.Set user access authority

6. Logon to vote

Shareholder

5. Input the meeting reference number (proxy), resolutions,
and candidate list

Figure 106. STOCKVOTE operation flow chart for issuers

2. Professional institutions, such as custodian institutions, SITEs , trust
enterprises, securities dealers, banks, insurance enterprises and government
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funds

1. Fill out an application

Custodian
institution
and trust
enterprise

TDCC
3. Notify to carry out e-voting operation
via STOCKVOTE

.
7

Logon the Platform to cast vote online
one-by-one or in batch

Input proxy data
Logon to set up access
authority

..
54

.
8

Provide voting results
inquiry and voting record
download services

STOCKVOTE

2.Set user access authority
6. Mail meeting notice

Issuer/
transfer
agent

Figure 107. STOCKVOTE operation flow chart for professional institutions,
such as custodian institutions, SITEs , trust enterprises, securities dealers,
banks, insurance enterprises and government funds

3. Shareholders
2. Logon using CA and enter
ID/unified business number and

4. Cast vote

1.Mail shareholders’
meeting notice

Issuer

Shareholder

STOCKVOTE
5. Online review of
voting result
3.ID authentication

Figure 108. STOCKVOTE operation flow chart for shareholders
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9.3 Cross-border Voting Operation (STP)
For the sake of building a corporate governance roadmap and in response to the
suggestions of Asia Corporate Governance Association (ACGA), the competent
authority has been pushing for the cooperation between domestic e-voting platform
service providers and international voting service institutions under the directions of
the “Shareholder Activism” project included in the Corporate Governance Roadmap
2013. According to the plan of the competent authority, TDCC will construct a
straight-through processing (STP) mechanism to transmit and process shareholding
data of foreign investors for reconciliation by local custodian services and issuers’
transfer agents, standard English translations of shareholders’ meeting agenda and
motions, and voting instructions. These services become available on December 29,
2014.
9.3.1 Operation Principles
1.

The STP uses the TDCC-developed C.A.Net (referred to as the “System”
hereunder).

2.

The STP services include the transmission and processing of shareholding
reconciliation data, English translations of shareholders’ meeting agenda and
motions, and standardization and voting instructions.

3.

The custodians can execute customer’s voting instructions in the following
manners:
(1) Through the transmission system between an international voting service
institution and TDCC; or
(2) Through the transmission system between a custodian and TDCC.

4.

For the STP service, international voting service institutions should sign an
agreement with TDCC, and custodians should also submit an application.

5.

Custodians and issuer’s transfer agents need a CA for login and carry out
transactions. TDCC system will keep the transaction records for one year.

9.3.2 Operating Procedure
1.

Transmission and processing of shareholding reconciliation data
(1) Issuer’s transfer agents shall, within a prescribed time period, upload
shareholding data of clients of custodians that have applied for use of the
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System as well as notation for split voting (including companies that
adopt and do not adopt e-voting) into the System for download and
reconciliation by custodians.
(2) Custodians shall, after checking the holdings of their clients, upload such
data into the System to facilitate subsequent position checking for
cross-border voting.
2.

Transmission and processing of English translations of shareholders’ meeting
agenda and motions
(1) The System allocates the task of translating Chinese shareholders’
meeting agenda and motions into English according to the allocation
principle agreed by the custodian.
(2) Custodians that are allocated the task of translation shall upload the
English translations of the meeting agenda and motions within a
designated time period. TDCC will forward the English agenda and
motions of the shareholders’ meeting to the international voting service
institution on behalf of the custodian after 2:00pm of the uploading date.

3.

Transmission and processing of voting instructions
(1) The System processes the voting instructions sent by the international
voting service institution or uploaded by the custodian according to the
principles agreed by the custodian.
(2) The System inputs the processed voting instructions into TDCC
STOCKVOTE platform or provides the local custodian bank with
custodian’s voting instruction details produced by a non-e-voting
company for the local custodian bank to assign somebody to attend the
shareholders’ meeting.
(3) Custodians may inquire or adjust the voting results of their clients who
cast votes electronically through TDCC STOCKVOTE platform. If the
custodian did not make any adjustment before the deadline for e-voting
set by the company, the voting instructions will be executed accordingly.
(4) Custodians should inquire, check and download the processed voting
instructions daily and keep the records for future reference.
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Chapter 10
Operation Risk Management
10.1 Supervision of the Competent Authorities
Based on its authority and the necessity of market regulation, the competent
authorities administers and oversees the operations of securities central depository
enterprises and debt instruments depository and clearing according to the
provisions stipulated in the Securities and Exchange Act, the Act Governing Bills
Finance Business, and relevant ordinances and decrees, which are briefly
described as follows:

10.1.1 Provisions of the Securities and Exchange Act and Rules
Governing Centralized Securities Depository Enterprises
1. Approval from the competent authority is required for the operation of
securities central depository enterprise. Rules governing the conditions for
establishment, application and approval procedures, finances, operations,
regulation, and other matters for compliance with respect to the business
referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be prescribed by the Competent
authorities (Article 18 of the Securities and Exchange Act).
2. For the protection of public interests or investor’s interests, the competent
authorities may require the central depository enterprise to submit reference
materials or reports, or make a direct examination of relevant documents
and account books. (Paragraph 1, Article 18-1 and Article 38 of the
Securities and Exchange Act).
3. If it is found that the enterprise has failed to comply with the laws or
regulations during the examination of the disclosed financial reports or
other documents, or during the direct investigation of the financial and
business conditions, the competent authorities may issue a corrective order,
or additionally impose sanctions pursuant to this Act (Paragraph 1, Article
18-1 and Article 39 of the Securities and Exchange Act).
4. Where a central depository enterprise has violated this Act or any order
issued there under, in addition to being subject to the punishments provided
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under this Act, the competent authorities may, depending on the severity of
the offense, impose any of the following sanctions: (Article 18-1 and Article
66 of Securities and Exchange Act)
(1) Warning.
(2) Ordering the company to replace its directors, supervisors, or managers.
(3) Suspending the business, in whole or in part, of the company for a period
of not more than six months.
(4) Revoking the business license of the company. (Paragraph 1, Article
18-1 of the Securities and Exchange Act, to which Article 66 of the same
act applies)
5. The Rules Governing Centralized Securities Depository Enterprises enacted
by the competent authorities contains articles for setting-up the securities
central depository enterprise, business, participants, eligible securities, tariff,
operational rules, indemnity reserve, utilization of own-funds, surplus
reserves, annual business plan and budget, annual financial reports, periods
of document and data preservation, company by-laws, provision of
shareholder’s list, examination of financial and business reports, behaviors
of company directors, supervisors and employees, and the examination of
financial and business reports.

10.1.2 The Regulations Governing Book-Entry Operations for
Centrally Deposited Securities
Pursuant to Paragraph 2, Article 43 of the Securities and Exchange Act, the
competent authorities sets forth Rules Governing the Book-entry Operation
of Securities, which stipulates the types of securities eligible for book-entry,
opening and managing of the participant accounts, deposit, withdrawal,
book-entry for participants’ securities, execution of shareholder’s right, etc.

10.1.3 The Guidelines for the Establishment of Internal Control
Systems by Enterprises Serving the Securities and Futures
Markets
TDCC sets up internal control systems for its finance and business and
carries out internal audits in accordance with Article 14-1 of the Securities
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and Exchange Act, and the Guidelines for the Establishment of Internal
Control Systems by Enterprises Serving the Securities and Futures Markets
enacted by the competent authorities.

10.1.4 Act Governing Bills Finance Businesses, Regulations
Governing the Approval and Administration of Central
Depository and Clearing Houses for Short-term Bills
1. Institutions handling the central depository, clearing and settlement of
short-term bills should be approved by competent authorities (Article 7 of
the Act Governing Bills Finance Businesses).
2. Dealers of short-term bills should deliver the bills to the buyers or to the
buyers’ entrusted custodian banks or depositories on the trade date. Dealers
are not allowed to safe keep the bills. The settlement of bills mentioned
above may be done through book entry. The operation is to be regulated by
competent authorities and Central Bank of China (Taiwan) after discussion
(Article 26 of the Act Governing Bills Finance Businesses).
3. The Regulations Governing the Approval and Administration of Central
Depository and Clearing Houses for Short-term Bills enacted by the
competent authorities contains the articles for setting-up the short-term bills
central depository enterprise, business operation, participants, organization
structure, shareholders, type of securities in custody, fee schedule, business
rules, utilization of own-funds, surplus reserves, annual financial reports,
period of document and data preservation, review of financial and business
report, and behaviors of company directors, supervisors and employees.

10.1.5 Rules Governing the Issuing, Registration, and Central
Deposit and Book-entry System for Short-term Bills
Pursuant to the Paragraph 3 and 5, Article 26 of the Act Governing Bills
Finance Businesses, the competent authorities sets forth Rules Governing the
Issuing, Registration, and Central Deposit and Book-entry System for
Short-term Bills which stipulates the types of securities eligible for book-entry,
opening and managing of the participant accounts, issuing registration, deposit,
withdrawal, book-entry for participants’ securities, payment and execution of
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shareholder’s right, etc.

10.1.6 Regulations of Internal Control in the central depository and
clearing houses of short-term bills
To enhance proper operation of central depository and clearing house, the
Regulations Governing the Approval and Administration of Central
Depository and Clearing Houses for Short-term Bills, enacted by the
competent authorities, require the institution to establish an internal control
system so as to implement internal audit.

10.2 Business Continuity Planning
Since continuous operation is very important in sustaining a normal financial
market, TDCC formulated a Business Continuity Plan (BCP) in September 2005.
To ensure continuity in business operation, the Plan specifies the company’s
major operation, manpower and resources required by such operation, as well as
procedures of precaution, responsive action and recovery from disasters. The
operation of BCP is stated as follows:

10.2.1 Formulating a BCP
1. Background
TDCC formulates its BCP in accordance with the procedures governing
information security management of the Executive Yuan and its agencies as
well as the ISO27001 information security policy.
2. Purpose
To ensure the recovery of TDCC’s major operations within a given time,
the BCP specifies the company’s critical operations, main business, as well
as manpower and equipment required. This is to make sure that there are
adequate resources for precautious measures and emergency response
capacity, and to outline steps of action to be taken for effective recovery
work when needed.
3. Scope and maintenance
The BCP consists of the BCP team’s responsibility, procedures and
strategies for disaster response, and the team’s key operations before and
during the various stages of disasters.
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In addition, TDCC will adjust its BCP in light of market changes and current
business status. The BCP will also be revised according to the result of each
drill so as to accomplish the objectives of continuous operation and normal
market function.

10.2.2 Setting Up a BCP Team
The commander of the BCP team is TDCC’s Senior Executive Vice President,
and the Secretary General serves as its chief executive. The team is divided
into seven units, including Planning, Business, Technology, Administrative
Support, Security, Medical Aid, and Audit. The BCP team is responsible for
ensuring continuity in TDCC’s business operation by handling the BCP plan,
emergency response, precaution, response and recovery.

10.2.3 BCP Tests and Drills
To put the BCP into practice and improve staff’s ability of risk management
and disaster response, TDCC conducts relevant tests and drills every year.
1. Methods of drills
Including paper, reporting, evacuation and complete drills.
2. Drill plans and implementation
To achieve desired results, departments in charge of each year’s drills
compile a detailed plan, while the BCP units also prepare procedures to be
implemented in the drills. In addition, the Audit Unit supervises and checks
the implementation of the drill during the process.
3. Review meeting
A review meeting is held after the drill. At the meeting, the BCP units
explain and review the implementation of the drill as well as provide
suggestion of improvement as references to the revision of the BCP or the
next drill plan.

10.3 Internal Auditing
The Internal Auditing Department reports to the board of directors directly. It
audits and examines the operations of different departments, assists the board of
directors and managers to investigate and review the internal control system, and
provides timely suggestions to ensure that the system is effectively carried out
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and maintained. The particulars of the internal auditing operations are presented
below:

10.3.1 Set up of implementation procedures for internal auditing
system
To ensure the effective execution of internal control, TDCC sets up the
implementation procedures for internal auditing system according to the
Guidelines for the Establishment of Internal Control Systems by Enterprises
Serving the Securities and Futures Market.

10.3.2 Contents of Auditing
Auditing tasks include routine auditing, special auditing, rotating auditing and
self-auditing.

Routine Auditing
The Internal Auditing Department implements the auditing plan on a monthly
basis and may conduct auditing operation if necessary.

Special Auditing
The head of the Internal Auditing Department conducts audits in specific
aspects of company operations as directed by the Chairman or as needed.

Rotating Auditing
The Internal Auditing Department audits might, depending on the major items
of risk management, rotationally seek the support from other departments to
expand the scope of audit operation.

Self-Auditing
Besides working with the internal auditors on auditing operations, each
department shall conduct its own auditing monthly and make records.

10.3.3 Internal Auditing Plan
To cover all operations, the Internal Auditing Department sets the annual and
monthly auditing plan in terms of the auditing focus, auditing schedule and job
allocation as the basis for auditing before implementing the internal auditing
system.
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10.3.4 Focus of Internal Auditing
1. The auditing focuses on the central depository and book-entry operations of
account management, settlement, deposit and withdrawal, delivery of
pledged securities, registration of dematerialized securities, clearing and
settlement operation for emerging stocks, listed open-ended beneficiary
certificates and gold, custody management, book-entry, clearing and
settlement of short-term bills, maintaining a short-term bills interest rate
index, cross-border transfers for international securities transactions,
offshore structured product reporting platform, mutual fund business
management, examination of short-term bills interest rate index compilation
by bills dealers, access security of risk assessment system operation room
and management of data access by law enforcement agents, e-voting
platform control operation as well as personal information protection and
management operation. Regarding the development of computerized
information system, procedures to be managed include program revision
and system documentation, data access, input/output management, security
of files and equipment, purchase, use and maintenance of hardware and
system software; system recovery plans, testing procedures, and IT
transmission security tests. In addition, the audit also investigates guidance
for securities brokers through audit operations and review of shareholders
affairs, as well as various administration operations including construction
projects, property procurement, cashiering, company chops, planning, legal
affairs, financial accounting and human resources.
2. The tasks of internal audit include the audit of finance, business,
management and information system, as well as important operation or
transactions in consideration of the level of importance and risks involved.
Related operations include:
(1) Focusing on any external or internal factors which may influence the
achievement of TDCC’s business goals, TDCC conducts risk assessment
to determine the probability and extent of influence. Based on the
evaluation results, TDCC also reviews various audit items and frequency,
so as to ensure that the audits are performed in line with the
environ-mental changes.
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(2) Daily examination of accounting vouchers and verification of
construction projects or property procurement that exceeds a certain
amount of money.
(3) Review on major changes in information systems.

10.3.5 Audit Reports and Follow-up on Deficiencies Discovered
Upon completion of an audit, auditing personnel should write an audit report
with relevant documentation attached, reporting any deficiency and irregularity
discovered and making suggestions for remedial actions. To ensure that the
department involved corrects the problems and takes steps to prevent their
recurrence, the Internal Auditing Department should conduct follow-up report
on problems discovered on a monthly basis. The audit reports and follow-up
re-ports are retained for at least five years.
Corrections of deficiencies in the internal control system and unusual activities
shall be extended to all problems discovered in the audit process by the
competent authorities and internal auditors, as well as those listed in the
internal control declaration, self-audit reports and report of special audits
conducted by professional external auditors.

10.4 Audit of IT transmission security
In light of the important role of information system in business promotion and
diversification of services, in which information security is the prime concern,
TDCC has an “Information Security Taskforce” in place. The Taskforce is a
regular unit where TDCC President acts as its convenor and Vice President acts
of its deputy convenor, and the heads of respective TDCC units serve as its
members. Under the Taskforce, there are “Security Prevention Team”, “Risk
Management Team”, and “Auditing Team.” The Taskforce meets once every
half a year and is in charge of matters relating to prevention and risk
management for information security,. By compiling and analyzing audit trail
and invasion detection data gathered, the Taskforce ensures the security of
TDCC information infrastructure and continuous operation of the IT system.
TDCC also sets up the position of information auditor within the Internal
Auditing Department to be in charge of audit of information operations so as to
ensure the effectiveness of computer-processed internal control system. These
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auditors draw up audit items with regard to the MIS system according to the
enforcement rules for internal control systems and internal audit, the guidelines
for system users regarding the information security control provided by TDCC
and procedure documents. The TDCC information auditing operations are
implemented as follows:

10.4.1 Drafting internal audit rules and carrying out routine, special,
and rotating audits.
Information audit is an integral part of internal audit. Aside from routine,
special, and rotating audits described in the preceding section, the information
auditors also make use of system audit trail to collect proactively the
information operations that fail to follow common practice (Log) so as to track
and catch potential problems.

10.4.2 Participating in the Joint Quality Test Team to bolster the
stability and accuracy of the information systems for new
services.
Aside from following the standard procedures for developing and testing
information systems for new services, a Joint Quality Test Team comprised of
the quality test team of the information departments and department in charge
of the new business will carry out testing of major systems before a new
information system goes on line. The information auditors of the Internal
Auditing Department also review the functional testing conducted by the Joint
Quality Test Team as well as the integrity of testing records and procedures of
system developers to make sure the new service is stable and accurate after it
goes on line.

10.4.3 Carrying out periodic audits of information security by
outside professionals to enhance the security and control of
the information system.
1. To enhance the security and control of MIS system, TDCC, pursuant to the
provisions of Enforcement Guidelines for the Establishment of Internal
Control Systems by Enterprises Serving the Securities Market and Futures
Market, entrusts reputable professionals with auditing expertise to carry out
audit of operations processed by computer systems. TDCC also reports the
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audit result to the competent authority for reference.
2. For outsourced audits on information security, the information auditors are
responsible for related planning and work execution, and following up on
the implementation of corrective actions taken in response to the audit
results and suggestions, or asking the Information Department to review and
revise relevant operating procedures where necessary.
3. Due to TDCC’s continuous efforts to promote information security, and
security improvement, TDCC was commended by the competent authorities
in a related meeting held in July 2003. The Information Security Audit
Service Group of Executive Yuan conducted an onsite audit of TDCC on
November 15, 2005, December 1, 2009, and September 3, 2014, and graded
the operations as having zero defects in both audits. Also, TDCC is allowed
to submit an ISO27001 semiannually review reports in lieu of the external
audit reports on information security. Beginning in 2007, therefore, TDCC
has utilized the British Standards Institution (BSI) to conduct semi-annually
ISO27001 audits, which serves as the out-sourced periodic information
security special audit for the company. Over the years, there has been no
defects found in the audits, indicating that TDCC’s continuous efforts in
improving its information security management have produced concrete
results. The information security audit currently covers the following items:
(1)

Information security policy.

(2)

Information security for the organization.

(3)

Human resources security.

(4)

Asset management.

(5)

System access controls.

(6)

Cryptography.

(7)

Physical and environmental security.

(8)

Operation safety.

(9)

Communication safety.

(10) System acquirement, development and maintenance.
(11) Supplier relationships.
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(12) Management of information security incidents.
(13) Business continuity management.
(14) Compliance.

10.4.4 TDCC’s IT system (Levels A, B and C) are ISO27001 qualified
To facilitate effective IT security that meets international standards, TDCC has
implemented an Information Security Management System (ISMS) and gone
through the process of BS7799 and ISO 27001qualification.
1. On August 31, 2004, TDCC three Level A information systems (securities
depository, futures clearing and vault management) were audited by BSI
BS7799 standard. All the three systems were qualified.
2. On March 29, 2005, TDCC completed the BS7799 qualification of its
Depository, Clearing and Settlement System together with its Short-term
Bills Index Compilation System.
3. On October 26, 2005, all of TDCC’s Level B, and C systems in addition to
Level A information systems were BS7799 certified.
4. On 15 November 2006, TDCC received the ISO27001 certification which
was an integrated new version of BS7799 after TDCC’s merge with Debt
Instruments Depository and Clearing.
5. On 17 May 2013, TDCC completed the additional verifications required
under ISO/IEC 27001:2013 for its Bills Depository, Clearing and Settlement
System.
6. TDCC entrusted the BSI to conduct follow-up ISO27001 audit of TDCC
once every half a year and re-verification once every three years. Up to now,
there has been no non-conformity found, indicating that TDCC’s
information security and management system is continuously effective and
conforms with ISO requirements.

10.4.5 Implementing an information security monitoring center and
completing the connection mechanism with the National
Security Operation Center (NSOC)
The National Information & Communication Security Taskforce of the
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Executive Yuan incorporated TDCC’s securities depository and futures
clearing systems into the list of vital operating systems with huge impact on
national security and social stability; it also included “Security Operation
Center (SOC) Early Warning and Reporting Operation” as an operation to be
put under control and supervision. Accordingly, TDCC constructed its SOC in
June 2006, including comprehensive management of heterogeneous equipment,
event analysis, system monitoring, improvement of information security of the
entire network and integrative vulnerability scanning for information security.
On July 24, 2006, TDCC succeeded in completing the connection with the
National Security Operations Center (NSOC). In December 2006, TDCC has
incorporated its Depository, Clearing and Settlement Systems under the SOC
control.

10.5 Indemnity Reserve and Deposit
To protect the interests of TDCC creditors and investors, TDCC, pursuant to
Article 15 of Rules Governing Centralized Securities Depository Enterprises
and SFC circular No. Jin-Guan-Cheng-Tou-1010045022 dated October 16th,
2012, contributes 5% of its operating income (including clearing and settlement,
book-entry operation, custody fees, transfer fees, account maintenance fees, and
deposit and recovery) in 15 days after each quarter to a compensation fund until
the fund equals to the paid-in capital of TDCC.
Pursuant to Article 38 of the Regulations, the central depository and clearing
house of short-term bills shall deposit NT$100 million of guarantee fund at
Central Bank of China (Taiwan) by cash, government bonds or bank
debentures.

10.6 Vault Management
10.6.1 Security Facilities
The storage facilities of TDCC are well designed and equipped with anti-theft,
fire, humidity and pests protection system. In structure, the vault is surrounded
with strengthened steel board, as well as asbestos for fire control. As far as
anti-burglar measures are concerned, the vaults are equipped with vibration
sensors, heat sensors, magnetic switches, monitoring system and other security
equipment. For the anti-fire system, the vaults are equipped with FM200
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automatic fire-extinguishing systems, and many units of handy extinguishers.
In the aspect of humidity proof, there are air conditioners. As for pest control,
chemical sterilization is used.

10.6.2 Access Management
TDCC enacted the rules of vault management which prescribe the control for
employees entering the vault, opening/closing the vault, management of the
keys, secret codes, etc. The latest induction identification card system is used
when open and close the vault. Personnel may not enter the vault unless the
identification card and secret code matches. This system is connected to a
computer, which records the entering and exit time and identification of the
personnel and prints out daily record for future reference. In addition, there is a
strictly enforced requirement that employees only enter the vaults in-groups of
two or more; employees are never allowed into the vaults alone. The keys and
secret codes are kept separately by two officers of different levels higher than
associate as designated by the unit head for security control. The 24-hour
security guard services are enlisted to patrol the surroundings and enforce the
vault safety.

10.6.3 Storage Management
Securities under fungible and separate custody are stored on mobile shelves.
The storage control system is planned by the computer system, where the
sys-tem assigns a storage space to securities based on the sequence of entry,
and saves the information with regard to the type and quantity of securities on
each shelf, layer and space. It allows convenient access and inquiry of storage
space for each security, helps save storage space and keep track of the quantity
of securities in vault.

10.7 Personal Information Protection and Administration
System
TDCC holds enormous amount of data on investor’s assets and values the
Personal Information Protection Act and management systems. TDCC also
accepted the audit of Science & Technology Law Institute of III – the TPIPAS
verification institution and passed the verification and received the Data Privacy
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Protection Mark (DP Mark) from the Ministry of Economic Affairs on December
12, 2013, becoming the first non-e-commerce business in the domestic securities
and futures markets to implement the TPIPAS system. This move demonstrates
TDCC’s resolve to comply with personal data protection regulations and
hopefully will boost further investors’ confidence in the overall securities market.
In the future, TDCC will continue to rigorously manage its operations in
compliance with the TPIPAS system and rules and implement the PDCA cycle,
thereby strengthening the protection of investor assets in the securities and
futures markets.
Since the validity of the Data Privacy Protection Mark (DP Mark) lasts for two
years, TDCC accepted the on-site inspection carried out by the TPIPAS
verification institution from October 27 to 29, 2015 and passed the certification
once again and received the DP Mark on December 11, 2015.
To raise the awareness of TDCC staff to personal data protection and effectively
protect the interest of investors, all TDCC employees are required to attend
related courses offered by the Science & Technology Law Institute. It is hoped
that those courses will enable TDCC employees to understand fully the
importance of personal data protection and help minimize the risk of Personal
Information Protection Act violation. TDCC also introduces plethora of personal
data protection technologies and mechanisms whenever necessary and enhances
the security of its IT systems, networks and users. Aside from engaging the
services of professional institutions to ensure the protection and security levels of
its IT systems and networks, TDCC also establishes relevant procedures,
requiring respective departments to establish designated computer area or
computer terminals for operations involving personal data. As of now, TDCC has
established designated computer terminal control mechanism, online data leak
prevention systems, and personal data masking system.
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